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The Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program was developed by McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company - East under Contract NAS 9-12989 for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston,
Texas. The contract involved a study to derive basic weight estimation relation-
ships for those elements of the Space Shuttle vehicle which contribute a signifi-
cant portion of the inert weight. These relationships measure the pacing parameters
of load, geometry, material, and environment. The weight estimation relationships
are then combined into the Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program.




This volume contains the definition of the Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis
Computer Program, along with the rationale leading to its development. Included
is a listing of the weight scaling models, the physical description of the
equations, and supporting weight data.
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The primary objective of thls study was the development of a Weight/Sizing
Design Synthesis Methodology to be used in support of the main line Space Shuttle
Program. This methodology has a minimum number of data inputs and quick turn
around capabilities consistant with the objective of enabling the NASA to rapidly:
(a) make weight comparisons between current Shuttle configurations and proposed
changes, (b) determine the effects of various subsystems trades on total systems
weight, and (c) determine the effects of weight on performance and performance
on weight.
We have used the technology developed during the Space Shuttle Phase B
Program as our starting point, and expanded this technology into a workable
family of weight estimation models tailored to the parallel burn Orbiter with
an external LOX/LH 2 tank and a solid rocket motor booster. These models permit
rapid weight and sizing calculations to be made with sufficient accuracy to
measure the load, material, geometry, system configurations, and environmental
parameters of interest to the Shuttle Program.
The study was organized into six tasks conducted in three distinct steps.
The first step was to identify and deliver baseline programs (Task l),and to
review existing technology to identify each equation and to scope the effort
required to develop each element (Task 2). Our starting point was the existing
CASPER (C_onfiguration _Analysis, Sizing and PERformance) progra_developed for a
fully reusable Space Shuttl_ and APSE (_Analytical Parametric S_ystem E__valuation),
which is an expanded version of CASPER, capable of multiple vehicle baseline
configurations, and the VSP _ehicle S_ensltlvlties Program), developed to provide
vehicle sensitivities. These baseline programs, along with informal user guides,
were delivered to the NASA at the initial review on 30-31 August 1972.
The second step of this study, Tasks 3, 4, and 5,was to develop the required
weight/sizing equations. We concentrated our efforts on those elements which
contribute a significant fraction of the inert weight, and have a significant inter-
face with the major load, material, and configuration parameters of the Shuttle.
We identified these key elements as the wing and tail torque box, the body
basic structure, the landing gear structure, the external tank, and the
propulsion system inerts. The models for these key elements are developed (Task
3) from analytical relationships to a level consistent with overall input data
requirements and required output accuracy. The remaining elements, such as the
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Thermal Protection System, Controls, Power, and Avionics, are represented by
empirical relationships developed (Task 4) from existing models, hardware data,
or Shuttle study data. Accuracy is demonstrated (Task 5) at both system and
subsystem levels.
The third step, Task 6, refined the logic of the baseline APSE program,
and oriented it to the current configuration of an external tank orbiter with
a solid rocket motor booster. Additional work consisted of incorporating
the developed equation into the refined program and installing it on the
J$C UNIVAC 1108 computer.
The results of this study will provide the NASA with a weight/sizing
computer program that: (a) can analyze the current configuration and ongoing
efforts, (b) provides various vehicle sizing options, including size to payload,
size to gross weight, and size to critical mission. The program will compute
delta payload or delta performance with provision for constant thrust or T/W ratios,
and (c) provide gross weight sensitivity to various system parameters, including
payload weights and volumes, on orbit AV, system inert weights, Isp , and thrust
level.
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Step i, encompassing Task i, Identify and Deliver Baseline Programs, and
Task 2, Review Existing Technology to Identify Each Equation and Scope the
Effort Required to Develop Each Element, was utilized as the basis for formu-
lating the Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program. This step defined
our starting point and depicted our anticipated results.
Step 2, including Task 3, Development of Analytical Models for Key Elements,
Task 4, Refinement of Empirical Models for Remaining Elements, and Task 5, Weight
Model Accuracy, derived the weight-estimation models to be used in defining the
orbiter, booster, and external tank modules.
Step 3 is essentially the culmination of the study. This step (Task 6)
formulates the Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program. This is the
E__xecutive Sizing PERformance (ESPER) program.
The ESPER program is a multioption sizing/synthesis program geared to the
Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) Booster in parallel with an external hydrogen/oxygen
tank orbiter for either the easterly (28-1/2 deg inclination) polar (90 deg
inclination), or resupply (55 deg inclination) missions. The program has two
primary options:
(a) fixed hardware, and
(b) iterative vehicle sizing.
The fixed hardware option determines the payload capability of a given configuration.
This allows the user to determine the effect on performance of configuration and/or
criteria changes, either real or proposed.
The iterative vehicle sizing option physically sizes the vehicles for a
given payload. It determines the size of the SRM and its propellant load, and the
size of the external tank and its corresponding propellant load. The iterative
procedure is based on either the sizing criteria of a fixed staging velocity or it
will size the vehicle to a minimum gross lift off weight (GLOW). The minimum GLOW
option is provided as it is generally associated with a minimum cost operation.
In turn, either of the sizing requirements can be run with a fixed thrust
option in which both the booster and orbiter thrust are set at given values and
the propellant requirements are determined, or the orbiter thrust can be
fixed and the first stage thrust-to-weight ratio input. The fixed thrust-to-
weight options determines the booster engine size,plus the propellant requirements.
2-]
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Each of the vehicles has several modes of analysis available. The orbiter,
external tank, and booster weight can be determined by the option of detail
analysis, detail analysis while maintaining a user input dry weight, or no analy-
sis but simply utilizing an input weight to represent the vehicle. In addition,
the external tank and the booster are represented by simplified equations in
which the parameters of interest are curve-fit to determine the vehicle weight.
In addition to printing out the performance parameters, the option is avail-
able to print out the detail subsystems weights of each vehicle, providing a
line item comparison with the current Shuttle vehicle. Another option would
be a simplified printout, containing only the vehicle dry or burn out weight as
listed in the performance parameters.
Two performance subroutines are tied into the ESPER program to allow the
user to determine growth characteristics or vehicle sensitivities.
ESPER is fundamentally based on the control logic found in the Analytical
Parametric Systems Evaluation (APSE) program delivered to NASA at ATP plus 6 weeks.
APSE is primarily a multivehicle program in which many types of vehicles and
configurations can be compared, i.e., fully reusable configuration, external
hydrogen tank orbiter, pressure feed booster, series burn, as well as the current
baseline solid rocket motor (SRM) booster with an external hydrogen/oxygen tank
orbiter.
Inherent with the multivehicle concept are extremely simplified weight rela-
tions, as depicted in the APSE system sizing network (Figure 2-1). The weight
equations in APSE consisted primarily of mass fractions, with the booster being a
function of thrust and propellant load, the orbiter a function of thrust, and the
external tank a function of required propellant. These mass fractions were derived
from study point designs, and required continual updating to meet the ever changing
criteria. With ESPER being based on the current baseline vehicle, and the multi-
vehicle studies dropped, the major emphasis of this study was directed to the
expansion of the weight relationships.
Figure 2-2 presents a simplified flow chart of the ESPER program. The program
consists of three vehicle modules, two functional modules, and three performance
subroutines. The vehicle modules contain the analytical and empirical equations
and relationships required to completely define the orbiter and booster, and the
external tank respectively. As noted in the introduction, these equations will
measure the pacing parameters of load, material, and geometry. The functional
modules describe the vehicle sizing and the trajectory analysis. The output
2-2
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is an analyzed vehicle which, when coupled with the performance subroutines, will
allow the user to derive growth accommodations, sensitivites, and payload
capabilities. These modules and subroutines operate under the logic and direction













FIGURE 2-2 ESPER FLOW CHART
The APSE program was selected as the basic sizing logic after a review of
existing sizing/synthesis programs. The review consisted of all available
Space Shuttle Phase A, Phase B, and Extension Study data. In addition to the
Space Shuttle Study reports, a total of ten additional reports were reviewed
which might have had applicability to the weight/sizing effort of this study.
The reports reviewed are:
(i) "Space Shuttle Synthesis Program (SSP)", Report No. GDC-DBB70-002,
dated December 1970, submitted under Contract NAS 9-11193 to NASA-MSC
by General Dynamics Convair.
(2) "Improved Scaling Laws for Stage Inert Mass of Space Propulsion
Systems", Report SD 71-534, dated June 1971, submitted under contract
NAS 2-6045 to NASA-ARC by North American Rockwell.
(3) "Weight Analysis of Hypersonic Airbreathing Aircraft", Report
GDA-DCB-64-089, dated December 1964, submitted under contract
NAS 2-1870 to NASA-ARC by General Dynamics/Astronautics.
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(4) "Hypersonic Aerospace Vehicle Structure Program, Volume II Generalized
Mass Properties Analysis", Report No. AFFDL-TR-68-129, dated
January 1969, submitted under Contract F33615-67-C-1300 to
USAF-FDL-WPAFB by Martin Marietta Corporation.
(5) "Weight Estimating and Forecasting During Conceptual Design", Report
No. MSC-01259, dated November 1970. Submitted under Contract NAS
9-10326 to NASA-MSC by Martin Marietta Corporation.
(6) Proceedings of Weight Prediction Workshops sponsored by Systems
Engineering Group, Research and Technology Division, Air Force Systems
Command, WPAFB, H. G. Kasten, Organizer for the Years 1965, 1966,
1967, 1968, 1969, and 1970.
(7) "Optimized Cost/Performance Design Methodology", Report No.
MDC EO005, dated i September 1969, submitted under Contract NAS 2-5022
to NASA OART by McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
(8) "Structural Systems and Program Decisions", Report No. NAS SP-6008,
Volume I, prepared by the Apollo Program Office, NASA.
(9) "Vehicle Synthesis for High Speed Aircraft", Report No. AFFOL-TR-71-40,
dated June 1971, submitted under Contract F33615-70-C-II09 to FDL, WPAFB
of the USAF by General Dynamics/Convair.
(i0) "Parametric Weight Scaling Equations for Solid Propellant Launch Vehicle",
Report SSD-TR-66-85, dated April 1966, prepared by J. E. Kimble,
Aerospace Corporation for Space Systems Division, USAF.
A synopsis of these reports and the rationale for choosing the MDAC-E APSE
program is discussed in depth in the midterm report. (Reference S)
To facillitate rapid turnaround and ease of updating for major configuration
changes, the modualized concept was utilized. As these modules are entirely self-
contained, they may be readily changed or completely replaced at the discretion of
the user.
The Control/Assembly program integrates the vehicle modules and combines them
in an iterative computational sequence for the orbiter, external tank, and booster.
The specific weight relationships developed for each vehicle module and the ascent
trajectory curve fit of velocity losses feed into this Control/Assembly program.
The use of separate modules provide a systematic means of controlling the logic
flow in the program. The ESPER control logic is shown in the flow diagram,
Figure 2-3.
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Vehicle Modules - The vehicle modules are made up of a series of independent
subsystem models. The advantages, from a user standpoint, of this modularized
system are unique. This concept allows the user to make subsystem modifications
without affecting the rest of the module, and provides a means for replacing the
subsystem models or the entire vehicle module with future routines obtained from
the mainline Shuttle program. The user needs only to program the new module fol-
lowing a set of straightforward rules to insure adequate linkage ,and to insure
that every required function is accounted for.
Each: vehicle module consists of the analytical and empirical weight equations
so that each model represents a group weight of the NASA functional grouping.
We used the NASA Phase B functional weight grouping (Figure 2-4) to assist in
identifying the weight models to be developed, and in determining whether the
model is analytical or empirical in nature. By defining our weight models
as line items of the functional grouping, we have obtained a direct line-by-line
comparison of our model data with the weight status reports of the main line
Shuttle program. This comparison will identify for the user which areas of the
2-6
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program need updating or which elements of the reported weights require scrutiny.
The major discriminator used to determine whether or not an item should be
analytically or empirically derived was the relative weight of that component as
compared to the total. (Figure 2-5).
As noted in the introduction, Task 3 was the development of analytical
relationship for key elements. Many prediction methods have been developed and
used in aircraft and spacecraft design over the last three decades. These range
from simple weight to area or volume relationships to extremely sophisticated
finite element models. The methods most often encountered in design synthesis
,)rograms have leaned towards the simple relationships, such as wing weight being
a function of design weight, and some geometry parameters with a curve fit exponent.










































FIGURE 2-5 ORBITER MODEL DEFINITION
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The typical fuselage, due to its complexity, is often treated even more rudimentar-
ily with weight being simply a function of surface area and unit weight. The objec-
tive of our program is to have the capability to measure the major load, material,
geometry, and configuration parameters, while keeping the variable parameters, and
consequently computation time, to a minimum. Our approach to the solution of this
task was to develop analytical weight prediction models for only those elements of
significant weight that are directly affected by the pacing parameters. The analy-
tical model will be at a level of sophistication adequate to accurately measure the
effects of these parameters, yet simple enough that input data and computer run
time are small.
The development of a structural analytical model follows three basic steps as
illustrated by the Wing Weight Prediction Model, Figure 2-6. Firs_ a simplified,
mathematically workable arrangement of elements for the component to be estimated
is develope_and the significant geometric factors which are to be investigated are
established. Next, the external loads are derived and a means of scaling these
loads with the vehicle characteristics is developed. Finally, the elements of the
component are modeled to carry the internal loads which have been developed from
the external loads.
Any analytical model will have a large number of parameters. Several steps
have been taken to insure actual input data is minimum while consistent with
capability to measure the significant factors. First, a common model is used for
all structural components using shell structure. Second, careful attention is
given to all parameters to insure that parameters that can be derived from other
input data are calculated within the program, and third, in certain cases para-
meters which are unlikely to be varied for the Shuttle program, but may be
required to obtain application to conventional aircraft or other vehicles, will
be "fixed" in the program.
The models are not intended to yield an optimized structural design, but
rather to provide data adequate to define reasonable weights and their sensitivites
to the design and performance criteria applicable tu each study or configuration
considered.
The analytical relationships were used for the wing and tail torque boxes,
the body basic structure, the landing gear struts, and the propulsion system
of the orbiter module. Additionally, the tank and booster modules are primarily
analytical.
2-9
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Empirical models make up the remaining orbiter dry weight. The emphasis in
these models is on adequate accuracy with a minimum of input data, and use of
simplifying assumptions which will result in significant reductions in computer
storage and run time. The heading of empirical models includes curve fits to
more sophisticated programs, ratioing of Shuttle detail design data points, curves
through data points of comparable existing hardware elements, or a mixture of the
above. Even the inputting of selected constants, such as avionics, has been
categorized as empirical methods for the purposes of this discussion. Background
data available for this task comes from several sources, including McDonnell
Aircraft Company and Douglas Aircraft Company estimation work, and a host of
papers and contracted efforts for weight estimation methods.
This empirical approach is used on secondary structural items of the wing
group, tail group, and body group in order to completely weigh these assemblies.
By combining these secondary items with the analytical weight models, the corre-
lation of the completed body/wing weight (analytical plus empirical methods) can
be made. Similarly, certain subsystems, such as Prime Power, Electrical Conversion
and Distribution, Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution, Surface Controls, Avionics,
Environmental Control, and Personnel Provision, will also be treated empirically.
Current Shuttle work shows that although the total weight for the seven systems
above is approximately 17 percent of the vehicle dry weight, these subsystems are
not highly sensitive to the vehicle configuration. For this reason, we feel an
empirical approach will satisfy the accuracy requirements for these systems.
Additionally, the external tank module and the SRM module include simplified
equations derived by curve fitting the results of the detail equations for specific
parameters and ranges of interest. The simplified equation is an optional usage
of the program, and its purpose is to increase the flexibility of the program by
reducing the input data and computer run time. Included in the program are basic
simplified equations, but the option is available for NASA to replace them with
their own equations, similarly derived, using parameters of their own specific
interests. An example of this simplification would be the external tank mass
fraction as exemplified in the APSE System Sizing Network, Figure 2-1. The data
shown is a plot of a simplified equation for an external tank mass fraction as a
function of usable propellant weight. Output, resulting from the utilization of
these simplified equations, would, of course, not be at the detailed level as
are the results of the analytical and empirical methods. The input data in
general is geared to the Design Data Summary of the NASA Group Weight Statement.
2-11
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All modules requiring external data have their own NAMELIST input. The advantage
of this method of input is that the user can modify individual modules without
perturbating the overall input data list.
Sizing Module - The sizing model contains the iteration techniques capable of
scaling the reference configuration to meet the major vehicle parameters of wing
loading and volume. This iteration technique will scale the configuration to a
fixed staging velocity, or to a minimum gross launch weight. Specific scaling
rules in the vehicle modules establish the areas, volumes, lengths, etc., required
to describe the resized configuration without resorting to extensive geometry
analysis routines. The scaling effort of the orbiter includes the following
elements listed in sequential order. The body can be "stretch" sized without
changing body diameter; the body width can be increased or decreased, or there
can be a combination of both. The wing reference area has two main options; a
fixed area or a resized area to hold wing loading at a constant. The vertical
tail can be sized to maintain a constant tail volume coefficient.
The external tank sizing will have three main options; size to propellant
volume by varying length with diameter held constant, varying diameter with length
held constant, or size to volume maintaining a constant length/diameter ratio.
The S_M module iterates on required propellant for the design mission,
sizing the structure for a user input diameter.
Trajectory Module - The trajectory module contains the curve fits of an
optimized trajectory, established by _AC during the Phase B Shuttle program. These
curve fit equations determine the total required velocity by defining the velocity
losses. This is accomplished in several distinct steps:
a) The ideal required velocity is determined as a function of first stage
velocity, first and second stage thrust to weight ratios and the ascent
drag parameter.
b) The velocity losses attributable to the launch site altitude and the
required mission inclination.
c) A delta velocity correction factor which allows the curve fit equations
to translate through the defined losses of an analyzed point design.
The equations are empirical relationships derived from parametric ascent
trajectory shaping studies and are intended to be used for ideal staging velocities
in the range of 8000 to 12000 ft/sec. Ascent losses have been shown to be a strong
function of thrust/weight at lift-off (T/W1) , and thrust/weight immediately after
staging, (T/W2). Other significant correlation factors in the velocity loss
2-12
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equation are staging velocity (Vs) , first stage drag parameter (W/SCD) , and launch
site altitude (H). All of the above parameters are self-explanatory with the
exception of SC D. The SCD value used is between Mach numbers 1.2 and 1.5, where "S"
is the frontal projected area of the mated configurations and CD is the drag coeffi-
cient.
The velocity losses were curve fit for ease of interpolation when used for
sizing studies. The coefficients of the multivariate, polynominal fit were eval-
uated by a least-squares technique. Each coefficient of the initial polynominal
was tested for significance,and the least significant term was eliminated. This
procedure was repeated until a minimum term polynominal was determined which had
accuracy essentially equal to the original. The accuracy of the curve fit was
then improved by conditioning the independent variables with natural logarithmic
functions. However, if new data is curve fit, other functions may be more appro-
priate.
The curve fits are predicated on limiting values of the thrust to weight
ratios and the ascent drag coefficient. These limits are:
a) First stage thrust to weight is less than 1.60 or greater than 1.18.
b) Second stage thrust to weight is less than 2.0 or greater than 0.70.
c) First stage drag parameter is less than 12000 or greater than i000.
If these limits are exceeded, the program selects the applicable limiting parameter
and outputs a warning that the results are outside the bounds of the curve fit
equations and the validity of the results is questionable.
Table 2-1 and Figures 2-7 through 2-10 represent the results of the parametric
ascent trajectory studies used in deriving the velocity loss curve fits. This data
is presented to be used as check points if it is desirable to change the curve fit
equation to represent modified trajectories as the design progresses.
Performance Subroutines - These subroutines enable the user to compile the
performance data of the reference configuration. These performance routines have
three options; sensitivities, growth, and fixed hardware (payload capability).
The sensitivity data can be generated in two fashions. Rubber vehicle sensi-
tivities can be derived for virtually any parameter by varying the selected param-
eter a specified increment, and making consecutive runs on the ESPER program. Fixed
hardware sensitivities can be developed using a sensitivities subroutine, which is
incorporated into ESPER.
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(3) W/SC D = 4050 Ib/FT 2 (Glow/SC D MAX.)
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The growth option enables the user to grow the reference configuration in four
ways; increase the orbiter only, increase the booster only, increase the external
tank only, or increase both orbiter and booster. An incremental weight is added
per specified option, and the configuration is reslzed.
The fixed hardware option enables the user to fix the entire configuration,
thus giving him the capability to investigate changes in payload due to mission
changes (polar, resupply, easterly). Additionally, the user can run a single
fixed hardware sensitivity without using the entire sensitivity subroutine.
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The Orbiter Module contains the analytical and empirical weight estimation
relationships necessary to completely define the vehicle. These relationships are
combined into separate models, each model fully describing a weight group from the
NASA functional coding. As an example, the Wing Group Model contains the analytical
relationships describing the weight of the torque box plus empirical relationships
defining the remaining elements of the wing, such as leading edge, landing gear
provision, and elevon. Each model is checked for accuracy at the group level, i.e.,
the wing model is checked against existing wings (Figure 3.1-5), and again in com-
bination with the remaining models making up the Orbiter Module against an Orbiter
point design.
3.0.1 The Orbiter Module is set up to analyze a point design vehicle with
minimum data. The NASA weight report and design data, coupled with a three-view
drawing of the Orbiter, supplies all inputs necessary to analyze the configuration.
Volume III, The Users Manual, lists all required input data, and delineates the
interface with the Group Weight Statement and the Design Data Summary. A point
design analysis will give a detail line-item comparison with a contractors weight
report. This comparison will provide insight to variations of payload and perfor-
mance characteristics as well as indicate subsystems that require scrutiny, either
updating the model to a more realistic level or possible errors in the contractor data.
To run a point design analysis, it is first necessary to determine the perfor-
mance characteristics, if unknown, from the ESPER program by running a fixed hard-
ware case. In this case, the vehicle module weights, propellant, thrust, and veloc-
ity losses are input, and the payload capability is measured for a given mission.
Next, an iterative case is run, using the data from the fixed hardware case. The
payload, propellants, losses, and vehicle module dry weights are input. The program
then analyzes the various subsystems and determines their weight. The growth/
uncertainty of each vehicle module is allowed to "float", i.e., vary either up or
down to maintain a constant dry weight, therefore physically sizing each system
to the point design loads.
3.0.2 The primary purpose of the Orbiter Module is to provide the capability
of analyzing an iterated vehicle to determine performance trades and to lend direction
to the overall design effort by answering such questions as:
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I. What happens if you vary engine characteristics, such as Orbiter
thrust, or specific impulse?
2. Is the staging velocity optimized?
3. What is the minimum gross weight vehicle for the users constraints?
4. What is the effect of changes to the primary construction material?
5. How do geometric changes, such as aspect ratio, payload bay length, or
width, effect the configuration?
The inputted parameters start the Orbiter Module iteration for which lift
off weight, injected weight, etc., are calculated. These calculated weights,
in turn, modify the aerodynamic surfaces; the wing area changes to maintain a
constant wing loading and landing speed, and the tail changes to maintain control
capability with a constant tail volume coefficient. In turn, these modify the
surface controls and the thermal protection system. The auxiliary propulsion system
is affected by injected weight and the landing gear by the landing loads. The body
is modified by reactions from the above systems which, in turn, changes the inter-
stage loads which ripple changes back through the body. The entire module continues
the iteration until a completely balanced system exists.
The following sections, 3.1 through 3.6, explain the derivation of each of the
primary models making up the Orbiter module.
Section 3.1 Wing and Tail Model
Section 3.2 Body Model
Section 3.3 Thermal Protection System Model
Section 3.4 Landing and Docking Model
Section 3.5 Propulsion System Model
Section 3.6 Remaining System Models
These sections contain the individual model subroutine listings along with a
definition of variables. These listings are in FORTRAN V and were written for use
on the XEROX SIGMA-7 conversational computer. They are included with the model
definitions to facilitate the usage of the individual estimation models for compo-
nent weight estimation.
3.0.4 Table 3.0-1 is a listing of a typical input file for the Orbiter
Module. The definition of the input variables is contained in the program users
guide, Volume III, and again in the subsystem models, Sections 3.1 through 3.6.
Table 3.0-2 is a typical output of the module and is for the NR 2 December 1972
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• 3P,O_O PI &NWTmPI777_._RLRWTm26R7_lmm_L_W|_m_370q_*mTRV=_70_RO.
• _,O_m A_lll,_,lqmsqflimmPPn,_ AHB(IIm,_I_T_C_II)m.Oq, TOCT(II,,I_
• l_,O_n _CTCl)*I7.5,T_ET_tIImlO._NZIIIm_,7_#DFL_IIIm_q6,aL_(1)-O.O _ _
• lq,Oon THINIIIm,_3, ULEIIImI.60.WL_IIImO.O.CLEIII',I,_ICP',30_,ITLP'I,
• _.C_n [H_DIJIIi,IOO_OO_.mW_IIII,O,O,WC_IIImO,O_HIIIImo,o,RLPI(1)'O,O
• _I,0_ _l P_Ili,RmO, mCHI ( t )mn,O
"__.CO___gCT(P).o.,THFT&(21"3_.#NZ(_)mO.mDrLPI2)m_7,,LH{2)'O= ......
• _A,C_ C_{P)m._O_SmTAUIPIm_32_a,TEHp|E)mTOm,UWWI2}m_.mC_R(P)m.A7
• _7,8_ TH|N(Pim. O3mIILE(?)ml.6mWLF(2)m_._,CLE(P)m.lmRDCm._&,UR_'I.75
• _9,C0_ BL_2fEImO.Om_CHII_Im_.O
"__50_O00___.J_JJ_I.)J._'-3JLLL_,I.YE_O=.'_=._Z_=O_,.q-&_RLJDICLO_T-I]L_Q,L-
vehicle easterly mission. The Orbiter Module dry weight is shown as 172,107 ib
and compares to the reported weight of 170,000 Ib with a variation of 2107 ib, or
1.2 percent. Table 3.0-3 is a detailed listing of the Orbiter Module.
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3.1 Win S and Tail Torque Box Model - The wing of any aircraft consists
of a torque box which carries the primary bending, shear, and torsion loads,
and leading and trailing edges to form the proper airfoil contour. Each
individual aircraft has a variety of control-surface types and sizes, provisions
for engines, fuel systems,and landing gear,dependent on overall configuration,as
well as special features,such as wing folds, fairings, stores provisions, etc.
Of the total weight of the wing, between 45 and 75 percent consists of the
torque box.
An aerodynamic surface weight (AEROSURF) prediction method,based on the concept
of a basic wing plus increments for special design features,has been developed and
shows good correlation with existing wing and tail surfaces. The major element is
the torque box model which consists of:
(a) an airload model for load on exposed surfaces,and root bending moment,
based on the method outlined in RAE transonic data Memorandum 6403 (Reference E).
(b) the structural arrangement is a closed,two-spar multirib box subjected
to vertical shear and bending moments. A straight,constant-section ,body carry
through is also computed.
(c) cover skins are analyzed for bending load, spar webs for vertical shear
load,and ribs for flexure-induced crushing load or cover skin stiffness.
(d) the unit weight-to-load relationship for the cover skins and ribs is
developed from a beam column analysis of a single-face corrugated panel. A straight
line approximation of the calculated curves is used as suggested by Shanley,
Reference (D).
(e) the loading and section areas along the span are integrated into total
wing weight by analytical expressions. If significant geometry breaks exist, a
tabulated multistation analysis is employed.
(f) allo_ances are included for specific factors that are known but not
easily quantified. An overall torque box contingency factor of 25 percent is developed
from correlations to some 19 existing aircraft. These aircraft include a variety
of fighters, transports, and bombers assuring the model is valid for a wide range
of loading, geometry, and structural arrangements.
AEROSURF is a significant first generation effort at prediction of a wing
(or tail) weight with minimum turn around time and effort. It contains a realistic
representation for the significant elements of a traditional design cycle, and with
the correlation factors, gives accurate quantitative answers as well as correct
trends. It is recognized that the model is not truly representative of structural
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arrangements of typical low aspect ratio delta wings. Yet the correlation with
existing deltas and apparent agreement with preliminary analysis of Shuttle wings
suggests the overall weight is valid.
The following work develops the analytical relationships used in the derivation
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CB hx N 67.5 M
+ mx or x
(.i0) (144) --F _2E C ai
a x
where N is the flexure induced crushing load on the rib.
mE
JOINTS
¥i0 = (YI + X3 + 75 + 77 + 78) .i0 711 = (72 + Y4 + 76 + Y9 ) .i0
STANDARD GAGE
712 = .14 Sex p ktb 713 = .14 Sct ktb
MODEL
714 = .i0 73 + .20 77 + 78 715 = .i0 74 + .20 79
RELIEF
WRE L = p
Wc NZ LI2 k" +
FA .8 hf
W NZ LI BCT . cos
p c 9 +
FA .8 hf
p Wc NZ L1
r
KICK RIB
W = .058 ( hfSLsin Ocosbexo )
Subtotal Y16 =
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- intercept of bending shell





- artificial allowable stress
- depth
- % of chord torque box
- correction factor to airload
distribution
- integratiom factor for plan-





- normal load factor times
factor of safety
- load (ib)
- unlt axial loading (ib/in)
- unit normal loading






- fraction of span, exposed
semispan
- Area
n - c.p. location as fraction of
length
JSF - joints, splices, fasteners
- planform taper ratio
A - sweep angle
8 - sweep angle of structural axis
(normally 0.50 c)
- allowable shear stress
Superscripts
- reference to exposed surface
Subscripts
te - trailing edge
Re - leading edge
f - fuselage intersection
t - tip
o - centerline
ex - exposed surface
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3.1.1 Basic Analysis Model - The basic analysis model for the torque box
is a simple bending beam.
" 4
The weight of the beam is the sum of the section weight
i





Assuming both caps are equal,and applied stress is equal to allowable stress, the
cross sectional area of the beam at x is:
2
2 2M
A = Px = x = Ap x
X
f f h f h
The total beam weight can then be obtained by tabular setup and summation,
the multistation analysis method proposed by Kirkpatrick of Boeing in 1952
(Reference F). For surfaces with no discontinuities,the summations are per-
formed analytically since they are quickly solved and lend themselves to use in
parametric studies. The beam weight equation is:
letting A p_
_o _ 2
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The development of the weight equation for a wing follows the same steps as
that of the simple beam.
from the load model, calculate the shear and bending material at a section
determine the unit cap or web loading
from the structural model determine the allowable and calculate the section
o integrate the section areas over the span to obtain total weight
o add factors for unanalyzed material and correlate to existing vehicles
o develop expressions for a geometric break at the wing-fuselage attachment.
3.1.2 Airload Distribution -
Spanwise c.p. - The variation in spanwise location of the center of
pressure with planform taper ratio (%), sweepback angle (A), and aspect ratio
(AR), is derived from the method of RAE Transonic Data Memorandum 6403, Reference
(E),which is based on Multhopp's subsonic lifting surface theory. Planforms with
curved leading edges and arbitrary trailing edges can be estimated by data pre-
sented in Reference (E). Figure 3.1-1 presemts the spanwise c.p.(n) of surfaces
with straight leading and trailing edges as a function of X, h, and AR.
A single equation can be written for _ in terms of A _ and AR. The
re'
equation is generally accurate to within one percent. This empirical equation was
derived knowing the partial derivatives of the variables with-respect to
= 0.04 + AR (0.0049 + 0.000045 ( Age _
-0.05 (_ - 0.4) 2 + 0.41(1. + .000333 Ag e ) _-(§0 -30_Re )
Surface Load - The wing in conventional airplane mode flight must have
a lift equal to the aircraft weight times its load factor plus the balancing tail
load, normally a down load.
L = W N + LH
w g z -
The wing weight provides an inertia relief load,reducing the bending moments
on the wing. An inertia relief factor is introduced since the load distribution
and the wing weight distribution are not identical. Using the basic beam analysis
model with a uniform load distribution and a triangular bending material weight
distribution, an inertia relief integration factor of 1/2 is obtained for the wing
weight.
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x- PLANFORM TAPER
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
FIGURE 3.1-1 SPANWISE LOADING (RAE NO. 6403)
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The wing load is therefore:
Lw = (Wg - i/2 Ww) N Z _ h H
Tail, gust, or ascent loads on the wing are input. If ascent loads
are critical, as may be the case for Shuttle, the surface load may be input
in one of three ways:
(i) the total wing load,as calculated outside the program,may be input in
place of (Wg Nz +- LH)"
(2) an equivalent pressure over the wing (A pSw) may be input in place
of (Wg N + .z LH)
(3) an equivalent load factor (Nz) may be generated outside the program and
used.
Body Lift - The method presented applies only to wings without fuselages,
nacelles or tip tanks. At low angles of attack,the effect of the fuselage or
nacelle is probably not critical. Thus, body lift is calculated directly from the
method outlined in Reference (F). The loading at the centerlina (_o) and at the
wing/fuselage attachment (_ f) is calculated as follows:




F (_) = (3.395 - 5 _) _i __2 + (20 _ - 8.488) 2_i -
f-
G (7) = (AR TanA te) _-0.01484 (i - 6.666 _ + 7.316 _2)
b.
H (_) = (AR - 4) (i + 3.5 TanA te) .003 (I - 14.5_2 + 21_ 4) _i - ,
Note if AR < 4,H (_) = 0
The load carried on the body is calculated as the average loading times body span.
C.P. of Exposed Surface Lift - The body lift c.p. is calculated assuming
a straight line variation between lift at _o and Nf. Knowing the c.p. of the total
lift, the c.p. of the exposed surface lift
referencing
ex
to the exposed span.
(_ex) can be calculated. Solving and
_ex =[ L_ - Lf _f - Lex _ ]bf bLex ex
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The bending moment at the wing fuselage attachment is:
M = L _Lx bex ex
2 2
Load Distribution on Exposed Surface - The calculation of loading across
the exposed span by the method of Reference (E) does not lend itself to simple
equations. Sufficient accuracy for preliminary estimates is obtained by a uniform
distribution times a factor (k ) that produces the same root bending moment as
_cp
calculated above. The c.p. of the uniform distribution airload is:
= I(2X'+I)_un _ %'+ i
where X' is the planform taper ratio of the exposed surface - Ct/C f
The load distribution factor, k_c p is simply
k&c p = __ex
Tun
The bending moment across the exposed span is derived as follows:
Cf
C_





S b Cf (i +X' )
ex ex
The moment along the span is:
M = k
x Zcp
A P Cf _' + i f - C t x
2 2 3 bex/2
= k 2 L ICf2_' 2 Cf 31_cp ex + (i-%') x
b Cf (i +%'$ 3 b
ex ex
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= 0 at the tip
n = 1 at the wing fuselage attachment
1.0
ex ex 1 $_, 2 + (i -%') nM
k_cp 2 2 _ 1 + % '
0
The moment at the root is:
L b
ex ex
M=k_ T T 3 XT+
cp
Sweepback and Carrythrou_h - A swept surface is evaluated in the same
manner as a straight wing except,that structural span replaces aerodynamic span
in the calculation of bending moment and the integration is performed along the
structural span. Unless known, use the 0.50 chord l_ne(@) as the structural
axis. The structural span is bex/2 Cos @ .
The carrythrough is assumed to be a straight, constant-thickness section
through the body. The vertical shear is reacted at the wing fuselage attachment,
thus, the carrythrough bending moment is constant and is based on aerodynamic span•
3.1.3 Section Bendin$ Loads
Surface Thickness - The thickness along a span with a straight taper is:
where:
h hf [m ' b x]
= ex + (i - m')
x b 2
ex/2
m' = ht/h f
hf = hr--b Imb + (i - m) bf1
Effective Thickness - The analysis model assumes all bending loads are
carried in the cover skins. The wing structure is considered a two flange beam
with the centroids of the flanges separated by the distance, h
e
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( I I h ,' ,' he
•,r' ,r .( ./" _ ,"
_" O ----
-: C _1
REPRESENTATION OF WING BY EQUIVALENT TWO FLANGE BEAM
The ratio between the effective depth (he) and the maximum depth (h) is k .e
Shanley has investigated the effective depth factor variation with length and
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:.,,.
0.12
_h MAX _h MAX
value of 0.8 is used This should be reevaluated for any newA nominal k e
class of surfaces being examined and modified as required.
Cap Loads - The cap load (Px) at any section is obtained by dividing the







= k%c pPq ex ex
2 cos 0
hf [m' +
At the wing-fuselage intersection,
i+ %s
(i - m')n ]
pf k_cp L b I{ )
= ex ex * 1 + 2_ '
hf 2 2 cos e _ _l T
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3.1.4 Structural Model Bendin_ Material
Cover Loads - The cover skins of an aerodynamic surface are usually sub-
jected to longitudinal compression from spanwise bending, lateral compression from
chordwise bending,and shear from torque. A rapid and logical method of obtaining
and interacting the failure stresses from the three loadings is not known.
AEROSURF assumes the spanwise bending stresses are critical and the effects of
torque and chordwise bending can be neglected in establishing the weight equations.
Cover Skin Allowable - For the weight equations,the cover skin allowable
stress is determined from the analysis of a single skin, open-face corrugation
shell discussed in the appendix. This concept is chosen for ease of analysis and
for the belief that the desired thickness-to-load relationship is reasonably
typical for most structural configurations.
The smeared skin thickness (t) or unit weight (w) is computed for various unit
loading intensities (Nx),and plotted for the specific material and temperature under
consideration. Straight-line approximations o[ the curves are developed following
the approach of Shanley, Reference (D). The equations have the form of:
w _ =CB+ N= __x
p144 FA
where: CB is the intercept value or "shell" weight,
FA is an artificial allowable stress for the unit load, and
N is the load intensity in ib/in.
x
The CB term has a direct relationship to column length (rib spacing for
cover skins), as shown in Figure 3.1-2. For a typical aluminum alloy and a reference
rib spacing of 20 inches:
w = 0.684 a. + N
-- x (0.i0) (144)
1
where w is expressed in ib/ft 2. 56500
Note that a good fit is obtained for loadings from i000 to 15000 ib/ime
and rib spacing from i0 to 60 in. In developing the equations, consideration
is given to insuring that CB is equal to or greater than minimum gage, and that FA
does not exceed Ftu" In correlations with existing aircraft where the particular
alloy is not known, values of CB = 0.70 ai and FA = 60,000 are used for
aluminum, and CB = 1.05 ai and FA = 128,000 are nominal values for titanium.
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w = 0.0342 ai + _ (0.10) (144)
CB vs RIB SPACING
CB = 0.0342 ai
I
0 20 40 60
RIB SPACING- a i
FIGURE 3.1-2 SHELL MODEL UNIT WEIGHT VS RUNNING LOAD AND RIB SPACING
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Compression vs. Tension Cover - The beam model places the upper cover in
compression and the lower cover in tension. It could be anticipated that the lower
cover with the higher tension allowables would be lighter than the compression
cover. The detail weight statements of a variety of aircraft fail to show this
trend. In fact, the covers are similar in weight with no consistent pattern as to
which is the heavier.
COMPARISON OF WING BOX COVER WEIGHTS
FIGHTERS UPPER COVER LOWER COVER REFERENCE
F-105F 943 839 (d)
A3J-I 1,577 1,526 (d)
F-5A 216 226 (d)
F-101B 954 1,044 (d)
F-104F 258 252 (d)
F-fOOD 876 854 (d)
F-4D 935 1,006 (d)
BOMBERS/CARGO/TRANSPORTS
B-47B 4,610 4,698 (d)
B-52A 11,123 11,251 (d)
B-58A 3,038 2,841 (d)
C-135A 6,314 5,849 (d)
C-133B 6,682 7,053 (d)
C-130F 2,654 2,441 (d)
BAC-747 17,514 21,472
C-5A 15,560 17,215
Reasons why the cover weights are similar may be:
o fasteners and other cutouts reduce the effective area on the tension
surface.
o gust, inverted flight, taxi,and other loadings not considered by the
model place compression loads in the lower surface.
o manufacturing considerations.
AEROSURF considers the weight of the lower "tension" cover equal to the
upper "compression" cover.
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3.1.5 Equations for Bending Material -
Basic Beam Model - Section 3.1.1 shows the weight of a basic beam is:
W = P A d
X X
i P L £2
3 f h
Combined Planform and Thickness Taper - A conventional aerodynamic surface
is tapered in both planform and thickness. The integration factor for the combined
effect is derived as follows:
2 P f _ Mx d
W- f h x
Io X
o the moment is:
M =x Ap Cf[X_+(I- 6 £X')x3 ]
o the thickness is:





W = 3 f hf m
o The integration factor, _m ' is presented in Figure 3.1-3.
Equation Development - The structural model unit weight is:
= _ (0.10)(144) = CB + P (0.10)(144)
FA
The shell portion (CB) is independent of load and a function only of rib
spacing (ai) . The second term, load/allowable, is the same as the Ax term of the basic
beam model. The t of the second term is simply A /C
X X
The shell portion is a function of rib spacing. Some studies, including
References G and H, suggest the optimum rib placement is near ai - hx,and
that the total weight is relatively insensitive to rib spacing. AEROSURF uses
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rib spacing as constant along the structural axis with spacing equal to h at
0.2 bex/2 and minimum spacing of 12 in.
The carrythrough weight equation is:
where:
2 p M
W =0 A bf = hff bf
L










tt = TIP THICKNESS
1.1 tr ROOT THICKNESS
E /j/'/"/j f//_,,,,_/f '_ M: 0.7 :





+ ---K= (I-X'_ (2-7(1 - m)3 \ 1 - }, ]
Ct : TIP CHORD
Cr = ROOT CHORD
0.5 A I I
0
m+11m 2)(1-m)+6m 3LOGe nml /
1
] ]
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
PLANFORM TAPER RATIO
FIGURE 3.1-3 PLANFORM& THICKNESSRATIO INTEGRATION FACTOR- K
3ol.6 Shear Material
Structural Hodel - The structural model has tile vertical shear carried
by two spars. Torque is not considered, and the spars do not contribute to cover
stability.
Shanley (Reference D) has developed a model for shear resistant webs
similar to that developed for the cover skins.
A = 0.003 h 2 + S/21,500
where:
S = vertical shear
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A similar expression is developed for AEROSURF,using the tension field
analysis of Reference (I_. The allowable web shear stress (T) is expressed as
a function of a structural index.
E S
T = f(100) Ftu3 h_
At low load values,T approaches 0.383 F tu'
The stiffener area (Astiff) to web area ratio is a function of the index (S/h),
with a range of 0.3 to 0.6, representing the most efficient stiffener/web ratio for
typical loadings. The weight/load curves developed from Reference I for typical


















FIGURE3.1-4 UNIT WEIGHTOF SHEARWEBS
The intercept of the shear curve does not reflect a minimum gage web.
specific t/h = C + S/h 2 relationship has not been developed,use:
s XA
titanium Cs =0.0002, TA = 0.29 Ftu, tmin = 0.02
=0.0005, TA = 0.29 Ftu , tmi n 0 03aluminum Cs = .
Loadin$ - The area of two shear webs at a section is:
Ax = 2 tmin (0.8 hx) + 2 Cs(0.8 hx) + SX/T A
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h hf I ex I= m' + (i - m')2
x bex/2
Sx =Ap Cf J_' x + (i- X') x2/b lex
2L
Ap = ex
b Cf (i+ _')ex
The load distribution factor k_c p is introduced to provide an artificial measure
of the actual load distribution.
E_uation Development - Shear material equations are developed in the
same manner as the bending material equations•
b
/o ex2 cos eW= 2p A d
X X
o the minimum gage term is:
,b)P tmin0.8 hf( coseXe (m' + i)
o the shell material (shear curve intercept) term is:
2





o the shear material term is:
k
p _¢p L b (2 X' + i)
ex ex
6 T A cos e ( )t'+ 1)
2
+ m' + i)
The model considers only vertical shear loads. Thus, there is no shear load in
the carrythrough. An arbitrary closure web, equal to the bending shell (CB),pro-
vides an allowance for torque and loads not accounted for in the model.
3. i. 7 Ribs -
Structural Model - The bending and vertical shear loads are taken in the
cover and two spar webs of the multirib torque box. The ribs in an actual surface
may be designed by one or more of many conditions. Reference G is used as a
guide for the rib model. Full depth ribs are assumed.
Two loads are considered in rib sizing:
o flexure induced crushing load from spanwise bending curvature, and
o stiffness to develop the column strength of the cover.
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The stiffness required to attain the column strength of the panel









Required stiffness is :


















x _ E C a.
r x 1
Equation Development - The rib weight equation is:
WR % b/2 cos e 1 d
= 2 t h c -- x
r x x a.
X 1
where _ = the larger of the stiffness or the load requirement. The total
rx
rib weight is calculated as the average unit rib weight per inch times the span.
The rib weight at the fuselage intersection is calculated from the derived
t The tip rib t is considered equal to CB of the shell material.
rE.
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Bending Relief - A concentrated weight will normally provide a relieving




bex/2 cos 0 _i
' Wc










f hf m" _'+ (i -m") x





p c _ km,,
Wrel = FA .8 hf
Wc is the weight for both sides thus Wre I = both surfaces
I(i )m nm'kin''2i-m
The i0 percent factor for joints (JSF) is included as are the increments in the
carrythrough and shear material. The effect on ribs and other allowances are
considered small. The total relief term is:
Weight = (bending exposed + bending carrythrough + shear) JSF
c L cos Gbf+ p W c L,]
Wc & '2k, ' + oW '
Wrel = FAO.8 hf FA 0.8 hf _ A ]
i. I0
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Concentrated Moment - The weight increment for a surface including the








where k = in m"/(m"-l)
mc
The carrythrough weight increment is:
2 P M bf
C
Wrel = FA .8 hf
3.1.9 Allowances - The total wing structural weight will be different than
the "optimum" weight defined by the prediction model. This difference is accounted
for by two methods, (a) assessing reasonable values for known items that cannot be
quantified by analysis, and (b) including an overall nonoptimum or contingency
factor for the remaining weight difference, this factor being based on correlations
to existing surfaces.
_oint______s- On any built-up structure weight penalties are incurred for Joints.
Aircraft detail weight statements breakout the identifiable elements of Joints,
splices, and fasteners (JSF). Reference (J) data and other detail weight statements
show the following percentage of torque box weight for JSF.
Aircraft Percent Aircraft Percent Aircraft Percent
B47B 6.3 C-135A 22.1 F-104F 5.9
B-52A 7.9 C-133B 6.8 F-100D 13.1
B-58A 8.8 F-IO5F 6.2 F-4D 7.9
B-36A 8.9 A3J-I 8.8 A-3D-2 9.3
F-8E 7.8 X-15A 6.3 C-5A 8.6
C-II9H 13.4 F-5A i0.0 DC-8-63 i0.i
KC-130F 8.9 F-101B 15.7 DC-10-10 7.3
No logical trend with any geometry or loading parameters was found. Note that
differences in weight grouping may be significant and the values listed may be
biased, to some degree, to the low side since elements not readily identifiable,
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such as integral doublers, thicker skins or webs, "nonoptimum" load paths, overlaps,
etc., are not normally included in the JSF grouping. Ten percent is added to the
torque box weight for joints.
Standard Ga_es - Modern aircraft use extensive machining methods, therefore,
only a small factor is anticipated for the use of standard gages and not tapering
all elements to absolute strength requirements. A thickness of 0.005 in. per surface
appears reasonable for aluminum structure to account for this manufacturing problem.
Since titanium and steel will be subjected to even more exotic machining
a unit weight of 0.14 ib/in 2 is included for all materials.
Simplified Model - The loading condition assumed in the analysis model considers
only one flight condition. The multiple loadlngs on an actual surface, HAA, LAA,
Landing, torque, etc., will increase the loads derived by the analysis model on some
or all structural elements. Bending material will be affected somewhat, shear
webs and ribs to a greater extent. An arbitrary i0 percent in bending structure,
and 20 percent in shear structure and ribs is included to reflect the multiple
load conditions.
Contingency - Correlation with contemporary aircraft data shows the prediction
model defined a weight that is 25 percent less than actual surface weight. A
contingency factor is added to the manual to account for this weight. Comparison of
the contingency factor to various geometric and loading parameter failed to show
any logical trends. Thus there is confidence that the model does reflect actual
variations and that realistic data is obtained for designs and loadlngs that may
represent significant extrapolation from the contemporary aircraft.
The correlation data are presented graphically in Figure 3.1-5. Table 3.1-1
presents the weight data and basic geometric data. For the correlation to aircraft
the Leading Edge Structure and Trailing Edge Structure are estimated from the
following empirical equations:
leading edge WLE = 3.38/0"001 Wg Nz
\ SG






These equations yield unit weights (pounds/projected areas) of 2.5 to 3.5 psf for
leading edges, 1.5 to 2 psf for trailing edges. For materials other than aluminum,
these structures are assumed to be lightly loaded structure and ratioed by the
unit weight of the new material to unit weight of aluminum at a 500 pounds per inch
loading as determined by the SHELL program.
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10 4 10 5
ESTIMATED WINGWEIGHT- LB
FIGURE 3.1-5 AEROSURF PREDICTED WEIGHT VS ACTUAL WEIGHT
(Wing Less Control Surfaces)
Table 3.1-2 lists the actual and estimated weights of 19 airplane wings used
in the correlations. Table 3.1-3 is the input file for the NR Orbite wing and
Table 3.1-4 is the resulting output wing weight. Table 3.1-5 is a detail listing
of the AEROSURF program.
The following is a listing of the fortran symbols along with their correspond-
ing units and description.
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Control Surface HL Fraction of Chord
Control Surface Fraction of Exposed Span
If AICP = O
Area of Control Surface
Aspect Ratio (Fling)
Span
Location of Concentrated _,:oment Input to
Orbiter Centerline
Span of Carrythrough
Location of Concentrated Weight Input (I)
to Orbiter Centerline
Location of Concentrated Weight, Input (2)
to Orbiter Centerline
Shell Material Intercept
Chord at Fuselage intersection
Leading Edge Fraction of Chord
Concentrated Moment Input
Chord at Root
Shear Web Material Intercept
Equivalent_p of Critical Loading
(Either WG*NZ or DELP, or both, must be
entered for wing)
Modulus of Elasticity of Torque Box _terial
CP of Surface Load
Artificial Allowable Covers
Flap Chord/Wing Chord
Main Gear Vertical Reaction
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Flap hinge line length/Exposed Span
Length Main Gear
Unit Pressure on Elevon
Integration factor - planform and thickness
taper
Planform Taper Ratio
Planform Taper Ratio - exposed
Weight of Leading Edge
Horizontal Tail Load
Tip Thickness/Root Thickness
Tip Thickness/Thickness at fuselage
Ultimate Vertical Load Factor
Area of Carrythrough/Area Buried (THEOR.)
Area of Torque Box/Area Exposed
Orbiter dynamic pressure
Root Bending Moment
Density Material, torque box
Exposed Surface Area
Area Leading Edge Flap
Area Trailing Edge Flap
Aero Ref. Wing Area
Exposed Surface Load
Fraction of Load on Body
Area of Main Landing Gear Doors
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SSB Ft



























Area Speed Brakes - Spoilers
Area, Slats
Area of Trailing Edge
0. Input)
Shear Allowable
Design Temperature, torque box
(Ref. info. Not used in calc.)
Sweepback Angle @ 50% Chord
Minimum Thickness of Spar Webs
Thickness Ratio at Root
Thickness Ratio at Tip
Unit Weight, Leading Edge Flap
Unit Weight, Trailing Edge Flap
Unit Weight of Leading Edge
Unit Weight Speed Brakes - Spoilers
Unit Weight of Slats
Unit Weight, control surface shell
If AICP = 0
Unit Weight of Control Surface
Unit Wing Weight




Concentrated Weight Input (2)
Concentrated Weight Input (2)
Wetted Area of Leading Edge
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AR:2. l 9,BCT: 17.5 ,LAMB: .21 ,TC_CR :. 09, T_CT:. 12, WLE: 4[_a-
gG:3220., T}{ETA: 10.,PTBXC:. 43 ,PTBXE:.D94,CLE:. IO0,qTF:O-
WG'215000., NZz3.75,LH:O-, UW_zO.,BLPI :0. ,WCI :O.,BLP2:0.,
WC2:0 .BC"II:O. CMI:O. DELP:296 REA£z.6;B
RI-{¢" .[6, CB-.gT' ' " '.CS-.0005, FA =(_4394., EM_DII--lO.E+6,
TAIl 223g0. ,TMI N .03, T F"IP--70., FCP=O •, qB'LPTF- 0.,
AILP: I.0 ,UWA IL:I •75,AICP-.306;, FLP:O., qqLAT:O.
UFLPTE-O. ,qFLPLE:O- ,[IFLPLE:O. ,gSB:O. ,IIgB:O.,
fILE" I. GO, U qLAT "0.




: 2.2 EXP _SED AREA : 2202.
: 3220. FT2 GR ff,qS !4El fiHT : 215000.
: .2100 LfAD Y_,CTffR : 3.750
: .0900 PRESSURE :29_;.000 P.qF
: .1200 R?DY SPAN : 17.5 FT
: _4,0 FT qWCEP ANP_LE :10.0000 D_G
: gSlg37.9 Lq _ATERIAL : NR.qHIJTTLE
: 4515091 .FT-Lq TEMPERATIIRF : 70. DEG.F








































T_TAL TRRP, IIE q_X 1294_.
LEADI _G EDGE 774.
MAIN GEAR PPgg 1202.
SIIRF C_.)T PR_V s_.
O.
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,qEAL LAMB, LF{,N, K, NZ, LE, KEAS, LA_IT_P,NP, KP, KMPP, RE ,MPP
, ;,,,.,,,_ AR, .qG, LAMB, T .'2..CR,T ROT, BC T, THETA, t_/q, NZ, DELP, LH
! ,PTBXC, PT_qXE, CB, RF_, FA, C,q, TAIl, TEMP, I-II'IW, _3, .qEXP, _L, R-q-I!
E."1"DU WRWPKR _._BREL L,JCI t,,_C2,C,'II,BLPI,RLP2,qcMI
2 '_I.r tILE, C.RR,TNIN,fi(50)
C2r.¢IPN/R'aRM/FLP,FRP,_\,.AS,AILP AICP,tI_;AIL,CLE
1 , FG, GLN, Q, SNGDR, GPRP, V,,qTE, CSPR_V
2 SFLPTE, UFLPTE, .gFLPL£, UFLPLE, gSLAT, U.qLAT, RRR, tiER
C?r_,NSI/RWRHT/KLgC, ELCC,[IEL,[IES, ELR
C ..qNK,'_N/R'_IPVT/RDC,RIID!IL,IIRS
_A ?'!EL I ST
I AR,gG,L_.,B, Tqcr',,Te'gT,BCT,THET_, vc_, _Z,DELP, L}{,PTBXC
r F_ Cg T_II TEMP,IIblW CSR,TMI_2 , PT:,X..., Cq, R_{_, , , ,
,3,ill _, FLP, FOP, Y..EA,q,_ILP,AtCP,IIWAIL,CLg
4, ELSE, ELCC, II r':L, liES, ELT_, RDg, RIIDIIL, llR.q, t,;LE, RDC
"_n_,',,/Cl ,Cf'!lqLPI BLPO,RC_I5 , r ......... , L,.IC2 , , ._.
F,g GL_,'*' ,q'_q_R .qT;,
_ p p t
7,SFLPTE, [IFLPTF',£TLPLF., I/FLPL_, S.qLAT,II.qLAT,£SR,IISB
;4,'2,ITE (IO_ 900)
RFAD _I05,._01._._,'D=9999) JIF (J g_.O) G._ T7 9999
READ (,J,_'9._)(_(I),I:I,3)
q? T '_ (2n zO aO) J








q .7 T '_ 7'0
'_;'ITE (i0 _, q02)
q_ T _ _O








' _,'2.I T E (lOS,910)
_R, SEXP
L_NB, NZ
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TIRMAT(I}{I ,lOX, "tOHAT P_ YP.II WISH TI?] RII_?'/IOX
l,'(O:gTgP, l-'-_INq, 2:_{_,RIT_CAN. TAIL, 3-VERT. TAIL)'/IOX
2, "TI{E I_:PIIT FILE _[IST .qF ASqlO_NED TR THE NII_BER Y_II PIIT IN"
3/fOX, "(EX. _,}ING - F'I-_I_ME, IN) ")
F .... _IAT(II )
F?RXAT(IF{I,3OX, *_ING W_IGHT'/)
F3R_AT(IHI,gSX,)IgRIZ_NTAL TAIL _OEIGHT'/)
TF_RFIAT(I}II,2_X,. URRTIOAL TAIL WEIG_IT'/)
FSRNAT(II{O,5X, ASPFCT RATIP. -- _'IO°I,IOX, "EXP_,SED AREA -'FI
a " FT2 ")
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,5X, "TAPF.R RATI_ :'FT.4,13X,'L_AD FACTOR :'F7.
,5X, "R_RT T/C :'FT.,_,I3X, "PRE.qRIIRE :'FT.
C "P_qF ")
FflRMATCIH ,5X, "TIP T/C :'FT./', 13X, %eI)Y .qPAN :'FIO
D " FT ")
FF_RMAT(I,t{ ,5X,'.qPAN'IOX,':'_IO. .I," FT'5X,'.qWF.EP ANGLE :"
5 X, "DEq ")




FgRMAT(I}{ ,5X'R_RT B.Mo'SX, ":'FIO.O,'FT-LB'5X
2 "TEMPERATURE :" F7,0,3X, "D._G.F'/) .
F_RMATCI)(O,RX, ELEMENT 20X, EXP_.qEr) 13X, CARRY-THRII'//7X
A "RENDING /10X, ".qHELL'I_;X, mlO.O,12X,;IO.O)
F_RMAT(IH , 9X,.,qENDING'IaX,•F'IO.O,.12X,FIO.0)
F,"]RMAT(I,_{ , 6X, .q}{EAR /IOX, .qUELL I_X,_'IO.O,12X,F'IO.O)
_'_ , . 0F:,, IAT(IH _X, :qHEAR" I._X,FI,q. ,12X,rlO.O)
FRR_'IAT(I.t{ , 6X,.RIS" 20X,FIO.O.12X,FIO.O)
FTRMAT(IH , aX, JCI'ITR'I_X,FIO.O,12X,FIO,O)
F,qRMAT(II{ , _X, RTr).qAGE I_X,FIO.O,12X,FIO.O)
FfiRMAT(I}{ , _X, ,'_r_DRt." DX,rlO.O,12X,r10.0)
FgRMAT(IH , 8X, _[IPT%AL l,_X,rln.O,12X,FlO.0/)
FNRMAT(I}{ ,fOX, "!?'_-C'PT..12X,FIO.O,12X,FIO.O/)
F_RM4T(IH , gX,'_!IqT_T_L I_X, rlO.O,12X,rlO.O/)
FF]RMATCIH , l?X, T,qTAI. T?R2tlF}_X I_X,FII.O)
F?RMAT (I!{ ,12X,.LEADI_q EnGE ,20X,?ll.O)
F,"R,'14T (I}{ ,12X,.ELAP._ ,27X,Fll.O)
F?RNAT (I}{ ,IRX, _ILERr'_,'S ,24X_,Fll.O)
T_RMAT (I!{ ,12X, TRAILING EDqR ,19X,FII.O/)
FgR_aT (IH ,12X, Tr'TAL I_!NG ,22X,FII,O)
FqRMAT (I:{ ,12'(, ELEVfN /I_X, .qHELL',24X,FII.O)
FZRNAT (I}[ ,15X, DRIVE RID ,20X, FII.O)
FSR_0T (I}{ ,15x,.;{l_qE ,24X,FII.O)
FORMAT (I}{ ,I_X,.ATTACH ,23X,FII°O/)
FqRMAT (l}{ ,12X,. T3TAL !{7217 TAIL _,I_X,FII.O)
F_RIIATCI_{ ,12X,.?,UDDER /l_X, S}I_LL ,2/4X,FII.O)
FTR_IAT(I}{ ,15X,.DRIVE.PI_ ,20X,FII.O)
F_RFdAT(IH ,15X,.HI_.]GE ,2/4X,Fll.O)
F_RHAT(I}[ ,15X, ._TTAC}{ ,23X,FII.O/)
F RiAT(I,, ,I..X, T TAL V,.RTICAL TAIL ,13X,FII.O)
FqR;!_T (I!( ,9"4, [_!CK RIB_,I3X,FIO.0)
F?RT'I_T (i_I ,X, qF_!D REL ,13X,EIO.O)
FTRHAT (IH,12X, MAIN GEAR PRTV ,IRX,FII.O)
F_RMAT (I}{,IRX, "RIIRF C?_T PRgV',IRX,F'II.O)
,qP T? I0
STqP 2222
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I, EN8DII,WR_PKR, _#BREL, _CI, IqC2,CMI ,RLPI ,_LP2, BCMI
'/LE IILR CRR,TMIN G(22) LE WFLAP,_IAIL,WTF,WWT
" t t II t II t
CZ_TI"TN/R'@R_I/FLP,FCP,KEAS, AILP,A ICP,IIWAIL, CLF
I , FG,GL_, q, gMGDR, GPRRU,.RTE,CSPR_V




TR : CR_T ,"¢,CR




TF:TR_ (I .+(bl .)*qCT/B)
1_,',.: 3- BCT
gTBE:PT3XE_gEXP
r'ilTPtlT (I OR) gTBE
CF: CP_ ( I .-3.qC* ( 1 .-LAMB) )
g:_C F: CR/CF
17 (AICP.Ef_.O.) qfi Tg 39
galLl :AILP*BE*AICP*CF
gAIL:gAILl/2.*(2.- (I .-LAMS)*CRCF*(I .-B._C)*(2.*FLP+AILP))
C_,iAIL: RA IL/( AILP_B E)





'._ g: I1'._'_I L*gA IL
',l._n_: (C:IAIL*(A ILII_IIILTR)**. 75),2.
_,_ll:(. z_O*AILP*BE*AILIIM**.2)*2.
;/A I l.: _:JAg+ !VAIZR+W_ }1
G_' T "_ 41
._A IL: ,_ILP
",ITP_IT (IOF) .qAIL
',J._I 1.: I I',,.'_IL*,qA IL
C?'_TI'_tIE
'..!FI.PTE: _FLP TE*II FLP T E
"IITPIIT( I 0_) _FLPTE
:4712 I.E: ff FLP LE*II FLP LE
g FL_ P: g FLP TE+._FLPLE+RgLA T+RRB
:"IITPI IT ( 10 _.) ._FLP LE
:,_gl.AT: SRLAT*II,_LAT
,'7._ITPIIT ( 1og) ,_RLA T
!/g3: g trail .q3
7IITPIIT (10g) ggP,
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UFLAP :UFLP T Z-L_?FLP L E+WS LA T+WSB
P1 : .2 5,_UA IL
P2 : I. 1 *'..JFLPT _**. R
P3 :. 55,_ I,IFLP LE*_. g
pz., :. _0 _:,/SLAT:_*. 7
p5: °.:,. 5_,-,,qq.




T',(-(£B+(500 ./FA)*RHP_I 44.)/(. 7+ (500./GI 000)*. I_ 144.)
rtlTPIlT(I OR) TK
!7(:ILE.Ee.O.) LE:3.38*(.OOI*WG_NZ/SG)_*.3*SLE_TK




.EQ.O.._R.NZ.EQ.O.) WTE- 1 .RT*STE* (. O0 1 _DELP)**.2*TK
(P.2)+LE+GPR _,V+C RP R 9V+ WFLA P+WA IL+WT E
N
!ITINE HTAIL(J)
LAMB, LI[,M, K, NZ, LE, LAMBP ,MP, KP,KMPP,RMC, MPP
C_,'IMgN AR,SG,LAMB,TRCR,TRCT,BCT,THETA,WG,NZ,DELP,LH
1 ,PTBXC,PT.qXE,CR,RH_, FA,CS, TAU,TEMP,UWW,._,SEXP,SL,RBM
I ,E.M_DII,WSWPKR, WBREL,!.,.tOI,WC2,CMI ,_LPI ,BLP2,BCMI
2,WLE.ULE,CSR TMIN,G(22) LE,WES,WEDR,WEH,WEP,TAIL





C_E:SEL/(_q* (1 .- EL,q) )





b/ED[,:. 4 _kCNE, (r_ :t _.....MI ,LT _)_.75
:dE}I:.aO_HLLE_EHM_*.?
WEP: .25_(WZS+WEDR+WEH)
T A I l.: G( 22 )+LE+W E.q+t,r ED R+ WEH+b_EP
R ET IlR xl
z
RIIRPTIITI NE VTA IL (.I)
..,,F _]Z L_,LAMRP,MP,KP
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3.2 Develop Body Basic Structure Model - The body is the largest individual
weight group in the Orbiter, contributing between 20 and 30 percent of the inert
weight. It is also the group requiring the greatest development. Although con-
structed with conventional materials and techniques, the cargo door, running the
full length of the center fuselage, precludes a normal monocoque approach and
increases the seriousness of torsion.
3.2.1 External Loads - The first subtask was to set up a viable loads model
capable of predicting the critical cases. This model duplicates, as accurately as
possible, the design loads for the Orbiter fuselage. The primary constraint in
setting up the model was to minimize the input parameters. To accomplish this,
three basic assumptions were made:
i. statically determinant reaction between the Orbiter and the tank.
2. single-condition critical loading with the exception of torsion.
3. torsion decreases from the maximum,at the aft reaction point,to zero
at the forward reaction point.
The following work develops the load model used in sizing the body basic
structure.
Figure 3.2-1 depicts the basic load model set up to derive the interstage
reaction between the Orbiter and the external tank. Vertical loads only are
assumed taken at the forward attach point,and both vertical and longitudinal
loads at the aft attach point. With these basic reactions known,"simple beam"
shear and moment equations are written for the center fuselage.
Variables considered in this evaluation are:
i. Orbiter ascent thrust, including number of engines, thrust level, factor
of safety, and thrust vector angle.
2. basic Orbiter geometry, including fuselage lengths and width, along
with the location of the interstage reactions.
3. an estimated Orbiter liftoff weight (OLOW) and its cg location with
the vertical and axial load factors corresponding to the design condition.
Figure 3.2-2 illustrates a typical design load envelope for an Orbiter as
compared to the approximated envelope as defined by the load model. As noted in
the design envelope, the post-SRM burnout condition is the designing factor for a
large portion of the fuselage. This is the condition approximated by the load
model,and the resulting moments are within +__5percent of the design envelope for the
fuselage center section.
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THE FOLLOWINGEQUATIONSARE SIMPLE STATIC SUMMATIONOF FORCESAND GIVE THE
RESULTING INTERSTAGE REACTIONS.
Z MOMENTE) R1 = FS * OLOW* NX * HO+ OLOW.* NZ *(LI - LO) * FS




_'MOMENT Q R2 = FS* Pcos AOI* HV - Psin AOI * LV* FS
- OLOW* NX* HO* FS+ OLOW* Nz* L O* FS
Z MOMENTOR 2
R1 = LI
RL = P*FS*COSAOI-OLOW*N X*Fs
FIGURE 3.2-1 LOADSMODEL
With a large nonstructural cargo door,torsional bending becomes a factor in
estimating the basic fuselage structure. Assuming the maximum torsional load is
defined by the max _ condition (ascent side wind), an approximation can be made
q
by taking the vertical tail design load as a moment about the fuselage shear
center. This moment is then reacted by differential bending of the fuselage side
panels as depicted in Figure 3.2-3. It is assumed that the torsional moment
degrades as a straight line function from the aft to the for-ward interstage.
The torsion load is induced by the max 8 condition and is not concurrent
q
with the post-SRM burnout condition defining the maximum fuselage bending loads.
Consequently, the side panel _ resulting from this condition must be checked
against the bending-deslgned side panels and delta increases added, if applicable.
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FIGURE3.2-2 TYPICAL DESIGNLOAD ENVELOPE
The simple beam shear and moment equations are easily developed from the
preceding assumptions and resulting interstage reactions.
Shear
V @ R 1 to (LI-LO) = R I
V @ (LI-LO) to R 2 = R 1 - OLOW * N * FSg
Moment
M @ x (x is the incremental location from RI to LI-LO) = R 1 * x
M @ y (y is the incremental location from the point (LI-LO) to R2) ,
assuming y is the aft interstage location(y = L_)
= R1 * (LI-LO) + OLOW * N * HO * FS + (R1 - OLOW * N * FS)y
X Z
Torque @ z (z is the incremental point from R 2 to RI) = (T -_i)z
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FIGURE 3.2-3 TORSION MODEL
A loads test case was run, based on the relationships developed on the
previous pages. The primary critical condition for the fuselage center section is
at post booster (SRM) burnout. This condition couples maximum Orbiter thrust with
the minimum axial load factor, thus maximizing the interstage reactions and the
induced Orbiter load. The design loads are defined by the Space Program Informa-
tion Note No. SIE-LOADS-I (Reference K), dated 7 June 1972, and documenting the
MDAC loads from the proposal activity. The resulting interstage reactions develop
a calculated forward Interstage load of 199,200 ib,or 2-1/2 percent over the reference
design load, and an aft vertical interstage load of 447,000 ib, or 3 percent over the
reference design load. The aft interstage drag load results were not nearly as
satisfactory with a calculated load of 1,654,000 ib, or 20 percent, under the reference
design load. As this drag load is not directly involved in the determination of
center section internal loads, no attempt has been made to improve the correlation.
The following is the detail derivation of the interstage reactions.
Loads Test Case
Post SRM Burnout
Moment @ R I
OLOW * NX * FS * HO + OLOW * NZ + FS + (LI-LO)
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- FS * P _ COS AOI * HV + FS * P * SIN AOI _ (LI+LV)
OLOW = 204,000






P = 470,000 _ 3 = 1,410,000
HV = 140
LV = i00
AOI = 13 deg
Substituting and solving
= 4.456 * 108 in-lb





Moment @ R 2
FS * P cos AOI * HV - P sin AOI * LV * FS
- OLOW * NX * HO * FS + OLOW * NZ + LO * FS
Substituting and solving
= 1.986 * 108 in-lb
1.986 , 108 = 199,200 ib vs. 205,950 ib
RI = 997
3.2.2 Internal Loads - With the interstage reaction known, the next step is
the determination of the internal loads. Two points are checked for analysis
purposes, these being the forward and aft end of the cargo compartment, presuming
these are the points of minimum and maximum moment respectively, with a constant
gradient between the two points. Again, the reference for internal loads is
the Program Information Note. The calculated moment at the forward end of
the compartment is 50 * l0 b in-lb, and is essentially identical to the design
moment. The moment at the aft end of the compartment is 207.1 * 106 in-lb, and is
6 percent higher than the design moment. Similar results were determined for panel
shear with the exception of the aft end of the compartment, but the overriding
torsion condition is the critical case and produces viable results. The following
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is the detail determination of the simplified internal loads:
Bendlng Moment Test Case
M @ 570 = R I * X
X = 570 - 318 = 252
M = 199,200 *252 = 50.2 * 106 in-lb vs 50 x 106 in-lb
M @ 1320 = RI (LI-LO) + OLOW * NX * HO * FS (R I - OLOW * NZ * FS)Y
= 199,200 (997 - 324) + 204,000 * 0.808 * 129 * 1.4
(199,200 - 204,000 * 0.239 * 1.4_ 324
= 207.1 * 106 in-lb






Shear @ 570 = R I
= 199,200 ib
vs: 205,000 ib
Shear @ 1320 = R I - OLOW * NZ * FS




Torque = PV * HS
P = 447 Ib/ft 2 ult * 450 ft 2 = 201,000 Ib
V
h = 0.4B + hF - hS SC
B = 332
h F = 280
h = hL = 205/3 = 70sc /3
h L = 205
h = 0.4 * 332 + 280 - 70 = 343
S
T = 201,000 * 343 = 6.88 * 107 in-lb @ 1321 (aft end of cargo bay)
T = 0 @ 570 (fwd end of cargo bay)
For analysis purposes, the body basic structure is broken down into three
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the forward section,which includes the crew cab and all structure
ahead of the cargo compartment,
_e center section,which is the full length of the cargo compartment,
and
the aft section,including all thrust reaction material aft of the
cargo compartment.
The following is a generalized nonoptimum factor included in the analytical models
for the fuselage basic structure weight.
ASSUME,5%ATTACHMENT 5_;
IDEALIZED STIFF SPACING, HEIGHT & THICKNESS 10%
BASICSKIN GAGEMILL TOL +005 8%
M!SCSTG'R CLIPS, SPLICES, ETC S'_;,
28%
,,.,..,..
3.2.3 Forward Section - The forward section is separated into five com-
ponents for the purpose of weight estimation. These components are the basic
shell, pressurized cabin provision, windshield provision, nose landing gear
provision, and a miscellaneous weight input.
The basic shell is treated as a pure function of surface area; WT = K * SFW,
where K is the shell unit weight,and SFW is the wetted area of the forward section.
While not as attractive an approach as an analytical method, it will account
for the known features of the baseline design. Applying the data from the NR-ATP
Weight Report, Reference L, the shell unit weight becomes 2.8 ib/ft 2. It Is
assumed that the basic shell accounts for skin, stringer, frames, minor bulkhead,
hatches, doors, and basic load reaction material.
The crew compartment is likewise treated by empirical relationship. The
weight is derived by a modification of an existing equation in the MAC 747, Weight
Estimation Handbook, Reference Q. WT = K(Vc)O'78(I+Pc )0"35, where V c is the
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pressurized volume of the crew compartment,and P is the ultimate pressure
C
differential. The multiplier K was 1.54 in the original equation,but curve fits
to 3.08 against the NR-ATP baseline. It should be noted that the original multi-
plier was for relatively small cockpit volumes with relatively high leak rate,
while the Shuttle has a large volume, very low leak rate requirements, and rather
stringent fail-safe requirements. With this in mind, doubling the multiplier to
the new curve fit seems reasonable,and the equation becomes WT = 3.08(V )0.78
C
(I+P)0.35 and is assumed to include the entire pressurized compartment with the
c
exception of window provisions.
The weight estimation of windshield provisions is based on Timoshenko's flat
plate analysis. Roark, Reference C, presents this relationship in simplified
terms.




FTU is the ultimate material allowable,
Ap is the maximum pressure differential,
b is the maximum dimension of the plate,
t is the thickness, and
is the plate aspect ratio (width/height).
The windshield panels on the baseline orbiter are approximately square, simplifying
the relationship
b 2 is approximately the area of a panel,and e is approximately equal to i.






.0.75 AP Sw. 1/2
t = t 2_i" FTU )
The panel weight is then
.0.75 Ap Sw)I/2
WT = p * Sw £ _fFTU
It is assumed that the window panels are fused silica with an FTU of 6800 ib/in 2
and a density (0) of 0.08 ib/in 3.
The windshield sill weights are based on a point design unit weight of 0.5
ib/in of sill. Again, assuming square panels for deriving the circumference, the
total sill length becomes (Sw) I/2 * 4 * Quantity, and WT = 0.5 (Sw) I/2 * 4 * Quantity.
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3.2.4 Center Section - The center section estimation model shown below is
based on the assumption of a longeron type design with all bending loads
being carried by the longerons,and shear by the side panels. In addition,the
side panels carry the distributed torsion load in differential bending. The
allowables are derived by the shell program which models a single-faced corruga-
tion as a weight estimation tool (Appendix A). This allows consideration of
material properties dependent on alloy and temperature as well as on frame spacing.
The analogy to the shell program is that the longeron supported by frames is
similar to the beam column with semifixed end conditions, i.e., one side fixed and
one side pinned. The center section model is shown in Figure 3.2-4.
Basic Shell - The following is the initial test case for section cuts on the
MDC Phase C/D proposal Orbiter. The results indicate the current model would
predict a section at the forward end of the cargo compartment approximately 15
percent lower than ideal detail design results, and approximately 8 percent lower
at the aft end of the compartment.
SHEARPANELS
LONGERONS
FIGURE 3.2-4 CENTER SECTIONMODEL
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Test Case - Section Cuts
FS 1321 - Aft end of Payload Bay
Material 2024 T86 Temp 70°F P - 1.4 ib/in 2 ult
Frame Spacing = 20 in
FA = 69,000 ib/in 2 False allowable from shell program
TAU = 22,300 ib/in 2 Shear allowable from_shell program
HL = 210 in Height between upper and lower longeron
B = 216 in Body width
M 207.1 * 106
P = HL = 210 = 0.985 * 106 ib
P _ 985000 = 14.3 in 2
AReq'd - FA 69000
2
Z Area (upper & lower longerons) 2 * 14.3 = 28.6 in
q _.
t min = 035 - input for shear panels
V = 130,900
V _ 130_900
210 = 623 ib/in
T = 6.88 * 107 in-lb
T 68.8 * 106
q = BHL 210 * 216
t = 1520 = .068
22,300
= 1520 ib/in




Total Area = 28.6 + 43.3 = 71.9 in
Section at FS 570 - Fwd end of payload bay
Material Propertie_ - Same
M 50.2 * lO w
P = H_ 150 = 313,000 ib
A - P = 313,000 = 4.5 in2
req'd FA 69,000
2
Z Area = 9 in upper and lower longeron
t min = .035- input -
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q = 150 x 2
t = q_ = 665 = 030 035 min
tau 22,300
2
x-sec=(2 * 150 + 216) 035 = 18.1 in
?
Total Area = 27.1 in
Frames - Intermediate or nonmaJor load redistribution frames have long been
a problem in the area of weight estimation. For circular sections, Shanley
(Reference D), gives quite satisfactory results by solving a spring analogy to
prevent general instability. An approximation of this method was tested, using
the maximum dimension, fuselage height or width, as the effective diameter, and
solving for the section modulus required to produce the required spring constant.
MD 2
EI = Cf L
2
I = moment of inertia - 2 AcDf
4
Df = frame depth
Cf = experimental constant = 1/16,000
M = maximum moment
E = Youngs modulus
L = frame spacing
D = diameter
A = area per capc
Substituting and solving^for area
z
A =Cf NI) ,2
c L 2
Df
Assuming a balanced frame with the web equal to one third the total cross sectional
area MD 2
x-sec = 6 Cf 2
LDf
Substituting values for the variable and solving for area
2
x-sec = 0.475 in
This value is 20 percent lower than the theoretical point design which is
redistribution of the differential pressure. Although this instability criteria
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is not the critical case, this analysis is maintained in the final program as a
check against large bending moments.
Figure 3.2-5 shows a simplified frame model set up to duplicate the pressure
critical design.
Assuming the sides are modeled by the criteria of one end fixed and one end








where: M = derived bending moment,
P = ultimate differential pressure,
hL = frame or longeron height per loads model,
B = fuselage width, and
FA = shell program resulting allowable











J J J J J)
÷
BREAKINGTHE FRAMEDOWNINTO SIMPLIFIED COMPONENTS
FIGURE 3.2-5 SIMPLIFIED FRAME MODEL
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Maintaining the relationship of a balanced frame with the web equal to one
third the total section and sizing to an ultimate differential pressure of 1.4 ib/in 2,
the cross sectional area becomes 0.56 in 2 and is 3 percent lower than the theoreti-
cal point design. This simplified model will measure geometry and differential
pressure, and when coupled with the resultant allowables from the shell program,
considers material properties.
Special increments are required to complete the center section. These are
(a) the bulkheads at the forward and aft end of the cargo bay, (b) payload reaction
provisions, (c) wing carry-thru structure, and (d) wing shear tie provisions. In
addition, secondary structures, consisting of the cargo doors and their associated
mechanism, are included in this section.
The bulkheads at the forward and aft ends of the payload compartment are
assumed to be sized for the critical load of interstage reactions. The estimation
model is based on the principle of redistributing a concentrated external load
into the basic structure as shown in Figure 3.2-6. The concentrated load is
assumed to be reacted by a "shear beam" type bulkhead with the web sized to the
derive_ shear flow and the caps sized on redistribution material. As with the










WT --- p* *
2HF
I • BHF : P * P
TAU TAU 2
AUG CAP LOAD P/2
AUG CAP AREA P/2FA
TOTAL CAP LENGTH 4 HF + 2B
, P ,
WT = p (4HF+2B)
2 FA
FIGURE 3.2-6 TYPICAL BULKHEAD MODEL
* B
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The payload reaction provisions are an input weight predicated on the number
of reaction points. The weight increment is based on the following detail
derivation shown in Figure 3.2-7.
P
I
THE LOAD TO BE REACTED, P, IS DEFINED AS50%OF THE MAXIMUM
PAYLOAD (65,000LB) ACTING UNDER A 2 1/2 gMANEUVER AND A ].5 FACTOR OF SAFETY
P = 1/2 * 65,000" 2.5* 1.5 = 122,000LB
FIGURE 3.2-7 PAYLOADREACTION
Sizing the frame caps to transfer the load into the sidewall gives the follow-
ing weight:
P
--* 1/2 = average cross-sectional area per capFAU
122,000
* 1/2 = 0.89 in 2
69,000
2
Weight = 0.89 in * 210 in
Average shear flow becomes
122,000 ib
95 in - 1280 ib/in
and t = --q--= 1280 = 057 in
Tau 22,300
per cap
* 0.i ib/in 3 * 2 = 37 ib for both caps.
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and the web weight becomes




The sidewall skin must be increased to accept this local shear input.
Assuming a 20 in frame spacing, and the load being applied on two bays, the weight
increment becomes :






Total = 95 ib per reaction point
Assuming three reaction points per payload configuration to maintain fully
determinant status, the total weight increment becomes 3 * 95 _ 300 ib,and the
vehicle penalty becomes 300 * number of payload positions, assuming all axial
loads are carried by the existing longeron structure.
The wing carry-thru structure is derived by the wing aerosurface routine and
listed under body center section for consistency in reporting.
The wing shear tie provisions are derived by an empirical relationship
defined in the MAC 747 Report, Reference Q.
.SPAN ) , 10-2
WT = 0.8 (WgNz) [c--_--s8
where Wg * Nz is the ultimate total wing load,and 8 is the sweep angle at
the 50 percent chord.
The center section secondary structure consists of the cargo door and its
related mechanism. A comparison was made of the details composing the NR-ATP
baseline and the MDC Phase C-D proposal cargo doors. The weights were adjusted
for area and double doors versus single door with the following results:
NR MDC
Door Structure 4486




Total 5042 ib 5070 ib
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It is readily seen from this comparison that, for a lightly loaded structure
such as the cargo door, a unit weight approach is quite reasonable. Therefore,
with the basic shell a function of area, the hinges, a function of bay length and





= 1.585 * (SCD)
= 1.415 * (LCB) * (Qty)
= 660 ib
3.2.5 Aft Section - The aft skirt is separated into the following basic
structural elements, plus a miscellaneous weight input to account for such things
as equipment bays. These structural elements are: the sidewalls, longerons,
frames, thrust structure, and the vertical tail provision.
The sidewalls include the skin and stringers and are sized as a unit weight
times the surface area. The unit weight is the same as that derived for the center
section and is predicated on direct shear, torsional shear, or the input minimum
gage.
The longerons are sized as a continuation of the center-section longerons
and taper in cross-sectional area to zero at the end of the fuselage.
The frames are sized identically with the center section frames, that being
to react to the pressure differential with a check against general instability.
The thrust structure is weighed as three separate allowances. An engine
adaptor fitting is included as a constant weight times the number of engines.
The adaptor weight is based on a point design analysis. The final two allowances
are direct thrust reaction material. The thrust posts are weighed as column members
reacting to the direct engine thrust. The column length is predicated on the
relative location of the composite thrust vector and a material allowable is
derived, based on an assumed Euler column, giving aluminum an FC _ 40,000 psi.
In addition, a gimbal plane bulkhead is weighed, using methods identical to those
for the interstage bulkhead but considering the thrust vector for the design load.
3.2.6 Symbols - The following symbols are listed in Fortran language as
they were used in the derivation of equations and in the body weight program.
Figure 3.2-8 depicts the location of the fuselage sections and some of the primary
symbols.
For convenience, the material allowable symbols are listed separately for each
section of the vehicle and for the element they represent. The numerical values
3.2-16
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- - SECT ON. I
AFT
INTERSTAGE
FIGURE 3°2-8 LOCATION OF FUSELAGESECTIONS
of the allowables are taken from the "Shell" program in the Appendix, and allow












Angle of intersection of the composite thrust
vector and the center line of the propellant
tank
Average fuselage center section width
Ultimate pressure differential In the center
section (vent lag, external, etc.)
Dynamic factor on ascent engines
Ultimate design load on the nose gear strut
Factor of safety at the critical condition
Average height of the center fuselage
Height of the orbiter lift-off weight CG
above the aft interstage attach point
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Average height of the cargo door sill above
the fuselage bottom
Height of the intersection between the com-
posite thrust vector and the engine gimbal
plane above the aft interstage attach point
Unit weight of the forward fuselage shell
Number of payload "tie down" locations
Cargo door indicator; 1 if hinged on one side;
2 if hinged on both sides
Center section miscellaneous weights input
Number of ascent engines
Aft section miscellaneous weight input
Forward fuselage miscellaneous weight input
Average center section frame spacing
Length between the forward and aft interstage
attach points
Length of the orbiter lift-off weight CG forward
of the aft interstage attach point
Extended length of the nose gear strut
Length of the intersection between the composite
thrust vector and the engines gimbal plane aft
of the aft interstage attach point
Orbiter lift-off weight - estimated
Orbiter design aircraft flight weight - estimated
Axial limit load factor on the orbiter at the
critical condition
Vertical limit load factor on the orbiter at
the critical condition
Limit operating pressure in crew compartment
Ultimate design load on the vertical tail
Maximum dynamic pressure on the orbiter
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Wetted area of the aft fuselage
Area of the cargo door
Wetted area of the forward fuselage
Area of the nose landing gear doors
Total windshield area
Wing sweep angle at 50% chord
Minimum thickness (t) of the center section
side panels
Ascent engines vacuum thrust per engine
Volume of the pressurized crew compartment
Vertical tail span
Wing span
Ultimate aircraft flight mode vertical load
factor
Length between the forward interstage attach
point and the forward cargo compartment


















Material false allowable from shell program
density
Material shear allowable from shell program
density
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TAUB ib /_n _
RHOB ib/in3
Thrust Post




TAUPB lb /in z
RHOPB ib /in.)
Material false allowable from shell program




Material false allowable from shell program
Material shear allowable from shell program
density
3.2.7 Test Case - Table 3.2-1 is a listing of a typical input file for the body
structure weight program. Lines one through ten represent all of the required
inputs,and the case listed is the NR baseline Orbiter with the results and typical
printout shown in Table 3.2-2. Lines 12 through 14 represent changes to this
basic file necessary to run a different configuration. In this case, the vehicle
represented is the MDC Orbiter. The output for this case is listed in Table
3.2-3. The results of these two test cases compare extremely well with the
adjusted body group weights of the reference vehicle. The NR run indicates a body
weight of 31,693 Ib versus an adjusted reported weight of 31,547 lb. The weight
was adjusted by deleting the wing carry-thru weight and the radiator hinges for a
direct comparison. The MDAC run produces a body weight of 32,962 ib and compares
to a calculated weight of 32,500 lb.
3.2.8 Program Listin$- Table 3.2-4 is the listing of the body structure
weight estimation program. This program is completely self-contained and can be
used for comparative studies. Minor differences exist between this basic program
and the body model in the ESPER program. _ny of the input variables are derived
in ESPER and need not be an input or are already input for a different model requiring
the same data. An example would be vertical tail data used in the body for calcu-
lating torsion. The loads and geometry would be inherent in the vertical tail
model.
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3.3 Thermal Protection System Weights - This section on the thermal protection
system (TPS) is presented for informational purposes only. It was determined that
the magnitude of input parameters required to define the isothermal boundaries in
the Stacked Pods Program was not Justified in view of the fact that the unit TPS
weights for these areas are generated outside the program. Therefore, the TPS
model in the Orbiter vehicle module consists of input unit weights, and their
corresponding areas derived by the user outside of the program. The TPS model
is identical to that described by the flow diagram, Figure 3.3-17 in Section 3.3.5,
TPS model, for tile option of externally derived areas. It includes the iteration
technique on the unit weight to account for changes in heating due to changes in
the vehicle reentry weight.
3.3.1 General Stacked Pod Theory - The Stacked Pod Method is presented as a
tool for determining the surface area of an orbiter. In addition to the primary
objective of determining surface areas, the program will calculate volumes,
area center of gravity, and volumetric center of gravities. The method is based
on the theory that any solid can be described as a stack of pods with their sum
of the volumes equal to the volume of the total solid. Likewise,
the sum of the surface areas of the pods less the overlap area (shaded subtractions
on Figure 3.3-i) is equal to the surface area of the total solid.
The pods are described to the computer in terms of changes at inflection
points. These changes may be in reference to shape, width, depth, or redundancy
(overlaps area dimension). Figure 3.3-2 displays the plan and profile silhouettes
of a pod to be input into the computer in terms of eight inflection points.
Every inflection point will have an associated horizontal location to assure
that all inflection points of all pods are properly located in the fore and aft
direction. Vertical and lateral locations are ignored. For example, if an added
pod was described to the computer, the program would not know or care if this pod
was on the top, bottom, or side of the pod to which it was added, but rather that
it started at some horizontal coordinate and continued to some ending horizontal
coordinate.
This program enables the user to introduce dissimilar shapes at inflection
points and to have accurate mathematics to calculate surface area and volumetric
data. There are 18 basic shapes programmed into the routine, Figures 3.3-3 and
3.3-4.
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FIGURE 3.3-2 SILHOUETTE TRANSFORMTO COMPUTERIZEDINFLECTION POINTS
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AREA COEFFICIENT - kv
FIGURE 3.3-3 AREA COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF SHAPE CODE
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PERIMETER - P = kw(a+ b)
1"40 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1/.8 1/.6 1/.4 1/.2







FIGURE 3.3-4 PERIMETER COEFFICIENT VALUES
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All shapes are a composite of straight lines and/or elliptical segments. The
transition of lines is either continuous (smoothly faired) or discontinuous (sharp
angled). Shapes 4, and 6 through 15 are totally continuous,while shapes i, 2, 3,
and 18 are totally discontinuous in type of transition. Shapes 5, 16, and 17 have
both types.
While all shapes have exact mathematical relationships as to the length of
the curved and straight elements they contain, the intent is for sight identifica-
tion. By supplying the maximum dimensions of the width (b) and depth (a), the
mathematical relationships of the shape will derive the area and perimeter. For
surface area calculation, it is necessary to remove the overlap area by removing
the redundant perimeter, the shaded area in Figure 3.3-1.
For a shape code, the program calculates coefficients k for computing
v
cross-sectional areas and pod volumes, and k for computing cross-sectional perim-
w




for known height or depth (a) and base or width _).




Figure 3.3-4 displays the k
w
Multiplier k is used to compute the cut area (A)
V
Figure 3.3-3 is a display
Likewise, the cut perimeter(P) is a function
P = k (a + b).
w
for each shape code as a function of ratio b/a.
The derivation of these multiplier coefficients (kw, kv) is straightforward,
and is illustrated below for two shapes.
_b/2 k kv 3
! A
a w3
= 1/2 a b =0.50
ab
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kwl2 = a + b
. _ 1 1




- = O. 726
11/2 a b
+kw4( +7)
Integrating the perimeters and cross-sectional areas over the length of the
pod generates the surface areas and volume. Inherent with the integration process
is the definition of how the perimeter and cross-sectional area transform from one
shape at an inflection cut to another shape at the next inflection cut. The
following definition is basic to this analysis.
Every consistently defined segment around a perimeter will linearly map to
a point at the next inflection cut if the corresponding segment is dissimilar
(holding its shape throughout the mapping). Similar corresponding segments of
two adjacent inflection cuts will merely hold their shape. Figure 3.3-5 explains
the term "consistently defined segments." Line segments 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, and
6-1 are consistently defined as they contain only curved or only straight line
segments. For example, 1-3 or 2-6 are not consistently defined as they contain
both curved and straight line segments.
Figure 3.3-6 explains the term "corresponding segments" for two adjacent
cuts. Segments 1-2 and 1-3 correspond to 4-5 and 4-7, respectively, and by defi-
nition will merely hold their shape throughout the mapping. Segment 2-3 corre-
sponds to segments 5-6 and 6-7, and these segments will each map to a point on the
adjacent inflection cut. Figure 3.3-7 is a display of two possible mappings.
The second basic assumption of this analysis is that the centroid of all
cross-sectional areas at inflection points lies along a common reference axis. See
Figure 3.3-8.
There are many ways to input the same information to the computer. Figure
3.3-9 displays three possible options for the same information. The middle option
is obviously the simplest for this cut, but inflection at other stations could
make a single pod 2 option impossible.
The straight line subtractions feed the program the amount of contact perim-
eter between restacked pods. If the redundancies were not removed, the program
would compute the total perimeters of all pods, thus overcalculating the surface
3.3-6
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A OR B CENTROIDAL___ a, OR B
_____,-- - _---=.- X
X
THIS NOT THIS
FIGURE 3.3-8 CROSSSECTIONAL AREA CENTROIDAL REQUIREMENT
TOTAL = PODI + POD2
FIGURE 3.3-9 POD EQUIVALENCE OPTIONS
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area. To input the shaded area in Figure 3.3-10 the redundant perimeter is zero
at f4 ,and r at f5 and f7" The program computes the area between the extremes of
the redundancy (f4 and f7 in the example) by assuming a linear transition from one
redundant to the next. This area will be removed from the total surface area.
?
i
I I i I
f4 f5 f6 f7
FIGURE 3.3-10 REDUNDANCY INPUT DISPLAY
Added pods respond to both total volume and to total surface area. If one
pod is subtracted from another, the routine will respond to the subtracted pod for
total volume, but ignore it for total surface area. This allows the determination
of the surface area of pods with concave cuts as shown in Figure 3.3-11.
f _ f
-I  G-I- ©
TOTAL = POD1 + POD2 - POO3
f _ f
AREA OR PERIMETER
FIGURE 3.3-11 CONCAVE GEOMETRY
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The preceding discussion has concerned itself with surface area along the
reference axis. In order to generate the total surface area of a pod, there
must be the option of excluding or removing front and rear faces. The
removing requirement is because surface area responds only to additive pods so







FIGURE 3.3-12 BODY GEOMETRY
100
3.3.2 Sample Results - An example of body geometry is shown in Figure 3.3-12
with the resulting comparison of program generated data with actual data shown in
Table 3.3-1. Table 3.3-2 is a comparison of stacked pods, derived areas and volumes
with actual data for a typical Orbiter and the C-5A aircraft. The table notes the
variation in percent error as a function of the number of section cuts taken.
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PROGRAM GENERATED - ACTUAL DATA COMPARISON
VOLUME VOLUME C.G. SURFACE AREA
GROUP NAME FT 3 IN FT 2
BODY A i) 428.2 204.1 427.0








BODY B i) i0.i 37.3 33.1 44.7
2) i0.i 37.4 33.1 44.7
i) Program generated data




WETTED AREA - FT
PERCENT
VEHICLE ACTUAL CALC ERROR ACTUAL
MDC Shuttle 7788 7656 1.7 34,347
Orbiter
MDC Shuttle 7788 7390 5.1 34,347
Orbiter
MDC Shuttle 7788 8461 8.6 34,347
Orbiter
C-SA* 16646 17052 2.4 86,610









*Data taken from 1/150 scale drawing.
3.3.3 Thermal Protection Application - The stacked pod method of calculating
areas lends itself ideally to thermal protection calculations. The user can match
the pods and inflection points directly wlth the thermal analysis. Table 3.3-3
shows the TPS analysis for the MDC Shuttle Orbiter,and Figure 3.3-13 shows how
these average TPS weights are applied to the configuration.
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TABLE 3.3-3
ORBITER TPS WEIGHT SUMMARY
BASIC ADHESIVE NON-OPT
AREA LB/FT _ WT ADH WT LB/FT 2 WT




Nose Cap 18 7.62 137.0 0.07 1.0 0.77 14.0
200-240 36 2.54 91.0 0.07 3.0 0.27 I0.0
54
Fwd-Upr-St 720 1.66 1195.0 0.17 122.0 0.18 130.0









240-1586 2079 2.53 4260.0 0.17 353.0 0.27 562.0
Aft-Top
570-1586 1750 0.94 1645.0 0.17 298.0 0.ii 192.0
Aft-Sid




















FIGURE 3.3-13 TPS BODY BREAKDOWN
Table 3.3-4 displays the stacked-pod data file and its corresponding output
which duplicates the thermal analysis on the MDC Orbiter. Section 3.3-2
demonstrated the accuracy of the stacked pod method as a tool for calculating
total areas of geometric shapes and vehicles. Table 3.3-5 demonstrated not
only its accuracy,but also its flexibility in breaking down a vehicle into
specified sections. This capability of sectioning a vehicle simplified the
tasks of applying average unit weights over a vehicle.
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1 .v,)O ,,4I ir:_', _/_:,_:LIN_: ir_ Lr.:",t CA_'L
_'.000 t, gSK C_P 200-240 1 2 1 1 0 4./4
3.(.)00 200.0 0.0 0.0 4 O.O I
4.,)uO 240.0 10.0 102.0 4 0.0 1
_.0,00 _I [dP F.,:D .sT 364-570 2 4 1 .J u l.Tb
6.0:DO 364.0 0.0 0.0 1 O.d 1
7.000 400.O 26.0 88,0 1 h_.O I
_.!)00 z, 16.{) 16.0 12i].0 1 120.{3 !
_.:)O0 57,J.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 1
l{).i)'J3 r,i [t_t _ _ ,rD 51 240-b10 2 6 1 O O 1. 13
11 ._)O 240.0 b4.0 88.0 / b6.O 1
1'). ]Ou 300.0 6b.0 12b.O / 12_.0 1
13.()_)0 364.0 75.0 148.0 t 148.0 1
14.0,,_[) 400.0 /0.0 160.0 t 24m.0 1
Ib._]OL) ,416 .l] "]0.0 19_.0 7 312.0 1
16.000 b/O.O 90.0 216.0 / 216.0 1
! l.O{lO _[[,F: _,:t) ;] 240-b70 2 6 1 0 0 l .lb
1 ,,.I)OO 240.0 b4.0 88.0 / 68.0 1
1';,'.[)0(} 300.r,] 105.0 140.0 t 264.0 1
P O.t)O_,) 364.0 lbO.O 164.0 ? ,.}12.0 1
Pl .,]0(] 400.0 14:).0 16_.0 7:336.0 1
22.d0,3 416.0 160.0 210.0 1 364.0 1
°_3.000 51{3.0 180.0 210.0 I 216.0 i
P4.000 ],q,P _-1 :)] 570-1386 b 6 1 O O 1.A2
2b.O00 b/O,) 62.0 216.0 b 216.0 1
_, )00 [_O0.i) 62.0 216.0 _ 216.0 1
P I.{)(]J 1000.0 62.0 216.0 5 216.0 1
2_.00(] 1200.0 5_.0 216.0 b 256.0 1
* f8'q.I)O,) 140,0.0 b_.O 216.0 ::) 2b6.0 1
3 1.000 15/(].0 0.0 216.0 b 216.0 1
31.i)00 SIDE AFT 5[ b70-15_56 6 6 1 0 0 1.22
3:P..(]O0 570.0 lz*4.0 216.0 7 432.0 1
33.000 SO0.O 12_;.0 220.0 7 ,440.0 1
. ' ( 2e_ 220.0 t 440.0 134 GO0 10,)J.O 1 .O
t"3b.,)O() 120,].0 132.0 220.0 l 440.0 I
36.000 14UO.O 1 lb.O 9_32.0 t 466.0 1
31.000 1510.0 0.0 232.0 7 456.0 1
38.000 9C'I F,,ID 5"[ _40-1bf46 / 6 1 0 0 2.V]
39.000 ?40.0 0.0 O.O b u.O 1
40.000 300,0 6.0 12-_;.0 1 128.0 1
41.000 364.t) 10.0 lb2.0 ! lb2.0 1
47.000 400.0 12.0 1 /6.0 1 176.U 1
43,000 476.0 12.0 200.0 1 200,0 1
44.000 570..0 16.0 216.0 1 216.0 1
45.000 4L) l AF[ %1 510-1386 l 6 1 O 0 /.vl
46.000 b/O.O 16.0 216.0 1 216.0 1
47.000 800.0 .001 216.0 1 216.0 l
4_.000 1000.0 .O01 _,244.0 1 220.0 I
49.000 1200.0 ,001 240.0 1 220.0 1
50.000 1400.0 .001 232.0 1:432.0 1
bl .000 lbl:].O .001 232.0 1 232.0 1
bP .0',)0 *
--;':,;,_: _lq ^;''-" ' •..... L _:,, , 5P-
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COMPUTER PROGRAM - FINAL REPORT
TABLE 3.3-4
DATA FILE OUTPUT (Continued)
0 F[:]!i:] "T[(l:;i: ]ii:F:I:ii;1_IL. t i"tEl [ i::''.ii; T I:i :ii;T C:i:::i:5[[.I
(=d:O}I.j F.; i.I I3L.I.tj'I[i]I I.iijLI_II"IE
I iF::tHE] C]:=6;.
(:i...j. FF ,, i H.
:iiii j f;itf" F:ii:EIi
FI[;Ifi.".]I::l
Sti! o I::......
yt I});!!!;li!} ill..It f::' ;!!'.[!:.10" ;!!!'.':$(!j
T()P l:::lJ::] F:;] 5i::'O-'].!i;:iii;6
::ii;i lift Fff:""i 'ST 57'11!!'" i (5',36,










7 i. 60. i ,.:]-:3'ii_.::;. i. 4. i "",-, "",:::, ,4.;iii'.t::.:i,;?. i.q. i 7. '.}i!=_
.. ::;,..[}'!:_F_= i i F:_Y:;f:=;.;;' i[ 6,1ii:iq.,, 4. _ Ot[[,9 ,, ,.-_. i 6[i[},:-i.,, 4
3 ;:;'(, ,, 4. !3:3;?., ,.:i- 1[:! 0 F:_, 8 'ill .:!.,5, 9 ;;[!:.i (i.i0 ,, :ii',
::'- [::" :-,l:: ............














ACTUAL VERSUS CALCULATED TPS WEIGHTS
ACTUAL CALCULATED
AREA LB/Fr 2 WT-LB AREA LB/FT2
54 4.74 256.0 54.2 4.74
WT-LB
256.9
1442 1.75 2523.0 1417.8 1.75 2481.2
2079 2.97 6175.0 2100.8 2.97 6239.4
1750 1.22 2135.0 1731.1 1.22 2111.9
1600 1.22 1952.0 1624.4 1.22 1981.8
6925 13,041.0 6928.3 13,071.2
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3.3.4 Program - Table 3.3-6 is a formulaized display of input parameter formats.
A brief description of each parameter is also included. Following this table is a



















NAMEFL Information to be printed as heading of output data.
NPD Total number of pods or Pod Master Cards (15 maximum).
POD MASTER CARD
NAMEPD Title information for each line on pod volume and
surface area data.
NGR Successive integers on which pods are totalled for
data print out (first pod numbered i).
NIF Number of inflection points or Pod Data Cards to
follow each Pod Master Card (not larger than 15).
NMP Multiplier so as to include the number of these
identical pods used (positive or negative).
MFO Forward face of pod as part of total pod surface area:
Included in surface area i
Not included in surface area 0
Removed from surface area -i
MAF Rear face of pod as part of total pod surface area:
Included in surface area
Not included in surface area





FS Reference axis coordinate of pod inflection cut.
A Maximum depth of pod cut.
B Maximum width of pod cut.
ISH Shape code of pod cut.
RED Redundant perimeter between this and other pods when
restacked.
ICN Dummy redundancy integer to establish whether redundant
perimeter (zero or greater) is used in redundance analysis
3.3-15
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CBP¥ s_acxpeo Te--C_IX,NC) ................












.... 15 -.._ _5,000
16 " 16.000


















18 • 18,0C0 VLP{I)'C.
__ |9 ___19,COQ X_P(1)-Oi
20 • 20.000 XVPII)._.
2t " . 21tOOQ .......k_P(1).O
22 • 22,000 kIr(1)'O
23 - 23,C00 ...... NGPII)'C .....................................
2_ • 2_,C00 ffFBIl)'O
____ _5 -.... _5,COQ___2L_.MArII),_ -
26 • P6,COO

































READ( 5,901 )INAMEPD( J, I |$J= |_ tO) _N6P( i ),NIF( I I_NMPl __Mrl (i.IiMAR li|--
NIP.NIIF(I)
000 D@ 3C K,I,_IP
COO-.._-_D---_E_D(5_9OEJ__E_IJ__LII_B(K, IIaISHIKal}_REDLK=I}.ICNIK. I|
COO 50 CP_;TI_UE
CO0 . DO 90 II.I._PD
NIP._Ir(II)
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60 • 60*000 1_0






















































































_0 _8 5C ImIK_NIPL
IF(ZZ(I),_T,O_) 88 7B SO ....
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.1_6_ .... IKKP,IKK_I .....................
..... D_ 70 d,IKKP,_P .................
]F(ZZ(J),LE,O,) GO ?0 70
B9 TQ 71





..... O0 T_ _3
BO VAL.KS(_qIP, IY).rS|TKKLa|||
133 • 139,000 ...... IF(VAL*EQ,O,I RETURN .
1_0 • I_0,0_0 DQ _5 ]=IKK_NIPL
__I_I -.__I_1=C00__NALL_E$(NIP_IIIeFSthLLI
1_2 - 1_,C00 8M ZZ(II'ZZ(IK<I_|eVALL/VkL
1_3 • 1_3,eC0 _._ RETURN ..........
I_ • I_4,C00 END
I_5 • I_5,000 .... SUBROUTINE R_DEYE
1_6 • 1_6,C00 CbMMON II_PbNAMEPD(IO_20),NAMEF_(_O)_Ffl(30_20)_t30_O)
_ 1_7 _ .... I_7,COQ______hS|3C_2,Q}__ISNL30_20),ZZ(30_RED(3Oa2OI,ICN(30,_OlaC_O_
lk9 • 1_9,000 _ __ 3_XV=(20}_FB(20)_MAF|20) ......
150 • 15C,C00 NTP,N|F(II|
151 " 151,000 "'1 LLL''i .-
152 • 152,C00 DO 15 I,I*_IP
15_ " 15_,C00 REO(I_II)',I,
155 • 155,C00 .... B9 T_ 15 .....
156 • 156.C00 10 LLL'L_L+!
157 • 1E7*CCO .... I<EEP2"! .......................................
15a • 155,000 1_ CgNTINUE
159 _____159,O0____|F_LL6_LE_DJ__FTURN
160 • 160,C00 D_ 30 [=I_IK_£P_
161 • 161,000 ..... IF(REO(I,II),LT,_J}_GB TB 30 ......
162 " 162,000 IKEEPI'!
163 • 163,C00 Off T_ 35 ............
t6_ - 16_,C00 30 CO_TINUF
166 • 166,000 IJ,IKLEP2-1
167 • 167,000 _O DB 5C I,IK, IJ .......................
168 * 1E8,000 IF(REO(I_II),G[,0,) O0 TO _0
169 * 189,000 ]KK,! ..............
170 • 17C,000 G9 70 6C
__171 t_171,_OO__5(L__C_P_TI_!_E
172 • 172.000 RETUP N
173 • 173,000 60 IKKP_IKK*I
17i • 17W,000 IKKL,IKK.I
175 • 175,000 . D9 72 J_IKKB_IKEEP_ _
176 • 176,000 IF(_FD(J, III_LT,0,| OO TB?O
177 _L177,OOO__.___,J
17_ • 178.000 66 T8 75
179 • 179,000 70
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182 • ,Bz.ooo .... X_,ZK_,_k ....................
183 • 1.83.000 llr|_K*LTI|KEEII) OB Tl _'0
18_ .m__!8_ ,,000 RETURN
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Z_3 • ZlZ=O00 _ I¢(X,_T,l=) X=[=/X
Ei_ - E_,O00 CW(T,ITI=(t,+2,.,EEK(X|e(XX*,_)#(X*tz))I|XX*t=!
2w6 - 2_6,000 30 CVII_II),,B_
2W7 • 2_7,000 ........ XX,gIIJII)/A(IjII} ............
2_S • 2=8,000 X,_,,_(I_III/(3,*A(I,III|
EW_ • 2wg,oco _. _ Ir(X,_T.1,) xqt,/X
250 • 250,000 C_(I,I[),(,5._,*ELK(X)e(XXilT_|I(X*t. IIt(XXetIl--
?52 - 252,303 3t CVlI_tI)=,_6_
253 • 253,003 _ _ _BIIIII}/AIIJIII . -
ES_ - 2_,0C0 I_(X,UT,1,1 X,i,IX
255 - PbS,OO0 . _C_(I,II),,5*I,5*LLKiXII(X*I,)
25_ • _6,CDO G_ T8 W:_
_ E57 ___I57,GGQ. 3_ CYI1=I|le_7_&_
E58 • R_,OO0 CC_,S_RTIh*AIIIIII"Pe_IIIIT|eiZ}
_59 • 25_,C00 ....... C3,(BIt,tli*CC'ai/I_(titIi*BItillIl ......
__ _6% • 2_%,000 _ ___ I_(W,_T,_,) X-t,IX ....
263 • 262,000 CWIIIII)=iS*C3iELK(XIIIX*I=)
E6W • E6W,O00 31 CV(I,II),,7_
265 - _5,000 ...... CCiV,SuRtIh,A(I=III**EiOIIiIIiU21 .....
E6_ - 2_6,000 C3,(BIT,II)+CCWI/IIII,IIIiB|I,II)I
E61 - 268,000 Im{xo_T,%,_ X=i,/X
_69.,___E6q,CCQ ,. C@II_!I..!-C3t3,+_,_£L_LWI/I3,!X*I,L
270 • 270,000 GO _B _
_ E7% • 27t,GOO 31__CVII_ll),,_7B
27_ • 272,000 C2=p,*S_pT(*tlIII}--2iB|I,II)--2I/I_(I_IIIiB|IIII))
273 • _7],CC0 .... x,B(liIli/_(tiII} ................
___ _75_.L._ _75,CO0___C_(I_IIJ_,5ocE_ELK(_XJL{_*I,l
_76 = 27_,C00 G8 TB _0
E77 = 277=;00 _ ....CVlIl|I)''7_9
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• 30_1000 NIPINIFIII) ......
• 305=000 IJK•%
• 306.000 IrlCW(l,ll)e_7oOl| _8 TO NO,
• 307i000 09 30 J•2aNIP
• 308,000 __ IJK=I_K*I ...................................
• 309,000 l_(CWlJ, lliJLTe0e) 00 70 30
• 310.C00 IJ=IJK-I ..................
• 311.000 09 _0 K!lalJ
• 31Z,OCO__C,_IK, II}.(WIIJ_KtI|)
&---313,QO0 20 CV(_,IIImEVIIJKjII)
• 31_,000 GO T8 k_ ......................
• 315.000 30 CONTINUE
• 316.C00 RETURN .........
• 317o000 _0 Ir(IJKo_EoNIP) RETURN
318 - 31(,000 IK'IJ_+!
319-&---319.0C0 IKIC_IIKaII},LEe0e) GO TO 60
320 • 320,000 .=. IJ<elJK*I .................
321 • 3_1,0D0 G_ Te _
3E2 • 3_,000 60 Ir(IK,OE,NIP| QO 7_ 90 ................
323 • 3E3,OCO IK_'IK*t
]25-;--3?5.000 IFICWII,II),LE,Oe| OB 70 aO
326 • 326.000 IJJ=I .__
327 • 3;?,0C0 GO ?0 110
32_ • 37_,000 BO CONTINUE ..........
329 • 329,000 90 DB lOO K-IK#N|P
330 • 330.000 CVIK, II).CV(IJK, II)
3_ ;--331,coo--F6_--t_(k;it_;di iJ_;I|)
332 • 332,000 RETURN
333 = 333,C00 _tO NEm|J_-IK
33% • 33_,000 N_I|K'$ ...............
33_ • 3_5,C00 Fm._IIJK, II},BIIQK.Ii)-
___3s6 • 336,coo .... R_,_(!JJ,[I_!,_(!_4,!I)







































Sfl T8 1_5 ....
1)0 CV(RK, II),CVIIJK, II)
G_ Ta 1wB ..........
%_0 CV(KK_II}mCVIIJKmITI-XO_**_'DELCV*RM/&B X
1w5 CONTI_U _ ._.
IJK,IJJ
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_16 - ¢16,000 E4DMUL'E_DHUL+YET'FS(NIPIlI]
W17 • 417,000 G9 TO _ ..
Wt8 • _I_,C00 7E E40_,E_3S-YET
_19 • W19_000 E_4D_UL=k.4DHUL'YET*FS(N|P*II| -.
w20 • W_O,OOO SO _P(III-x_*(_AP{III÷E_0S)
_?! _21,000..________X_P(I!)_X_.IX:'kPI|I|*ENOMUL|
W22 • W22)000 RETURN
_23 • _23)000 E_O .__
3.3-22
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3.3.5 TPS Model - The TPS model that has been incorporated into the sizing
program is in modular form. This allows the user to replace the model with
another method of his choosing with a minimum of effort.
The first assumption made in formulating this model was that the unit weights
will be derived outside the program based on materials selected, cross range,
nonoptimums applied, etc. Typical unit weight for this type of derivation can be
seen in Table 3.3-8. These unit weights will then be ratioed as a function of
&(W/S) I/8 to account for small changes made to the baseline. Assuming that heating
time (e) is unchanged by small changes in vehicle weight (20 percent or less), the
derivation of this ratio is as follows:
The total heating (Q) is directly related to the reentry vehicle weight
_Q _ A(W/S) as noted in NACA Report 1381. The thermal protection system weight
is directly related to the total heating and heating time (AIAA 68-757):
A(WTp S) 2 (QI/8 03/8)
Thus, for negligible heating time changes, the weight relationship becomes:
A(WTp s) _ (W/S) 1/8
through substitution. These derived and adjusted unit weights will then be
applied to the appropriate areas of the body.
In order to keep the input data at a minimum, the next logical assumption was
to constrain the number of body areas to be considered by this model. All vehicle
bodies inputed into this model shall consist of nine sections, Figure 3.3-14. The
waterlines distinguishing what is top from what is side from what is bottom are
free to be chosen by the user.
There are two methods by which the body areas can be incorporated into this
model. The first is by simply inputting areas derived outside the program. The
second is to have the program calculate them,implementing the stacked pod method.
At a glance, the first method seems totally constrained, allowing little, if any,
flexibility. However, there are many ways to input the same information to the
computer. Table 3.3-9 displays three possible options for inputting the center
section of the body into the model. The second method of area incorporation not
only has all the advantage of the stacked pod method,but it also has the added
distinct advantage of being able to stretch or shrink the baseline and to reflect
these changes in length in the body TPS weight. In order to accomplish this, the
3.3-23
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AREA LB/ WT ADH WT









FT 2 (LB) LB/FT2
18 7.62 137.0 0.07 1.0 0.77 14.0 8.46 152.0
36 2.54 91.0 0.07 3.0 0.27 i0.0 2.88 104.0
54 256.0
720 1.66 1195.0 0.17 122.0 0.18 130.0 2.01 1447.0
722 1.18 852.0 0.17 123.0 0.14 i01.0 1.49 1076.0
1442 2523.0
2079 2.53 5260.0 0.17 353.0 0.27 562.0 2.97 6175.0
1750 0.94 1645.0 0.17 298.0 0.11 192.0 1.22 2135.0
1600 0.94 1504.0 0.17 072.0 0.ii 176.0 1.22 1952.0
371 2320.0 0.07 3.0 153.0 2473.0
7296 15,514.0
300 8.44 2532.0 0.07 21.0 0.85 255.0 9.36 2808.0
4774 7628.0 609.0 844.0 1.89 9050.0
5074 11,858
88 4.12 363.0 0.07 6.0 0.42 37.0 4.61 406.0
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user inputs the body station at which he wishes the stretching or shrinking process
to begin along with the length change desired. These changes in body length are
assumed to be constant cross-sectional area changes. Table 3.3-10 displays the _DC

















:i:i:i:i,(SHADED AREA NOT COVERED BY TPS)




METHOD AREA LB/FT 2 AREA LB/FT 2 AREA LB/FT 2
(FT 2) (FT 2) (FT 2)
I i00 1.0 400 1.0 500 1.5
i_ o o 500 i.o 5oo 1.5
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TABLE 3-10
AREA AND WEIGHT CHANGES DUE TO A LENGTH
L.@'.i.',I"TE:i;I }iii',Fl'.iii;E:LIHE FF".i'; 'Fti-::'.E;] E:I:_E;E:
(:;F;::0 i..IF'
i ii:!i'lE:
: i! i (. i!.: (i:I:ti::; i.::_::Iiil-..-.;iiitq-i:::!
ii TOF" i::HZI !i;i ::i:6u;.-!f3;"O
i01::' FIF:T" ':i;[ NT'0-. i 5i:-:6,
(!:i:i:]:.iE: I:-tF-[ or ,::,,-:........... 'U- I '.l:::',6
:i!:!:)T Ft.,ib ST ;ii!>4.0-.i .'Z(::,,,_:,
i (:! [FII ....
BASELIIIE
,h _ '. L ..'P;P ;!ii:O@-,!!:,._@
;..! 7 OF' i::Hi.I :ii,i ::3e,,::i-.....!7:;? C_
]!JiF; FIFT '.i::;T !:P;70-....:iSE::E,
:i;.i::i:fl_: FIFT L:/T '.!:7 @- .i.586




Li ! 01:::' I::l,.li:i E;T' ::i::6,:i.-!!i:;?0
i0F:' I:::IFT ST 57'Et-.:i.!:![;:!i.'.6
:iii;:[ ]..'ti:: i::IF'"T :i3T !:.5;"I:T.F--i '.5:ii:6





















E:9'.:_;:!i!;![.:;,, ::3 8:E:8. 9 69;E::::-:.:3
i
SHRUNK 20 IIJ.FRON B.S. 800
'::i.:Ji',,, ,!:1'. ::i:::ii:li']l ,, Ii!1 I.Ti';-. ,, I::i'.
?' :i.:::,A,, :i 4.::',':_.5; .i q.i ;':',,8
...... :, , . ,::: :I.!:::t.:',i . :.:: i ]" h :,i-:.,
!i;'i})6.4. !:.'.;:39.,@ L:.:1:7::3.0
:i:0065. ,E 898. 6 7A20.8
STRETCH 20 Ill.FROt4 B.S. 570
_:.!:., i:i:: 2.:3(i!i. i3 !:.:.N-.2
7' :[60. I ,::;.::ii',9=!5 :Lq.i 7. :f:
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The third assumption made in this TPS model was that all the aerosurface
areas would be calculated outside the module and that they would be input as total
projected areas along with their appropriate airfoil constants. These airfoil
constants can be obtained from Figure 3.3-15.
AIRFOIL PERIMETERSNACASERIESO0
EXAMPLE:
WHENC = 48" & T/C = 0.12
1.93+ 35. r'---





0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
%C.
FIGURE 3.3-15 AIRFOIL PERIMETERS
The perimeter of the airfoil is calculated from the point of intersection of
the chord line with the leading edge radius,back to the station in question by
taking the value of p from the curves (or by extrapolation) and substituting it in
the equation P = (p + Sta. in % C) x C. To obtain the perimeter between two
stations, take the difference in the calculated values of P for each station.
After obtaining the total wetted area of the aerosurface in question, the leading
edge wetted area is simply a percent of this area. Like the body, the aerosurface
area sections have been constrained. Figure 3.3-16 shows the two aerosurface
sections considered in this model.
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FIGURE 3.3-16 TPS AEROSURFACE BREAKDOWN
AREA
The wired in provisions for adding miscellaneous constant weights and a
miscellaneous aerosurface control lend additional flexibility to the user who
wishes to include such items as windshields, additional aerosurface controls, etc.,
in the total TPS weight.
Although all TPS weights previously discussed were of an external nature,
provisions have been made for the calculation of internal insulation weights. For
the sake of simplicity, all the unit weights as well as the areas for the internal
insulation weights will be derived outside the program.
Table 3.3-11 is a computer printout of the MDC Orbiter, using inputted body
areas while Table 3.3-12 is a printout of the same Orbiter using the stacked pod
method. Following the printouts is a copy of the respective data files (Table
3.3-12).
Table 3.3-14 is a formalized display of input parameters required when running
a case where the body areas are inputted. Table 3.3-15 is a similar list of param-
eters required when running a ease where the body areas are calculated using the
stacked pod methodology. Following this table is a simplified flow diagram (Figure
3.3-17) and a listing of the computer routine (Table 3.3-16).
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i. 0:.,0 I 4.2:30. O O. O .$2.0
2. _t,-_O FIRF-:ITEF: E:FtSELIHE TF'::; TEST CFt:-;E
u--:-:. APtFI,4.74. ..,,4..A 1. _":
4.000 O.O0 0.0 0.0
O.
5. AO0 2.97 2E179.0 6.E,
i.:::
E,. CIElO o 0'_;'3 '9. :-: I • 2:--.;
6. 500 (i.0 2.02 2.02
7.500 1.0 0.0 0.0
::-:.:,UO 1.0
':'. %7") :_"
- -- _--.- i_.1 :":,._,c.... 0
1442.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0
I..S-:,. 1. _.__ Ir:,A_- 1,?.SF_.O :":'
:-:710 275.0 1. ',-:'95 251
4:_::9.0 .09'9 4. E,1 O. 0
O. 0 O, I"l :-;476.0 _::00
1:-::':2. :-:9. 7"7. I t :-:
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COMPUTERPROGRAM- FINAL REPORT
TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)




CF.'3_ F' a ]LUHE '..ALUI'IE SURFflr:E ARER HE I ISHT
HRHE C.C. RF'.EA I-:. G.
CI.I. FT. Ir.l. sc!.FT. iH, L_:.
ltOSE CAP ;:'00-24F_
U TAF' FWD :ST ::J64-57A
TrIP lIFT 'NT 570-t5:--:E,
SIDE RFl '.-;T 570-15',-:6
BAT Ft.IB '.:_;T _4C1-15:-:E,
4.3. ;=' 23F1. rl 54.2 ;"86.7 ;:'57..
7' .L6rl. 1 43'9.5 14.17.8 4,:'5. _ ;:'4:3:3.9
5415:5 IC121.5 1731. I 1047.2 £i IP,.4
- ='='- _ 16;_4.4 1069.4 1'9',-',7 ':416:=v90, 1 1Hj,_,. ,.. ..
576.4 5:':E:.4 :ci0FI.E: 946.9 E,L_5:-Z:.6









L,I HG 4.774. '9076.
WIrlG LE. 299. 2L::II.
TOTAL HIIIL] iI:E:E:6.
TA IL ::_:ETC. 9L::7.
TAIL LE. '-"-' 4C17iT, E' •
TATAL TA[L 1:-:94.
HI:-; C. :_:;. O. El.
LAHZI+]31-1CK I'F' S 30A.
PROF. TF':-; 1::':82.
F'R]ME F'I,JF: -IF':-; qg.
H",'TIRALIL iC: TF'::; 77.
SI_II?F, CCJ/-IT. TF"._.; 1 19.
£, _.- ,2,,2, •TOTFIL. TF.-; - ':""'"
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_J. iiO0 0 4280.0 0.0 . ':'.
O. -;:32_6.66 i-:71.0 275.0 I•895
'- "-'5"'._ -i_.:,..,- ...U
2511.8
0.310 l.2:3 439.6 .0'3'3 4.61 0.0
:3476.0
{{m
O e *_%*" - "-.:,.-tt i_.02 0.0 0.0
0. :-':40 0.0 _F':' 8'3..., .,L_ •
O. 500 0 i:_'r_.0 570.0 £00.0
1.000 ORBITER [:AgELINE TPS TEST CASE
2. 000 NOSE CHP 200-240 1 2
:::.000 200. O 0.0 0; 0
4,000 240.0 70.8 102.0
5.000 I_ITOF' FI,Iia'3T :-:64-570 2 4
6.000 :-.'64.0 O. 0 0.0
7. 000 40FI._'_ 26..i 8:-:.0
8. 000 476.0 ieL,.0 120. _z1
9. 080 570.0 0.0 0.0
10.000 [i Ti]F'F[,EIST 240-570 2 6
11. 000 240.0 54.0 ,:.,:,""-'._:
12. 000 :'-'.00.0 65.0 12:3.0
1 :-:. 000 364.0 -':,.,.0- 14:::. 0
14. O110 400.0 70.0 160.0
1.5. 000 476.0 ',:'.0.0 1 "2.0
1E,.000 570.0 19010 2 IEl" E_
17.000 "'lEE Fl,lZI '.-iT240-570 2 E,
I,_ C_OA 240.0 = - ',:-',F_:.0...... _4. M
19.000 :-:00.0 105.0 l_O.fl
2;I.C_00 :::64._-I 150.0 164. fl
21. 000 4n0.0 !45.0 168. El
22. 000 476. Cc 160.0 210. _-_
2:3.000 570.0 i::;0.0 21F_.0
24._f4_t 70P AFT gT =_" _-" 5
..... ,,-LI- i,_,o_, 6
":_'5. C1_-#-i 57EII _iJ 62.0 216.0
26. 000 8On. C 62. ;I 216,.0
27. ;_00 1C_00.0 6,2.0 216.0
28. A00 120A.O_ ='-'.,,_-,.A_ 21E,.P__
2'F.000 14CIA.F_ *"- 0 216,.F_
:'-:0.0£iCI 157'EI. El 0.0 ;3iE.. 0
:;i.00CI '-,Ii,E AFT ,'-iT=_--v-1_,:,t,F,""E, E.
32.000 57VI.0 144.0 216.0
37-:. 000 E:00.El 12'8.0 220.0
34. 000 1000. A 12',E',.0 220.0
.:,'-'=.,.C-10V1....... 12n_:l. _) 1 :-',2. _:1 220. ;_
36ol;t00.... 1 J-F1ft. n 17::',. Fl_ ,_._,,_.:'-":'0
"--" GI,-1A iS7Vt A A.I_ E::':_. Ft
"--I I I .... • -- -- --
:.E::-':.OIIV1]::OT FI,I[I :'iT 24CI-15:-:6 7 E,
3'9. nO0 ;Z:4n. 0 0.0 0.0
40. 000 :3:00.0 6.0 128.0
41.nO0:3E,,_.O 10.0 152.0
42. 000 .;0rI.0 12.0 176.0
4:'-:. 0J_0 -_.76,.0 12.0 ;:00.0
44. OOc1__7_*_.. £i_ 16.0 .:-'16.0
45.000 _:i]TAFT :.:iT '=-- _-'- 7•_,, U- I.-,,:,t, _.,
46.000 570.0 16._-i 216.0
47. OOQ ',E:00.0 .00i ,:: 1E,. 0
4::'..O(.IO 1000. 0 . O0 i 244.0
4'3.0_/K_ i_.:O0.n .001 2.'q.O..-4
gl'l _1_.:11"_ J 4AA. A .001 "'-'" A
.......... c ",C., _





1 1 0 4.74
40.0 I
40.0 1





I 0 0 1.75
7 8:3.0 I
7 128.0 1




i 0 0 1.75
7 8:3.0 I









5 256. El 1,
5 25E.. 0 I
5 21E,.CI i







i O 0 2.97
5 0:0 1
i 128.0 i
i 152. ,zI 1
1 176.0 hl
1 200. ;* 1
1 216. E_ 1


















































CARD INPUT FORMATUSINGINPUTTED AREAS
DESCRIPTION
ist Card
Information to he printed out as heading.
Counter for area calculations
i Inputted area
0 Stacked pod areas
SWI Initial baseline projected area
SWC Projected area resulting from change to
baseline
WSI Baseline W/S on which TPS unlt weights
are based
Orbiter landing weight less orbiter TPS
weight
2nd Card
Nose cap TPS unlt weight
Nose cap area
Forward crew compartment TPS unit weight
Forward crew compartment area
Center top TPS unit weight
Center top area
Center side TPS unit weight
3rd Cart
Center slde area
Center bottom TPS unit weight
Center bottom area
Aft top TPS unit weight
Aft top area
Aft slde TPS unit weight
Aft side area
4th Card
Aft bottom TPS unit weight
Aft bottom area
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TPS constant weight (windshield, etc.)
Wing TPS unit weight
Wing total projected area
5th Card
Percent of wing total wetted area that is
leading edge
Wing leading edge TPS unit weight
Tall TPS unit weight
Tall total projected area
Percent of tail total wetted area that is
leading edge
Tail leading edge TPS unit weight
Miscellaneous control surface TPS unit
weight
6th Card
Miscellaneous control surface area
Airfoil perimeter conversion factor
Airfoil perimeter conversion factor
Internal body TPS area
Internal body TPS unit weight
Internal body TPS weight input constant
Landing and docking TPS area
7th Card
Landing and docking unit weight
Propulsion TPS Area
Propulsion TPS unit weight
Propulsion TPS weight input constant
Prime power TPS weight
Hydraulic TPS weight
Surface control TPS area
8th Card
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Information to be printed out as heading. N D
Counter for area calculations N D
i Inputted area
0 Stacked pod areas
FT 2Initial baseline projected area
Projected area resulting from change FT 2
to baseline
Baseline W/S on which TPS unit weights LB-FT 2
are based
Orbiter landing weight less orbiter TPS LB
weight
2nd Card
Base TPS unit weight LB-FT 2
Fr 2Base area
TPS constant weight (windshield, etc.) LB
Wing TPS unit weight LB-FT 2
Fr 2Wing total projected area
Percent of wing total wetted area that is %
leading edge
2
Wing leading edge TPS unit weight LB-FT
3rd Card
Tail TPS unit weight LB-FT 2
Tail total projected area FT 2
Percent of tail total wetted area that is %
leading edge
Tail leading edge TPS unit weight LB-FT 2
Miscellaneous control surface TPS unit weight LB-FT 2
Fr 2Miscellaneous control surface area
Airfoil perimeter conversion factor N D
4th Card
Airfoil perimeter conversion factor N D
Fr 2Internal body TPS area
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Internal body TPS unit weight
Internal body TPS weight input constant
Landing and docking TPS area
Landing and docking unlt weight
Propulsion TPS Area
5th Card
Propulsion TPS unit weight
Propulsion TPS weight input constant
Prime power TPS weight
Hydraulic TPS weight
Surface control TPS area
Surface control TPS unlt weight
6th Card
Counter for stretching or shrinking vehicle
+ Stretch from B.S. BSST
0 No change in vehicle length
- Shrink from B.S. BSSK
Length vehicle is to be changed (positive
numb er)
Body station at which you wish to start
stretch
Body station at which you wish to start
shrink
6th Card
Information to be printed as heading of
output data




Title information for each llne of pod
volume and surface area data.
Successive integers on which pods are
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CARD INPUT FORMATUSINGSTACKEDPOD AREAS(Continued)
COLUMN NAME DESCRIPTION
26-30 NIF Number of inflection points or Pod Data
Cards to follow each Pod Master Card

















Multiplier so as to include the number
of these identical pods used (positive
or negative)
Forward face of pod as part of total
pod surface area:
Included in surface area 1
Not included in surface area 0
Removed from surface area -i
TPS unit weight per pod
9th Card
POD DATA CARDS
Reference axis coordinate of pod inflection
cut
Maximum depth of pod cut
Maximum width of pod cut
Shape code of pod cut
Redundant perimeter between this and
other pods when restacked
Dummy redundancy integer to establish
whether redundant perimeter (zero or
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I I 'NPUT-DATAI I
,,,
I NO I _POD AREA'S//"
I ...... . \ /
' F YEsI
I I CALCULATE I CALCULATE _ ]CALCULATE
I I_ooY TPS WTS I BODY AREAS _ n_NK Y'_ ALTERED BODYI BASED ON I AND BODY TPS " _/'F-HiCZE/"" - IAREAS ANDI INPUTED AREAS WEIGHTS _ I BODY TPS WTSI
, _ ,--1 I I
,fI CALCULATE I
1. BASE TPS I CALCULATE
I 2 WINGTPS I I BASE TPS
I 3 VERTICAL TAIL TPS
I _ 4. INTERNAL TPS I 2. WINGTPS3. VERTICAL TAIL TPS
I A. BODY I _ 4. INTERNAL TPS
B. PRIME POWER I A. BODY
I C. HYDRAULICS I B. PRIME POWER
I D. ETC.






I I ' ITERATI
' ' , I ]I IYES .]OUTPUT ]_. YES
vlTOT VEH TPS WTI j
FIGURE 3.3-17 SIMPLIFIED FLOWCHART
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38 - 38o003 _0 HAF




3,C00 ...... tlB|3¢a2C}alSH(30*20),ZZI30),RED(3Oa=O),[CN(]O, 2OIjCVK3OJ201
ttO00 2$CWf30*=O)*NMP(ZO),NIF(20)aNGP(20)$WAP(ZO|aVLP(ZO)$XWP(ZO|
5_000 _ . 3aXVP(20),HFB{20)IMAF(20|$TPSUWT(20)jTPSWT(20) .....
,000 COMMON/III/T_TLSaBkSA,BASEWT,TPSCBN,BTPSWTeWGTPSA
,OOQ I_P_qLE_jWGLEWT, TW6WT,TTPSA,TWTaTLEA_TLEWT
,CO0 9*TTq_T_HCSA,HCST_S, TOTTPS, fBTWT,LDTWT,PROWTaPPC
,CO0 ..... 3$HYCs_C:"T
,COO I_TF_ER $PTo_POH
,CO0 REAm(5;_70) SPDH#S_I,SWC, WSI_OLLTPS
,CO0 T_TTPS'tCOO_
,COO ]_{$P_M,EC},_L__.T_3 ................................
,COO G_ TB I_C0
,COO ___ .... REA_(%_BO| BASTP$_BASAÁTPSCSN_WOTPE_W_A,W_PLE#WLEIP_ .............
,000 REA_(5,_O) TLTPS_TLA, TLPL£.TLETPS, MCSTPS, MCSA,WACON
,COO ..... REA_(5,8_O) TACgN, tHAj|_TPS,|BCaLDA,LDTPS, PRSA
,CO0 RE_O(5_=kQ) PRBTPS_PROC/PPC,NYC/SCA/SCTPS


























kS,0OO DO 3G K.I_NIP
t6,CO0 RE_0(5,902l rSIK*||_AIK, II,BIK, II,ISNIK, I),RED|K, II_ICNIK;|i ......
W7,CO0 ...... IF(SPT} 38,30*39 ...................
t8,000 SA |rIrSIK, II,G_,BSSK} FSIK_IIIF$IK_I)_OIFF
50 • 50,0C0 ]9 Ir(rs(K,I),GI,BSS?| FSIK_)mFSIK_II-*DIFF
51 • 51,000 3__ CBNTINU_
52 • 52,000 50 C_ktTINIJE
53 • . 53,000 . D3 9_ II_I*NPD ...........
5_ • 5t,OCO NIP._IF(II) '
_ 55_.,..___55,00Q________G_I_.l_IP____
56 • 56,C00 60 ZZ(I)'_(I*III
57 • 57,0C0 CALL ARRFIL ...........
5_ - 5B,O00 OB 70 I'I_NIP
59 " 59,000 .All+Ill_Zilll .....
3.3-38
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60 " 60*000 70
6L = 61.000
6E • 62,000
63 " 63,000 80
65 • 65,000
66 • 66,0_0






























































































Ir(VLe(ll,E_,O,} QQ T8 190
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121 • 121,000 ¢ WING TPS WEIGHT
122 • 122o000 WGWA=wGAowAceN
_J23 - $23,000 WGLEA•wGWAtWOPLF ,
12WoOCO WGTPSA,_,'GWA-WGL_A
125,000 ............. W3_T=WGTPSAeWGTPSIDUWT ..................
12W q
125 •
126 - 1P6,C00 WSLEVT,",GLFA*WLFTPSeDUWI
127 • I_7,000 .... _'._T'wGk'T*W3LEWT ................
128 - 12_,000 C TAIL TPs wrIGhT
130 • 130,000 TLZA=TW&*TLPI. E
131 • %31,C00 _ TTPSA=T",,A-TL_A ...............
132 • 13_,000 TaT=TTPSA*TLTPS*OUWT
133 • 133,C00 ......... TLE!"T'TLEA*TLETPS*DUW7 ......
134 • 13_,C00 TTWTmT_rT+TLEWT
_ 135 __135_C00 _S_!_CSTPS,_CS_*nUWI
136 • 136.C00 LDTWT=L_AtLDTPS
137 • 137,000 ........... PR_WT'P_BA*PROTP$$PRaC ....................
138 • 13_,000 SCWT=SCA÷SCTPS
139 • 139,300 _. TOTTPS,qTPS_T÷TWGWTSTTWTSMCIWy ...........
I_0 • l_O,OCO I÷LDT_T+PROWT+PPC+HYCeSCWT
I_2 • I_2,000 WSCmBL_k'TI(SWI÷SWC)
1a3 -1W3,C00 ..... IF(SPL,[¢,I,0) GO Te 1000 ....
ikk • 1W4,000 IF(kBS{TLA_T•_LANWTIoLEooli SPCliIO
1_5 - 1_5,000 GO Te 155
I_6 - IW6.C00 8_0 FOR_T(_FIO,_)
tW8 • t48.C00 8AO F_R'_AT(7FIO,_)
149 • I_9,C00 890 FOR_AT(15_3_OoO) .....
150 • 15C,C00 900 FflRMkT(_OA_a|5)
151 • 151,C00 901 FOR_AT(10AE_SIB_FtooO) ....................
152 • 152,000 902 FeR'_AT(_FIO.O_ISaFiO.O, IS)







































157.000 90W .FflRMAT(_X$_A_aXIF_IIsF_IisFtOI_$F_I1;FgI1/) .........
























73,000 _ Dfl iO I=IaNIP ......
7_.000 Ir(ZZ(1),LE,o,) _ T_ 10 -
75,000 _ IJK'I ..........................................
76,Q00 GO Tff 15 '
78,000 1B IC(IJK,LE,2) G8 T_ 35
79,000 IJJ'IJ<,i __
80,000 V*L,CS(IJK+II)•FS(I,II)
_I,C00 D_ 30 I,_IJJ ....
3. 3-40
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18_ i 18_,000 3q
VALLnFSIIaII)._S(I,II)
|K,IJK+%
185 • 185,000 W0 De 50 I,IKjNIPL
186 • 106,000 . Ir(ZZtl},_T,0,) 00 T8 50 ..............
187 • 187,000 IKK'I
188 " 188.G00 GB TB 60 ...............................
189 • 1_9.C00 50 C_TI_LIE
190 • %90,C00 RETt(RN
-191 • 191,000 60 IKKP,IKK*I
192 • 192,000 IKKLsIKK-I .......................
19] • 193,0OO 09 70 J'IKKP*_IP
19_ • 19_,000 IrlZZld),&E,0,) 00 T0 ?0 ........
195 • 195,000 QK,J






80_ VAL,FS(_IP, It)-FSIIKKL#II) : .......
Ir(Vk_,_¢oO,_ RETURN






1_|30_2_)* I Sw| 30_ 20), ZZ (30),RED( 30# 20) a ICN (30_ _0), CV | 30_ _0)
5 _w | 30, PC ) ,NMP ( 20 )_N _r | _0)# NGP ( _0)_ W_P.| 20 b V_PI_0) _ XWP I ZO)

































Z19 " 219,000 ....
_20 • 220,000
Ra% • 2_I,000
22_ • 2_,0C0 10
223 • 2_3,000





230 • 230,C00 30








-- 239--_-'--_3g,000 6_ I_KP, IK<*I
2_0 - 2_C,000 |KKL-|_<-% ................
2_1 - 2_l,CO0 DB ?C J.IKKP. IKEEP;
Pw@ • 2_2,000 .... Ir|WEOlJ__!I),&_,O,| O_.TO ?0 .......
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2_3 • 2_3,000 ........ JK.J ....................
2_ • 2_,000 G8 Te 75
2_6 • 2_6,000 7_ DEL.(FS(IKKa/t).FSIIKKE#ItI)/IFS(gKalII=FS(IKKLalI))
_7 • 2_7tC00 ..... REDtIKK.|I),RED(IKKEjIZ)*DELeIRED(_K. III=RED(IKKI.JI/||
2&8 • 2_=C00 _K•TKK+I
2_q " 2_9,Q00 |¢(I<,LTtIKEEP2) ge TO tO ....
250 • 2_02000 RETURN
25__t_ 251._0o EN_
252 • 252.000 SUbrOUTInE CGENFR
253 • 2F3,C00 ..... CgH=ON 1|_NPD, NAMEPD(IOa20)eNAMEFLIZOI,FS|3OaaOIaA(30=20|
25_ • 25_.000 I*_(_C,2_),ISw(30*20)JZZI30),RED(30_O),ICN(3Oa20)aCV(30,_O|
255 • 255,000 _ PnC_(3Os;O)_NHP(20)mNIF(20)sNGP(20)#WAP(2OIaVLP(20)_X_P(_O|
257 _.... 257.000 ELK[_PL(!_2_O6*X}_6_55)*X+|tt6)eXe_9957
_5_ • E58,000 NIP'NIF (I|)
_59 • _9,000 .... DO 40 Z't'_l_
a60 • 260.000 Ir(ISH(I_IIIoLE,O,RRoISH(I,III,_Toll) GO tO tO
261 - ?Et,O00 .... IF(_(ItI|I,LE,O,| _(I, Ille,O0000t
262 - 262.C00 IF(B(I_III,LE,O,| B(I_l|)l,O0000!



























































,000 ..... J_(X*_T,1,) X,i,/X .....
,OCO CW(I,II),_,,FLK(X)/IX*t_)




















• 295,000 .... GO TO _C .......
• a96,000 27 CV(I*II}''987
• 297,000 X'B(I_II)/_{I_II) ....
• 29_,000 Ir{XoST,1,) X*1,/X
_+_ 299,O00+___(I_II|-L,5*t5*EL_IXI_|X_I,|
• 300.000 G5 t_ _C
• 301,000 EA CVII_II),,9W_
• 302,0C0 Xl8(l_II)/_(l_II)
• 303,000 I_(Xl_T,t,) X_t,/X
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358,C00 GB TR _C ................
3B9,000 3A+- CV(I,II}''5 '
360,C00 CW(I,III'I,÷SORT|A(I#I|)'_* B-Jjj-|U'eI|I|AII_|I)*B(I_II)]
361.000 _0 CBNTINUE
362,C00 CALL CC_ILL .................
363,C00 RETURN
3_,000 ......... E_D ...............................
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36S • 36S,000 SUBqBUT!_E CCrTLL
366 • 366e000--- ..... CBMMBN I|,NP_,NAMEPDIiO,_o)tNAM[FLI2DI,rSI30,IOI'A|iOI_O) ......
367 • __ZeC__O ll_130*2eI,tSHI3_L2_LA_[L3QiAR[D_30i2DI. IC_{3OL:tD-_.V-L3D_-_L--.--
368 • 368i0C0 EaC_i3U/_G)aNMP(2OI,NIF(EO)aNGPI20)aWAP(EOIaVLP(ZOiIXWP(20}
369 • 369t000 ..... 3aXVP(20)JH_ff(20)aMAFL20)
3?0 " 370,C00 NIP,_IF(II}
371 • 371,C00 ...... ]JK_l
372 • 3721C00 IFIC_(IiI|)IGTIOI) GB TB iO
__373_!_ 373,000 Ot3O_.J_21_I_P_
37W • 37WiO00 IJK,tJK+t
375 • 375,C00 ...... Ir(CW'(JiIIIJLT,OI| QB TU 30 ..........
37_ • 376t000 IJmIJK-1
377 • 3771000 ...... _B 20 K,IIIJ ...................
378 • 378,000 Cw(K,II|=CW(IJ(,II}
379 ,.. 379,000 _n C_J_,..II}_TLtJK,_III
3_0 • 3HC,O00 09 TB WO
3_1 " 3B%eO00 30._ _4TI_UE ..................
3AE • 38E,000 RETURN
383 • 3B31OOQ -_0-- ]F(IJKIGEtNI.P| REIURL ........................
38_ • 38_,000 IK,IJK+I
__385 • 3q5,000 I[(C_[I(,IIi.LFeOii OB 7_ A_
386 • 3_6,000 IJK_IQK÷i
_87 "__387i000 ...... GO T_ _9 .............
388 • 388,000 6_ Ir(IK,GE,NIP) GB _8 90
389 • 389,000 .... IKP,I**i
393 - 390,000 DB 80 I*IKPINIP .......................
39_ - 39E,000 lJJi!
393 , 393,000 ...... GO T_ rio ......................................
39_ • 39_,000 BO C_NTINUE
_ 395 • 395,C00 9___00 100 KIIKINIP ............................
396 " 396,000 CViKilliICVtlJ(ill)
39_ • 398,000 RETi.J_N
399 • 399*000 1t0. NEmIJ4-1K ......................
_00 - _O,OOO NB,II'i
_Ot - W_t,COn ....... FP-_(IJKIIII+B(IJK,|II
_Oa • ;02,000 RP,_(IJJ, II|iBiIJJ, III
iO_ • _C4,000 RHilIIJJaIIIiBiI#JiII|
i05 • wcS,00o ...... DE:v'Cv(IOK,III-¢VII_Q, III .................
_06 - _C6,000 D9 l_b K=i,Nr
_Oa • _oa,Ooo XBL-iFSiKK,ITI.rSiIJK, IIIiIIrIliJJ, III.IIIiai, IIII
____09 "__._Og,000___M'I,-X_L ....................
WiO • WiO,O00 IX,I(IJK_III+X_L*I_IIJJIIII,AIIJKIIIII
ill • *t$,O00 ..... BX,B(IJK_III*XBL*IB(IQQilII,B(IJKIIII)
it2 • _i2,000 CWI_K_III,(CW(IJKIIII_FR*X_LMiCW(IQQ, IIIeRPeX#LIIIAXiSWI
_13 • W13,000 _ . ABXiAXei_X ......
_i_ • _1_,000 ]_(DELCV) IEOa130al_O
wiS__._IS,OOO___.LELC_L(KEt.III'C._VtIJJiIIJI_He*E,DELEV'FM/A§X ......
_16 • _16,000 G_ T8 I_5
_17 • _t7,000 130 _V(KKIII)'CVIIJKaII) ...............
118 - W18,000 G9 TB I_5
W19 - W19,000 lkO CV|KK#II)'CVilJKIIII,Xfl_i_EiDE_CVIRMIIBW _
WEO • 4_01000 $W5 CgNTINU_
_2E • _E_,O00 GO TO _
_23 • 4_3,000 RETURN : ..................
WE5 - WES_CO0 SUBROUTINE PBOHOD .
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• #_6eO00 C%MMBN I I INPDmNAMEPD ( lOa 20 ) * NAMEIrL.(20) mY8 ( 30*t0| eA (30a EO)
' - 427,000 t,B(3-O;20-t;]-SH|30;20),ZZ|30},RED(3OI20|,|GN(30,20)*CV|30*20)
• li21l,O00 2, CW(30i;i(})aNMR(P.OI,NIF(20)FNI]P(ZO|_IWAP_(2_O|iYJ_P_J.2_O|IXWP(..20|
• W_.9iO00 35 XVP (-[0) j MI'B ( 20 } $ MAF'( 20 ) .......
• _30*000 NIPI_Ir(|I) ....
• I131oO00 NIIiLiNIPe I

















































484 • 48_,000 7_
&85 • 485,000





























lrIRFOII_.!Ii,_T,C, | @ Te _5_
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• 497,000 _#T.TWT,MCSA,_CSTPS_TOTTPS_IBTWT_EDTW_RO_T_PPC .............
• g98,000 3,_C,sc_T
- _99,000 ___ zO_e;_$19N TITLE(_O) ' ................
• 500,000 .'INTEGER SPOM
• 5C2,000 "REAO(5, qO) TITLE
000 ....... REAO(5_70) NCTPS_N_A,FWUTPS_FWDA, CTTPS,CTA_CSTPS
000 READ(5,70) CS_C_TPS_CBAaATTPS/ATh/STPS,ASA
COO ........ REk_(5mTe) ARTP_,ABAmBABTPSaBASAaTPSCSNaWGTPS, W_A
000 READ(5,70) W_PLEsWLETPS_TLTPS_TLA_TLPLE, TLETPS,MCST_S
000 ..... REA_(5_ZO|_ _CSA,W_CON, TACBNjIBA_IBTPS*IBCoLDA
000 READ(5,70) L_TPS_PRBA_PRSTPS,PRBC_PPC_MYE_SCA
000 .... R£_O(5_0) SCTPS .
000 C W/$ CORRECTIBN
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Ir(ASS(TLA_WT._LAN_T),L_mI,} SO 70 30 "
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581 - 5_I,000 _0
5a3 • 5_3,C00 500
58_ • 5_,000
5_5 • 585,000 600












90 FBWHAI(PCA_) - .
_0 Fg_AT(/I_3SX_ITPS WEIUHT SUMMARYI|
3_0 F_R'_ATII,2_X,_N85E CONE_,5X,F$O,O_5X_FIOeO_/_X_









_IpRgp, TPSI,_OX_F$CoC_//2AX_IP_IHE P*R TPSI_16X_FlOeO
2a//_6X,'_YD_&ULIC TPS_aL6X_FlO_O_//26X_ISURFe CONTI TP$ !
3_I_X,_13,0)
700 FgR_AT(//126M#_T_TAL TPSI,POX_IO_O//) .__
800 FgR_AT(I,_6X, I_qDY._ASEI_POX,rlOIO_/_26XaI_ASEI_IOX_F_O|O_
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3.4 Landing and Docking Model - The Landing and Docking Model includes the
main and nose landing gear, deceleration chutes, interstage separation systems,
and cargo handling gear.
3.4.1 Landin$ Gear - The main landing gear configuration used in the develop-
ment of weight equations for the shock strut cylinder and piston is shown in
Figure 3.4-1. The dimension L5 locates the inboard and outboard wheel reactions for
either two or four tires. The axle transmits the wheel loads to the piston
which transmits its load through sliding bearings to the cylinder. The cylinder
transmits its load to the side brace link and to the fuselage attach points. All
the ground drag load is carried to the aft fuselage attach fitting.
The critical sections for the cylindrical members are designed primarily by
bending. It can be assumed that these members fail through exceeding an allowable
modulus of rupture in bending (Fb). The value of Fb depends on d/t. Figure 3.4-2
presents curves from MIL-HDBK-5B for low-alloy-steel tubing. An expression for
cross sectional area was derived as follows:
M
Fb =
where Fb is the bending stress, M is the bending moment, and S is the section
modulus
Fb Fb
-- =-- , and Ftu




is ultimate tensile strength.
Even though bending is the overwhelming design condition, an allowance for
other stresses can be made by using a value of _ equal to one.
S = -Ir(R_R" rb') ; r = 'd/td/t2 R= K, R
where R is the outside radius, r is the inside radius, d the outside diameter,
and t the tube thickness.
]
3.4-1
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D/t
FIGURE 3.4-2 BENDINGMODULUSOF RUPTURE FOR ROUNDLOW-ALLOY-STEELTUBING r
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For the cross-sectional area of a tube is
A = _(R 2 - r 2) = _R2(I - KI 2)
The required cross-sectional area for a tube in bending becomes
A = kRb _tu) =C I (i - KI)_ (i - KI2)=
Not dependent on d/t and input Dependent on d/t or
for each case. constant.
It was determined that a reasonable range of d/t values for landing gear



















Ftu = 280 K/IN2
25 30 35 40
Using d/t = 20, areas will vary less than i0 percent in the range of d/t's




of 1.21 yields only a 2.5 percent variation in area for all the F
tu
Figure 3.4-2. The required cross-sectlonal area reduces to
values in
A = 1.26
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Shock Strut Cylinder Weisht Equation - Figure 3.4-1 presents the loading diagram
and gear geometry.
Cylinder Tube - The critical tube cross section is at A.A, and loading
is based on braked roll with 20 percent imbalance between inboard
reaction (Vl) and outboard reaction (Vo) (i.e., 40-60 percent distri-
bution of load). Ultimate loads are:
DR = 0,4 WG (1.4) and V R = 0,5 WG (I,4)
where W G = greater of the maximum design gross weight or 1.2 times landing
design weight
VO = 0.6 VR ; V I = 0.4 VR
vc = _ Vo(L5 + L8) - VZ(L_ - %)
SC = re/tan @
VA * V_ --VR ÷ Vc
,:{ [,.,,- (,+,,>
V B = VR + V C +V A
MA. A = 0.5 L I (VA + VB) ,L 4 DR
The area of the cylinder is
MA_ A ) 2/3
A C = 1.26 .85 Ftu
and its weight
AC
radius of cylinder = RC .19
W C = AC (LC - L 2) 0.283
Cylinder Pivot Arms (Drag Brace)
Forward Pivot - The critical cross section is at A-A (where arm
attaches to cylinder), and loading is based on reverse brake roll
(i.e., VA has same value as VB for a brake roll).
3.4-4
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COMPUTER PROGRAM - FINAL REPORT
Axial Load = PA = (VB cos ¢ + SC sin _) sin B
L2 + L 4
where tan 8 =
LI
Length of pivot arm = LA = (.5 L 1 - Rc)/COS 8 cos











b (a3 _ _13)
6a ; d _ 9; b =2_RC-9 sin
SX _ (2 RC - iO sin _)(.729 -d13)
54
allowable compressive stress = FC = Ftu
_':slde 3 _4.:_side
SX - FC ; dI 729 - FC (?_Rc . 9 sin _)'
gv _ d4(_qC)2 :'_ront 6 Mfronl_
6 FC ; d4 - 4 Rc_ FC
area of forward pivot = AF = [d- (dl- d4)b __
Web
It is assumed that the web provides enough area for the axial load.
The weight of the forward pivot arm is
WFA = 1.05 AF LA (.283)(.5)
Aft Pivot - Axial load and Mside change from Fwd pivot values for
a braked roll.
:'Isidc =_ [(VB cos _ -_ SC sin _) cos _ - DR sin_]LA
d_3 54 M' side
= 729 - FC (2R - 9 sin _)
area of aft pivot = AA = [d - (d'l - d4)] b , (d,l _ d4 )
Web
The weight of the aft pivot arm is
WAA = 1.O5 A A LA (.283)(.5)
3.4-5
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Shock Strut Cylinder Weight -
WSC = W C + WFA + WAA
Shock Strut Piston Weisht Equation - The critical tube cross section is at
the lower bearing for a braked roll. The moment at this point is
Mp = DR (LS - L C)
The area of the piston is
and its weight
Ap = 1.26 --
Ftu
2/3
Wp = 1.5 _ LC (.283)
where 1.5 is a factor which includes bearings and lug end.
The brace weight was taken to be
BRACE = 0.i * WC
where BRACE = weight of the brace (ib)
WC = weight of the shock strut cylinder (Ib)
Brakes - The standard kinetic energy relationship for heat sink material
versus energy was used for the brake system on the main gear. The aircraft in the
correlations used steel as the heat sink, and the brake weight was kinetic energy/
200,000, where 200,000 is the coefficient. Carbon brakes, as used in the Orbiter,
require a modification in the coefficient. The steel brakes have an equivalent
stack or amount of heat sink equal to 1.0, and an amount of associated material
equal to 50 percent of the stack, or a total efficiency factor of 1.5. Carbon
brakes have a stack of one, but there is an associated material increase to 90
percent, or an efficiency factor of 1.9. Combining the relative efficiencies of
the two materials and the theoretical carbon heat sink capability of 400,000, the
brake weight becomes
kinetic energy/315,000.
Tires and Tubes - From tire data in Reference J, a relationship between
static load, and tire and tube weight was determined. A plot of this data is s
3.4-6
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shown in Figure 3.4-3. The relationship was determined to be:
TWTT = SL * .006875
where TWTT is the weight of tires and tubes (ib), and SL is the static load (ib).
Attach Fittings - A relationship between weight of the shock strut cylinder
and the attach fittings was found in Reference Q. The relationship was found to
be:
i.i
ATF = 0.06 (TWSSC)
where: ATF is the weight of the attach fittings (Ib), and TWSSC is the total
weight of the shock strut cylinder (ib).
Wheels - From wheel data in Reference J, a relationship between static load
and wheel weight was obtained. A plot of these data appears in Figure 3.4-4. The
relationship was determined to be:
TWH = SL/266.6667
where: TWH is the wheel weight (ib), and SL is the static load (ib).
Axles - From a sample of commercial aircraft, a relationship between wheel
weight and axle weight was determined. That relationship was found to be:
AXLES =TWH * 0.4426
where: AXLES is the axle weight (ib), and TWH is the wheel weight (ib).
Controls - The weight of the controls was obtained using an equation found
in Reference Q. This equation is
Controls = 0.225 (WT) 0"95
where: Controls is the weight of the controls (ib), and WT is the total other
weight of gear (ib).
Nose Gear - For the nose gear, a similar approach was taken to determine
wheel, tire and tube, axle, and attach fitting weights as was used on the main
gear.
The structural weight was assumed to be a percentage of the main-gear
structural weight.
The control weight was determined through the use of the equation
0.95
Contn = (WTNG) * 0.85
3.4-7
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where: Contn is the control weight for nose gear (ib), and WTNG is the total
other weight for nose gear (ib).
3.4.2 Deceleration Chute -The deceleration chute weight is determined
from data used during the Shuttle Phase B effort, and is essentially an analytical
correlation of the Mercury and Gemini systems. The following are the theoretical
relationships:














YCP (Canopy) = .0074 L_C D)
YR (Risers) = n Do t'
R
(Container) = .xa (ycp)
_CONT
YATT (Att Ftng) = .2 (yCp)
_ClRC- Estimated
•57 (Do 2 + 3Do)
YEJECTION - Estimated
NOTE: Pilot chute weight calculated using same equations as drag chute•
where: Do is the effective chute diameter (ft), CD is the chute drag coefficient,
and VTD is the touchdown velocity (knots).
3.4-9
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These equations are combined in ESPER as the simple relationship:
CHUTE = 1.5 *[1.82 *(0.0074 *(.07528/(2.*32.2)
& *(1.6878 * VTD) **2) **.57 *(D*D
& +3.*D) + I0.)]
where the estimated chute diameter and the touchdown speed are the inputs.
3.4.3 Payload Handling System and Interstage Separation - The payload hand-
ling system (manipulator, etc.) is a user controlled device and is considered a
user input. The interstage separation mechanism is not configuration dependent,
and as a relatively complex device, does not lend itself to a simplified weight
estimation relationship, and is also considered a user input.
3.4.4 Model Accuracy - The landing gear model was checked for accuracy by
comparing it with the actual weight of several aircraft of comparable landing
weight and size. The following results were attained:








This comparison indicates that the model predicts the weight of the four airplanes
an average of 15 percent lower than the actual, while predicting the NR Orbiter i0
percent higher. This variation on the Orbiter could be caused by a reduction in
design service life as compared to commercial type gear.
Table 3.4-1 is a list of input data, representing the NR Orbiter test run on
the landing gear model. The dimensional data is schematically represented in
Figure 3.4-5.
The model in ESPER has a greatly reduced input, listed with only the strut
length,material, landing speed, wheel quantity, and brake type being required.
3.4-10
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LI = 94.92 (IN)
L4 = 47.46 (IN)




L2 = 18.98 (IN)
L5 = 25.50 (IN)
L3 = 58.46 (IN)







PHI = .00 (DEG)
WE = 215115. (LB)
NUMNT = 2.0
NGR = 79000. (LB)
WG = 215115. (LB)
THETA = 45.00 (DEG)
= 116.93 (IN)
= 280000. (PSI) - material allowable
VSTALL = 150.0 (KNTS)
NUMW = 4.0
- design landing weight
- number of nose gear wheels
- nose gear reaction
- design gross weight
- design landing speed





= 235000. (LB) - main gear reaction
= 1 - brake/type if 0 is steel brakes






















VR OUTBOARD : ! = INBOARD
FIGURE 3.4-5 MAIN LANDING GEAR
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Table 3.4-2 is the test case output for the NR Orbiter. It should be noted
that the main gear weight is for one side only. This is followed by a detailed






CYLINDER = 363.24 LBS
F_RWARD PIVOT ARM = 150,13 LBS
AFT PIVOT ARM = 120.84 LBS
BRACE = 56.32 LBS
SHOCK STRUT CYLINDER : 670.54 LBS
BRAKES : 424.79 LBS
TIRES AND TUBES : 1009.77 LBS
WHEELS : 550.78 LBS
AXLES : 243.59 LBS
ATTACH FITTINGS : 75.45 LBS
CONTROLS : 494.81 LBS
SHOCK STRUT PISTON : 283.96 LB.':;
TBTAL : 3753._7 LBS
NgSE GEAR WEIGHT
TIRE_ AND TUBER : 434.50 LBS
WHEELS : 118.50 LBS
AXLE g : 52.41 LBS
STRUCTURE : 171.6(; LBS
ATTACH FITTINGS : 48.27 LBS
CI_NTR_JLS : 495.88 LBS
TOTAL : 1321.21 LBS
v
3.4-]2
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g. O00 AMGI : 0.
9.000 ANG2 : O.
IO.O00 100 LI - O.
11.000 L2 - O.
12.000 L3 O.
13.000 L4 -- O.
14.000 L5 : O.
15.000 L6 - O.
IG.O00 13TY : c,
17.000 L7 : O.
I_.000 hg : 9.
19.000 P : O.
20.000 N[I'I_:T O.
21 .000 _tl_";t,' : O.





II',_TEGEP .-_DD,YEg/ y /,_J2/ N'I
C" r'NAM,,I.I,,T
& L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,Lg,L7,Lg,LC,LS,D,WG,FTU,PHI,THETA,VSL,WL,NUMW,
2_.000 I F(T!frTA.'IE. A_G I) THRTA :THETA*3.14159/I go.
24.000 I FCP_{I. _E.ANG2) P;{I :PIiI*3.14159/1 _0.
25.000 _'.]q I :TI{ETA
2g. COO _'_G?:PI( I
27.000 IF(tl[Jr<_4T.EC.O.) 'qlIMNT : 2.
2_.000 IF(_][JZW.EQ.O.) _;IlM'4 : 4.
29.000 I_(LI.FQ.O.) LI : LC
30.000 ITCL2.E¢O.O.) L2 : .2*LC
31.000 IrCL_.EO.O.) L3 : .5*LS
32.000 IFCL4.F_.O.) 1.4 : .5*LC
33.00¢ IF(LS.EC.O.) L5 : 25.5
3_-. ODD IF(Lg.E_.O.) Lg:9.
35.,0,00 IFfI.R.Eo.O.) LR : La*TANfPHI)
3g. OCO IFCL7.EP.O.) L7 :Lg+L3/TAN(THETA)-Lg
37.000 IFfD.Eq.O.) P : 9.
3_.000 IF(IqTV.E_.I) q_ T@ 1314
39.090 qRKk'T : (1,,_I,/I2R.?)*((I.Sg78*VSL)**2.)/200000.
40.000 Gr' T9 1315
•'l.CO0 I314 qRK,/T : (':L/12g.g)*f(l.ggTg*VqL)**2.)/,_lSO00.
47.000 1315 C?'!T I _!!IE
123 999 gP -- '_qr_/_!llMt!
44.0n0 ,ITT : qP*.O,q_;g75
aS._qOO T_,/TT : t_TT*_]IIM'd/2o
ag. O00 t}1 gPl2gS.6gggg7
47.000 T'J}( : _r_I*NIIZtJ/2.
a_.(_OO :_'(1 Eq : T'a}{*.44226
49.000 fiR: .5,k':C* 1. 4
s_.O00 PP:.Z*WG*I .a
51.000 UI : .4,V2
59.n00 '0" : .R * VR
_;.009 VR : (I./17)*(VR*(L5+Lg)-VI*(LS-Lg))
3.4-13
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54.000 SC = VC/TAN(THETA)
55.000 VA - (I./LI)*(LS*DR-((VR+VC),_(LI/2.)))
56.000 VB : VR+VC+VA
57.000 MAA =. 5*LI* (VA+VB)-L4*DR
58.000 AC : 1.26*((MAA/(.BS*FTU))**(2.0/3.0))
59.000 RC = SQRT(AC/.596902GO41G5)
GO.O00 WC : AC*(LC-L2)*.283
61.000 BRACE : .ItWC
62.000 B = 2.*RC-9.*SIN(PHI)
63.000 BETA : ATAN((L2+L4)/LI)
64.000 LA = (.5*LI-RC)/(COS(BETA)*CBS(PHI))
65.000 MSIDE (VB*C 0_ (PHI)+SC*SI N (PHI) )*C I_S(BETA)*LA
6G.000 MFRONT = (VB*SIN(PHI)-SC*CPIS(PHI))*LA
67.000 FC : FTU
66.000 DI , (729.-(54.,MSIDE)/(FCm(2.*RC-9.mSIN(PHI))))**(I./3.)
69.000 D4 : 6.*MFR(_NT/(4.*FC*RC*RC)
70.000 AF , ([)-(DI-D4))*B+(DI-D4)
71.000 WFA : 1.05*AF*LA*.283*.5
72.000 MSIDEP : ((VBtCOS(PHI)+qC,SIN(PHI)),Ci;)S(BZTA)-DR*SIN(BETA))*LA
73.000 DIP -- (729.-(54.,HSIDEP)/(FC,(2.*RC-9.*SIN(PHI))))**(I./3.)
74.000 AA = (D-(DIP-D4))*B+(DIP-D4)
75.000 WAA : 1.05*AA*LAW;.2B3*.5
76.000 MP - DR,(LS-LC)
77.000 AP = 1.26,(MP/FTU)**(2./3.)
7B.O00 WP : 1.5*AP*LC*.283
79.000 TWSSC : WAA+WFA+WC+BRACE
80.000 ATF : .06*TWSSC**I.I
BI.O00 WT = TWSSC + WP+BRKWT+TWTT+AXLES+ATF+TWH
82.000 Ct;_NTR_LS : .225*(WT,W*.95)
BS.O00 WT = WT + C_,NTR_,LS
84.000 THETA2 : THETA*I80./3.14159
BS.000 PHI2 : PHI*IBO./3.14159
86.000 SPN : NGR/N[JMNT
97.000 WNT : qPN*.OOGB75
88.000 TWNT : WNT*_IIJMNT
89.000 W qN : SPN/26G.66667
90.000 AXLN : WHN*.44226
91.000 STN : TWSSC*.40
92.000 ATFN : .06*TWS_C**I.I
93.000 WTNG : TWNT+WHN+AXLN+STN+ATFN
94.000 CC]NTN : (WTNG**.95)*.B50
95.000 WTNG -- WTNG+C@NTN
9_.000 WRITE(I 0B,33)
97.000 WC : WC*1.25
98.000 WFA : WFA*I.25
99.000 WAA : WAA * 1.25
I00.000 BRACE - BRACE * 1.25
101.000 TWSSC : TWSSC * 1.25
102.000 AXLES : AXLES * 1.25
103.000 WP : WP * 1.25
104.000 C_NTR_LS : C_NTROLS*I.25
105.000 ATF : ATF*I.25
IOG.O00 BRKWT : BRKWT * 1.25
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123.000 I06 F2RMAT(IgX," N(_.qE GEAR WEIGHT',//,.
124.000 & IOX,. TIRES AND TUBE.R : ,F9.2, LBS ,/,
125.000 & 19X,. WHEELS : ",F9.2_" LBS',/,
126.000 & 20X, AXLES : ,F9.2, LBS ,/,.
127.000 & IGX. [ STRUCTURE : ",F9.21" LBS i./, ,
128.000 & IOX,. ATTACH FITTINGS : •,F9.2, LBS ,/,
s S,,,129.000 & 17X, C_NTR_L.q : ,F9;2, LB. ,/,
130.000 & 20X_ T_TAL : ,F9.2, LB, ,//)
131.000 33 F_RMAT(///) .
132.000 105 FC]RMAT(19X, MAIN GEAR WEIGHT',//,17X, ° CYLINDER : ",F9.2,
LBS ,/,
IJJ.O00 _, 8X," F_RWARD PIVOT ARM : ",F9;2," LBS',/,
134.000 & 12X." AFT PIV#T ARM : ,F9.2, LBS',/,2OX," BRACE : ",F9.2,"
I.BS•,/, o •
135.000 _ "T[_TAL SH?CK STRUT CYLINDER : ",F9.2, LBS',/,19X, BRAKES :
,p
[36.000 & F9.2 " LBS',/,
137.ooo _ ]ox,' TIRES AND TUBE_ : ,F9.2, LBS ,/,19X, WHEELS : ,F9.2
LBS ",/,
'138;000 _ 20X, " AXLE q : ",F9.2, ° LBS ",/, IIX, "ATTACH FITTINGS : ",F9.2,"
LBS ,/,
139.000 & 17X,. CP,NTR_Lg : ,F9.2, LB.q',/,
140.000 & 7X, q}(FCK STRUT PISTON : .,F9.2, " LBq',/,
141.000 & 20X," T_,TAL : ",F9.2, LB_ ,//)
142.000 9996 C2NTINUE
143.000 _tITPUT" ARE YgU FINISHED? (Y i_R N)"
144.000 READ 5,ADD
145.000 5 F13R_IAT(33 A4 )
146.ooo IF(Ann.E_.N_) G_ T_ 100
147.000 34 F_RMAT(" LI :',FG.2,"(IN)',GX, • L2 :[,F6.2,
14£,.000 _ (IN) ,SX, L3 = ,F6.2,o(I )•,/, • L4 " ,F6.2,
149.000 & "(IN) ,GX. L5 : ,F6.2, (IN) , X_. L6 .,F6.2, (IN) ,/
15o.ooo _ " L7 ;,FG.2,1(IN)_,_X,[ L_ : J6.2, (IN)',/,
& "
151.000 L . L( : ,F6.2, (IN) ,SX, Lq :.,FG.2,.(IN) ,•I,152.000 WG -'.F_.O, "(LBS)",4X, FTU - ,F8.O, (PSI) ,/,
• " • • • • -- F • •153.000 & 4X TIfETA : F(_.2 (PEG) ,3X, P}YI - , G.2, (PEG) ,/.
154.000 & 4X, VSTALL : ,FS.I. (KNTS) ,2X_, WL : ,FB.0, (LB.) ,I,
155 000 & 4X, NUMW - ,FS.I.IOX, NUMNT.-- ,F5.1./, . .
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3.5 Propulsion Systems - The estimation models for the propulsion systems are
analytically derived from Orbiter point designs. This section covers the Main
Ascent Propulsion Systems and the Auxiliary Propulsion System. The Airbreathing
Engine System (ABES) is considered a user-dependent system and the weight
is user input.
3.5.1 Ascent Propulsion System - The ascent propulsion model essentially
scales an Orbiter point design, using similar methods as those in the original
analysis.
The feed lines are strength analyzed for the loads derived from the geometry,
accelerations, and propellant densities. Line diameters and valve sizes on the
baseline vehicle were predicated on the elastic response of the feed systems
combined with propellant for the dynamic environment created by the engine start
up and maximum thrust conditions. These system sizes are locked into the program
for the basic point design and are scaled within the program for variations of
thrust and number of engines to maintain constant full-thrust fluid velocities.
Minimum gage criteria is locked into the program, allowing the user a variation
of minimum thicknesses as a function of material. The program then calculates the
weight of the feed lines for the critical parameter of strength analysis or
minimum gage. The weight of bellows, valves, and couplings are based on curve
fits of existing hardware data.
The secondary (by weight) subsystems are scaled by their individual critical
parameters. Changes in concept or approach through a revised point design are
accommodated by revising the input baseline weights and associated parameters.
It is felt that the ratio approach is in accordance with the philosophy of minimum
input for items which are not-major weight driven in the program.
The engine weight is based on a curve fit of actual data. An equation of
the form W = cTX, where W is the engine weight, C is a constant, T is the thrust, and
X is the slope written for a log-log plot of comparable type engines, Figure 3.5-1.
This curve is then "fit" through the basic point design engine weight with the
exponent or slope input by the user.
Table 3.5_i, Input 104, is a listing and definition of the semipermanent vari-
ables representing the baseline point design vehicle. They are listed as separate
inputs in the propulsion model, but are "locked in" the orbiter Module program.
This was done to reduce the number of required input variables in the program and
overall simplification. If it is desired to modify any of these variables, the
respective "card" in the module must be changed.
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FIGURE 3.5-1 WEIGHT/THRUST RELATIONSHIP
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Number of ascent engines in baseline
Baseline ascent engine weight
Slope of line on log log paper thru engine wts
Baseline ascent engine thrust (vat)
Propellant utilization system weight - baseline
Fill and drain system weight - baseline
Baseline pressurization system weight
Baseline chilldown dump lines
Baseline recirculation system weight
Baseline engine inlet diameter
Baseline pogo increment per 02 valve (valve penalty only)
Baseline external tank disconnect diameter (H2)
_ximum acceleration rate
% of valve, duct, and bellows wt needed for supports (as %)
Weight of disconnect cover door provisions LH 2
Weight of disconnect cover door provisions LOX
% of main prop system less engine added for contingency
Table 3.5-2, Input 105, is the listing and definition of the input parameters
which are expected to readily change in order to represent modifications in
configurations.
Table 3.5-3 is a listing of test case input variables. Table 3.5-4 is the
corresponding output. These are followed by a detail listing of the Ascent
Propulsion Model (Table 3.5-5).
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Desired ascent engine thrust (vac) each
Number of ascent engines
Pogo suppression indicator POGO = i is yes POGO = 0 is no
Series/Parallel indicator SPI = I is series SPI = 0 is parallel
Height from top of H 2 tank to engine interface in inches
Height from top of 02 tank to engine interface in inches
Hydrogen tank ullage pressure
Oxygen tank ullage pressure
Ultimate strength of duct material
Density of duct material
Min gage indicator (0) none (i) ARP735 & MDACW-STL(2) MDACW-AL
(3) MSFC-AL (4) MSFC-STL
Hydrogen-combined flow-length of ducts - inches
Oxidizer-combined flow-length per side of ducts - inches
Hydrogen-engine hook up - length of ducts - inches
Oxygen-engine hook up - length of ducts - inches
Coupling type ind CPLGI=O is bolted CPLGI=I is Vee-Bolt
v _
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TABLE 3.5-5
ASCENT PROPULSION MODEL LISTING (Continued)
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3.5.2 Auxiliary Propulsion System - This model considers three subsystems:
the engine assembly, propellant feed system, and propellant tankage for the Orbit
Maneuvering System (OMS) and the Attitude Control System (ACS).
A review of the current NR system, Reference L, indicate a total weight of
6360 lb. Of this total, the tankage, including pressurization system, makes up
approximately 55 percent of the basic auxiliary propulsion system weight.
This tankage is the primary configuration dependent variable, and received
the analtyical approach for estimation. The quantity of input variables required
to define the engine weights and propellant system weights precludes the use of an
analytical approach,and these weights are set by the user. In addition, the
capability is built in for the user to input OMS module on ACS module weights
into the Auxiliary Propulsion System Total if desired. If not, the option remains
to input these installation modules into the Orbiter body, wing, or tail.
The OMS tanks are dependent on the orbit delta velocity required, on the
Orbiter weight, and on the engine specific impulse. Using the standard rocket equation,
the weight of propellant is easily solved. By inputting propellant densities and
mixture ratio, the tanks are volumetrically sized. Assuming spherical tanks,
combined with operating pressures and tank material properties, allows a simplified
tank weight estimation.
The ACS tanks are handled quite similarly with the exception that the total
propellant is a user input. Table 3.5-6 is a list of program variables along with
their units and definitions. This is followed by Table 3.5-7, a typical input file,
Table 3.5-8 ty_ic_ul output, and Table 3.5_9 a listing of the program.
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Orbiter lift off weight less OMS propellant
OMS design AV
Specific impulse of the OMS engine
OMS propellant mixture ratio
Density of fuel
Density of oxidizer
Ullage pressure in fuel tank
Ullage pressure in oxldizer tank
Material allowable - tank
Material density - tank
Ultimate pressure - tank pressurization system
Pressurization tank material density
Pressurization tank material allowable
Input OMS module weight
Input OMS engine weight
Input OMS system weight
ACS VARIABLES
Definition
Input ACS propellant weight
Ullage pressure - ACS tank
Input ACS system weight
Input ACS engine weight
Input ACS module weight
Density of the ACS propellant
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3.6 Miscellaneous Systems - Empirical models are used to estimate the weight
of the nonconfiguration dependent subsystems or those in which the detail of analy-
sis required for an analytical model is not consistent with the program objectives
of minimum input and rapid turnaround.
following systems:
a. thermal protection
Empirical models are used entirely for the
b. prime power
c. electrical conversion and distribution





The models range in detail from the rather complex stacked pods method of area
computations used in the thermal protection system, discussed in Section 3.3 to
a total weight input as used for the avionics system.
The prime power system currently consists of batteries, an auxiliary propul-
sion unit (APU), and fuel cells, with their associated mounting structures and
tankage for expendables. The weights of these items are predicated on the specific
power capabilities and the total power required. It would be easy to provide the
specific power as an input in the orbiter module, but there is no simplified tech-
nique to determine total power requirements. This would necessitate inputting
these also,and the program would only perform a bookkeeping function; therefore, it
is felt that the additional six to eight input parameters were not justified and
the prime power system weight would be determined outside the program and input by
the user as a constant.
PPWR = 3912. for the reference design.
The electrical supply system currently consists of 411 ib of conversion and
control units, 907 ib of utility systems and 346 ib of supports,plus 3681 ib of
distribution and control circuitry. The primary configuration-dependent variable
in this system is the circuitry, which is proportional to the vehicle length. In
the sizing routines, the payload compartment length is allowed to vary for payload
capability studies. This length is inherent in the program and will allow ratios
without additional input variables. Assuming 50 percent of the circuitry is
affected, the relationship becomes:
ELEC = ELECK + 1840" (LI-X)/747. + 2805.
3.6-1
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ELEC is the system.
ELECK is an input weight to account for miscellaneous and special
increments.
LI-X is the cargo bay length derived in the body model.
The hydraulic system primarily provides actuation capability for the surface
controls and,therefore,becomes proportional to the areas of the wing and tail.
The weight then becomes:
HYDR = HYDRK + 2264"(SG(I) + K *SG(2))/4525
where
HYDRK is an input constant to allow for special increments in the wing area
SG(1) is the wing area
SG(2) is the tail area
K is an indicator for a split rudder K = 1 for conventional
K = 3 for split rudder.
The surface control system weight is an empirical derivation based on the
slope of an arithmetic plot of the actuation system. These systems include all
actuators, plumbing, supports, and contingencies. Figure 3.6-1 is the elevon
actuation weight and Figure 3.6-2 is the rudder actuation weight, both as a func-
tion of area. Combining these two figures, the relationship becomes:
SURFC = SURFK + 1060. + 3.45*SAIL + K* (360. + 1.67*SRUD)
where
SURFK is a user input constant to apply special increments
SAIL is the elevon area
SRUD is the rudder area
K is an indicator to handle a split rudder K = 1 for conventional rudder
and K = 3 for a split rudder.
The remaining systems making up the dry weight, avionics, environmental con-
trol, and personnel provisions are considered user inputs. The avionic system
weight is governed by overriding factors of cost and state of the art and, as such,
does not lend itself to normal weight estimation techniques. The personnel provi-
sions are primarily governed by human-factor-type considerations as well as by the
number of personnel and duration of the mission and like the prime power system,
any estimation method would, inherently, be simple bookkeeping and the additional
inputs required to accomplish this is not justified for a configuration sizing
3.6-2
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program. The environmental control system (ECS) is, in turn, sized by the heat and
heat loss requirements of the avionics system and the life support provisions for
the personnel provisions. It is considered a user input.
Growth uncertainty has the option for two methods of calculations. The first
utilizes a fixed percentage of dry weight less the GFE ascent engines. This per-
cent is input by the user. The second method allows the orbiter dry weight to
remain at a user input fixed quantity. The growth uncertainty is allowed to float
(increase or decrease as required) as the systems are analyzed by the various
models.
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4.0 Introduction - The External Tank _1odule contains many elements. These
elements are interrelated to form an overall sizing routine which analytically
solves for all the major components of the tank assembly. They are also versatile
and accurate enough to allow assessment of even subtle variations in the basic
design criteria. The basic sizing logic consists of three general arrangement
options and three separate iteration techniques, i.e., solve for specific tank
dimensions as a function of volume requirements with either input of fixed length,
fixed diameter or fixed L/D. Design features, such as separate and common bulkheads
and an alternate forward section design, are included in the three basic general
arrangement options. This 3 by 3 matrix of sizing techniques has been tested for
accuracy with two MDAC external tank point designs and the latest NR Design data
contained in "Space Shuttle Mass Properties Status Report" No. SD72-SH-0120-S, dated
2 December 1972. A LOX aft option is also available which simply uses the
generalized baseline LOX forward method and sets mixture ratio to l./mixture
ratio and switches the hydrogen and oxygen densities.
The external tank module also includes a design loads model which considers
ullage and head pressure, interstage reactions, and axial load factors.
Also, a multistation analysis method is included, whereby a number of body
station cuts are examined to determine the effective unit load and corresponding
material thickness required for pure unstiffened monocoque structure. Alternate
material allowables may be input to handle variations in design temperature and
other candidate construction techniques. The resultant material thicknesses are
integrated over the total body area using the dimensional data from the sizing
routine, and the total sidewall weight is determined. The bulkheads are sized to
their representative loads, i.e., internal or external pressure, considering
meridional and hoop forces. Splice rings and attachment structure are treated
as discrete items with major attention given to the redistribution of point
loads and manufacturing processes such as welding.
The external tank thermal protection system is based on detailed _DAC point
design data with input unit weights for alternate design concepts.
Other external tank subsystems are expressed either as input constants for
such systems as avionics or with abbreviated sizing routines where, for example,
plumbing weight is a function of engine flow rate and overall tank length/diameter.
4-]
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Detail loads, strength, and weight analyses are documented for the MDAC parallel
burn 1,530,800-Ib propellant load point design external tank. Therefore, this tank
is used as the basis for the general methodology.
The basic structure and subsystems are correlated with the Phase B extension
point design studies of external tanks as well as the latest NR point design tank.
The overall Tank Model development is illustrated by Figure 4-1.
This External Tank Module is programmed so that it can be used as a separate
program for individual tank studies, and is included as a subroutine of ESPER.
Parametric computer runs have been made for a number of perturbations of the
2 December 1972 NR point design tank. The resulting computer output has been
curvefit to express this external tank weight as a function of tank diameter,
usable propellant load, and the ratio of second stage propellant to liftoff
propellant. These simplified equations are also included as an option in
ESPER.
The External Tank Module consists of 16 interdependent models and/or discrete
sets of equations, each satisfying a specific piece of the overall sizing routine.
These elements are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs (4.1 through 4.16).
4.1 Volume Requirements - Contained within the sizing program are a series
of equations to solve for a set of incremental propellant quantities which make
up the tank residual and unusuable fluids. This is necessary in order to obtain
the correct total tank size required to contain all the propellant, as well as,
to determine later the net effect of these residuals upon tank mass fraction.
The trapped and residual fluids calculation alone is a very complex technical pro-
problem and normally requires a detailed examination of each point design for an
accurate assessment. Therefore, a set of equations based on the MDAC detail point
design analyses are used.
Key variations in design criteria can be measured by input of various ullage
and operating pressures, orbiter engine thrust and ISP for basic feed-line sizing,
variations in ullage and load allowance, as well as input variations in specific
wall thickness for calculation of volume needed by the structure.
The MDAC point design propellant inventory and tank volume calculation which
is used as the basis for these equations isshown in Table 4.1-1, along with
the resulting computer program output. This illustrates the basic method used
for assessing the tank volume. If comparable point design detail data become
4-2
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PROPELLANT VOLUME IN TANK 18,643 50,939
TANK VOLUME FOR FLUIDS (2%MIN ULLAGE) 19,016 51,958
VOL DISPLACED BY INTERNAL LOX FEEDLINE 0 227
TOTAL TANK VOLUME 19,016 52,185
*INCLUDES ONLY PRESSURANTFROM LIQUID,
ComputerOutput
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availabie-for other desired tank designs, new sets of equations can be
derived to fit these cases using similar scaling laws for parametric study.
4.2 Dimensional Data - The three external tank general arrangement options
used in the basic tank sizing routine are illustrated in Figure 4.2-1. The sizing
logic nomenclature is defined in Table 4.2-1. It should be noted that most of the
basic dimensional parameters have the same variable name for each of the three
arrangements given. Therefore, most of the sizing equations are identical for
each option and only a few input variables need be changed to switch from one general
arrangement to the other. For example, the variable LCON (input clearance between
separate bulkheads) is not used for the common bulkhead option; otherwise, all
other parameters are the same. Likewise, when choosing the alternate forward
section option, the user need only switch the input from NR (nose cap radius) to
ND (nose diameter). All other parameters remain the same.
An indicator and logical IF statement is included which offers the option
of solving for LOX aft tank arrangements. This consists of simply converting MR
to I/MR and setting LOX density equals LH 2 density and vice versa. Thus, the
logical IF simply tells the computer all equations and dimensions used for LOX
are now LH 2 and vice versa.
Computer diagnostic runs have been made to exercise the sizing logic of the
program and demonstrate dimensional accuracy and repeatability for each of the
sizing options. Resulting propellant inventories and corresponding dimensional
data computer output are shown in Tables 4.2-2 and 4.2-3. The MDAC point design
dimensional data are shown in Figure 4.2-2, along with the comparable computer
program output.
4.3 Head Pressures - The propellant inventory, volume requirements and basic
dimensional data previously discussed serve as the basis for the head pressure
calculations. The input data required for the head pressure analysis are described
in Table 4.3-1. The basic method of analysis, and the nomenclature, is illustrated
in Figure 4.3-1.
Since the basic sizing routine allows excess volume for ullage space, etc.,
the actual maximum fluid height in the tank at liftoff is located somewhat below
the top of the tank. This space is dependent upon the input percent ullage, etc.,
and, therefore, may vary significantly. Hence, the actual fluid height in the
tank at liftoff is calculated. The fluid height is used to determine the gross
head pressure on both the aft LOX and LH 2 bulkheads, using the design factor of
safety (FS), liftoff vertical load factor (NXL), and fluid density (ODEN or FDEN).
4-5
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FIGURE 4.2-1 EXTERNAL TANK GENERAL GEOMETRYDESCRIPTION
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Usable Propellant Load LB
Mixture Ratio; Oxidizer/Fuel ND
Nose Cap Radius and/or Nose Diameter IN
Ratio of Bulkhead Height to Bulkhead Hemispherical ND
Radius - HR/R
0 Forward Cone Angle DEG
Load Allowance (i + Dec. %) ND
Percent Oxidizer Ullage (I + Dec. %) ND
Percent Fuel Ullage (i + Dec. %) ND
Oxidizer Pressure Operating, Ullage Lb/In 2
Fuel Pressure Operating, Ullage Lb/In 2
Orbiter Eng. Thrust, ISP for Flow Required Lb, Sec
Ind. 1 = Common; 2 = Separate; 3 = Alternate --
Dummy Ind. to Test Series Burn Pt. Design --
Clearance Between Bulkheads IN
Structural Space Allowance IN
Optional Fixed Fuel Bias LB
Required L/D - Output is Resultant Length
and Diameter
Required Fixed Length - Output is Resultant
Diameter
Required Fixed Diameter - Output is Resultant
Length
INPUT REQUIRED FOR INITIALIZATION
DI Initial Guess at Tank Diameter
LI Initial Guess at Tank Length


















MDAC-COMMON BULKHEAD-PARALLEL BURN MDAC-SEPARATE B
POINT DESIGN DATA COMPUTER OUTPUT POINT DESIGN DAI
LOX LH 2 LOX LH 2 LOX LH 2
**ASCENT (INPUT TO COMPUTER) 1,312,114 218,686 1,312,114 218,686 807,514 134958
START PROPELLANT 7,414 1,441 7,414 1,441 1,014 37
SHUTDOWN ADJUSTMENT 150 87 150 87 150 8
FEEDLINE RESIDUAL 918 285 918 284 1,522 27
CHILLDOWN RESIDUAL 134 6 134 6 273 2
ENGINE RESIDUAL 1,072 75 1,072 75 1,072 7
PU BIAS 0 547 0 547 0 33
TANK UNDRAINABLE 0 I00 0 i00 300 i0





MAXIMUM LOAD IN TANK LB.
1,323,544 222,022 1,323,537 222,020 812,913 136,33
13_235 2t220 13_236 2p220 8_129
1,336,779 224,242 1,336,772 224,240 821,042 137,69
-13_i04 -366 -13t082 -365 -13t852 -37
1,323,675 223,876 1,323,690 223,875 808,190 137,32
VOLUME FT 3 VOLUME FT 3 VOL
PROPELLANT VOLUME IN TANK 18,643 50,939 18,644 50,881 11,383 31,24
TANK VOL FOR FLUIDS 19,016 51,958 19,016 51,898 11,611 31,87
VOL. DISPLACED FOR LOX 0 227 0 227 0
FEEDLINE
TOTAL TANK VOLUME 19,016 52,185 19,016 52,125 11,611 31,87
** INCLUDES FPR. INPUTTED TO COMPUTER AS TOTAL USEABLE PROPELLANT LOAD AND MIXTURE RATIO.
FOI_OUT _E /
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ULKHEAD-SERIES BURN NR-SEPARATE BULKHEAD-PARALLEL BURN
A COMPUTER OUTPUT POINT DESIGN DATA COMPUTER OUTPUT
LOX LH 2 LOX LH 2 LOX LH 2
6 807,514 134,586 1,414,290 235,710 1,414,285 235,714
2 1,015 372 ? ? 7,411 1,440
7 150 87 150 87
7 918 260 918 252
3 272 19 134 6
5 1,072 75 1,072 75
6 0 336 1,500 0 1,500
D 300 i00 300 i00
8 i_071 489 ? ? 2_084 750
812,312 136,324 1,420,230 239,350 1,426,349 239,924
8_123 i_363 ? ? 14_264 2t399
820,435 137,687 ? ? 1,440,612 242,323
-13_142 -354 ? ? -20_570 -333
807,292 137,333 ? ? 1,420,041 241,990
[]ME FT 3 VOLUME FT 3
5 11,370 31,212 20,114 55,517 20,001 54,998
3 11,598 31,836 20,710 57,157 20,595 56,648
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
11,598 31,836 20,710 57,157 20,595 56,648
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EXTERNAL TANK BASIC DIMENSIONAL DATA
COMPUTER OUTPUT VERSUS POINT DESIGN
BASIC MDAC-COMMON BULKHEAD-PARALLEL BURN
DIMENSIONS POINT
SEE DESIGN COMPUTER OUTPUT
FIGURE DATA FIXED FIXED FIXED
4-3 L/D LENGTH DIA.
L/D 4.982 4.982* --
D(O.D.) 340.0 339.6 339.2
L(TOTAL) 1694.0 1692.0 1694.0"
R 196.0 196.1 195.8
HR 98.0 98.0 97.9
HH 996.0 994.2 996.7
HO 180.0 181.3 182.5
HC 403.6 402.0 401.4
HN 16.4 16.4 16.4
NR 25.0 25.0* 25.0*
ND ? 47.0 47.0
OR 128.0 128.7 128.6
OD 221.4 222.9 222.7
HOR 64.0 64.4 64.3
HCO 163.0 160.3 160.1
O 20.0 20.0* 20.0*
LCON ......
LO 2 TK VOL 19016 19016 19017



















(K equals structural volume allowance expressed
*Indicates input value
(i) NR Point design has an ogive nose shape"
instead of a conical nose shape, therefore,
an estimated forward cone angle (8) has





DATA FIXED FIXED FIXED
L/D LENGTH DIA.
4.682 4.682* ....
314.0 310.2 306.3 314.0.
1470.0 1452.0 1470.0" 1434.5
181.0 179.1 176.9 181.3
91.0 89.5 88.4 90.6
703.0 718.0 736.6 700.4
42.0 50.6 60.1 41.5
469.0 459.9 452.7 467.0
24.0 24.5 24.5 24.5
33.0 33.0* 33.0* 33.0*
? 63.8 63.8 63.8
106.0 104.1 103.1 105.1
? 180.3 178.5 182.1
53.0 52.1 51.5 52.6
243.0 242.4 238.6 246.1
15.0 15.0" 15.0" 15.0"
20.0 20.0* 20.0* 20.0*
11611 11598 11594 11600
31870 31836 31836 31836
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EPARATE BULKHEAD-PARALLEL BURN





.0 301.8 300.5 304.0*




334.8 339.8 326.6 i
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WpRoP = 1,530,800 LB










CommonBulkhead - MDAC Point Design
EXTERNAL TANK DIMENSIONAL DATA
---y v y y v v X y y Y, y y v v v v v Y
THETA X ...... y Y •
.Y × × ×
× ND× , R × ;
...Y X . v y .
.. X ...... Y Y. •
,, :H_R, v Y Y Y Y v v Y _ Y v v v Y Y v v v ,----
HN--..-- .HCP. .HR.
• ,---HC--,-HP--. HH .HR.
• L: H N+H C+H O+HH+ HR .
L: I_2.0 IN. D: 339.6 IN. L/D- 5.0 m- I_.I IN. NR: _.0 IN.
NP: ?5.0 IN. PP: 12_.7 IN. C_D: 227.9 IN. HeR: _a.a IN. VC_: 160.3 IN.
ND: 47.0 IN. THETA: ?O. PEG. HC: 402.0 IK'. ICON: .0 IN.
p?-_ l_l.3 IN. HH- F_4o? IN. K- .rio IN.
L_AD AL],P_IAMCE:I.RI LO× ULLAGE:I.O? LH? tlI,LAG m:I.O_
L_¥ TANY VCLUN"E: 19016. FT3 LH? TA_K V_LUMF- 59125. FT3
ComputerOutput
Fixed L/D Case
FIGURE 4.2-2 DIMENSIONAL DATA
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VARIABLE NAME DEFINITION UNITS
PROPO2 USEABLE PROPELLANT REQUIRED FOR LB
SECOND STAGE BURN
NXL VERTICAL LOAD FACTOR AT LIFTOFF ND
NXS VERTICAL LOAD FACTOR AT STAGING ND































ODEN= OXYGENDENSITY ~ LB/FT 3
HOH = OXYGENFLUID HEAD HEIGHT AT LIFT-OFF
HOH2= OXYGENFLUID HEAD HEIGHT AT STAGING
SET STATION LOCATIONSFOROXY TANK CYL WALLANALYSIS
HOX(I)= .125 • (I-1) • HO
CALCULATE OXY TK CYL WALL HEAD PRESAT HOX(I)
ABOVE CYL BASEBY COMPARINGWITH LIFT-OFF AND
2ND STAGE HEAD HEIGHTS ASCALCULATED PREVIOUSLY
OHC2= (HOH2- HOX(I)) • ODEN• NXS• FS/1728.
OHC1= (HOH-HOX(I)) • ODEN• NXL • FS/1728.
FDEN= LH2 DENSITY - LB/FT 3
HFH = LH2 FLUID HEAD HEIGHT AT LIFT-OFF
HFH2= LH2 FLUID HEAD HEIGHT AT STAGING
HF = HH-FIR
SET STATION LOCATIONSFOR FUEL TANK CYL WALL ANALYSIS
HFX(I) = .125 • (I-1) • HF
CALCULATE FUEL :IK CYL WALL HEAD PRESAT HFX(I)
ABOVE CYL BASEBY COMPARINGWITH LIFT-OFF AND
2ND STAGEHEAD HEIGHTSAS CALCULATED PREVIOUSLY
FHC2= (HFH2-HFX(I)), FDEN, NXS * FS/1728.
FHC1= (HFH-HFX(I)) • FDEN * NXL • FS/1728.
EXTERNAL TANK HEAD PRESSURE ANALYSIS AND NOMENCLATURE
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Using the input value for the amount of propellant required for second stage
burn (PROP02), a similar calculation of the fluid head height at staging is made.
The gross head pressure at staging is then determined, using the design factor
of safety (FS), vertical load factor at staging (NXS), and fluid density (ODEN or
FDEN). The liftoff head pressure is then compared with the head pressure at
staging and the maximum design head pressure is set equal to the larger of the
two values. This maximum head pressure, plus the ultimate tank operating pressure,
yields the design maximum pressure used for the LOX and LH 2 aft bulkhead sizing
analysis.
Similarly, head pressures are calculated at nine stations along the forward
LOX tank cylinder wall and the aft LH 2 tank cylinder wall. For example, the
liftoff fluid head acting at any station HFX (I) of Figure 4.3-1 can be calculated
by comparing its location with the liftoff LH 2 head height (HFH). The net
distance between HFX (I) and HFH represents the effective head height experienced
at HFX (I). Thus, the net liftoff head pressure at HFX (I) is calculated using
this net distance (HFH-HFX (I)), the design factor of safety (FS), liftoff vertical
load factor (NXL), and fluid density (FDEN). Similarly, the fluid head at staging
is calculated using the net fluid height (HFH 2 - HFX (I)), the design factor of
safety (FS), vertical load factor at staging (NXS), and fluid density (FDEN). A
comparison is made at each of the cylinder stations and the maximum head pressure
is set equal to the greater of the two values calculated. This value plus the
ultimate tank operating pressure, establishes the design maximum pressure at the
cylinder station HFX (I). If HFX (I) is above both HFH and HFH 2 (as could be the
case for the station HFX (9) of Figure 4.3-1, the net head pressure is set to zero
and the design maximum pressure is set equal to the ultimate tank operating pressure.
Similarly, the forward LOX tank cylinder wall pressures are determined as
illustrated by Figure 4.3-1. Thus, a complete survey of tank design pressures is
available for use in the multistation strength analysis which is discussed below.
4.4 Wall Thickness - The design maximum pressures previously discussed serve
as the basis for calculating the required cylinder wall thickness due to hoop stress.
The structural material properties required as input are given in Table 4.4-1. The
basic method of material thickness calculation is given in Table 4.4-2. As shown
by Table 4.4-2, the wall thickness required due to hoop stress is calculated at each
cylinder station, and compared with an input minimum thickness (_IIN).
4-12
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COMPUTER PROGRAM - FINAL REPORT
(I)
TABLE 4.4-1












MATERIAL ULTIMATE TENSILE PSI
STRENGTH
MATERIAL MODULUS OF ELASTICITY PSI
MATERIAL MINIMUM GAUGE IN.
TABLE ,1.4-2
EXTERNAL TANK I;YLINDER WALL





= ULTIMATE LH 2 TANK CYLINDER WALL PRESSURE
AT STATION HFX(I)
= ULTIMATE LOX TANK CYLINDER WALL PRESSURE
AT STATION HOX(I)
CALCULATE FUEL TK THICKNESS REQUIRED DUE TO ULT PRES
TF(1) = FHCT(1)*D*.5/FTU
CALCULATE OXY TK THICKNESS REQUIRED DUE TO ULT PRES
TO(I) = OHCT(1)*D*.5/FTU
CHECK FUEL TK THICKNESS & SET = OR CREATER THAN TMIN
IF(TF(1).LT.TMIN) TF(1) = TMIN
CHECK OXY TK.THICKNESS & SET = OR GREATER THAN TMIN
IF (TO(1).LT.TMIN) TO(1) = TMIN
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4.5 Loads - As illustrated by Figure 4.5-1, only a small portion of the over-
all tank structure is designed by loads other than internal pressure. Launch aero-
dynamic and inertial loads normally require a very complex technical analysis for
accurate assessment. A generalized set of equations is used to depict launch
axial loads and bending moments. These are based on MDAC detailed point design
loads analysis. Axial loads induced in the aft LH 2 tank are based on the LOX
liftoff and second stage propellant loads and their respective vertical load
factors (as discussed previously).
If comparable point design detail loads become available for other desired
tank designs, new sets of equations can be derived to fit these cases.
The method of scaling these loads through perturbations of the baseline tank
design are considered adequate, especially since only a small portion of the over-
all tank structure is designed for column buckling due to these loading conditions.









INPUT DATA FOR LOADS CALCULATION
DEFINITION UNITS
TOTAL BOOSTER S.L. THRUST LB
NUMBER OF BOOSTER ENGINES ND
BOOSTER THRUST CANT ANGLE DEG
BOOSTER GROSS LIFTOFF WEIGHT LB
ORBITER INTERSTAGE REACTION LOADS LB
FROM ORBITER MODULE
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4.6 Margin-of-Safety Check for Column Buckling - A margin-of-safety check is
made at each of the body stations previously analyzed, using the wall thickness
calculated for hoop stress due to head pressure.
The column buckling method for monocoque cylinders as given by Reference 0
is used for the combined axial load and bending moment loading condition with
internal pressure stabilization. Included in this analysis is a least squares
curve fit for the 90 percent probability graphs of cylinder radius/material
thickness (r/t) versus critical stress due to axial load and r/t versus critical
stress due to bending moment. This curve fit solves for equation coefficients
as a function of cylinder length/cylinder radius (L/r).
Included also are equations to solve for increased axial and bending strength
due to internal pressure stabilization. These equations are derived from curves
included in Reference O. The internal pressure is assumed to be the tank operating
pressure without the design factor of safety and without any induced head pressure.
The margin of safety, then, is calculated by:
RCB = AL/PA + MX/MA
Where: AL = The maximum axial load induced at a given station per the
previous loads analysis.
PA = The amount of axial load that can be imposed at this station
with the thickness as previously calculated due to hoop
stress, including increased strength capability due to internal
pressure and with a 90 percent probability of not failing.
MX = The maximum bending moment induced at this station per the
previous loads calculation.
MA = The bending moment that can be imposed at this station with the
thickness previously calculated for hoop stress including
increased strength due to internal pressure and with a
90 percent probability of not failing.
If this margin of safety (RCB) is less than one, the check is satisfied and the
previously calculated wall thickness for hoop stress is adequate to withstand
the column buckling condition. If not, the thickness is progressively increased
until this check is satisfied, and the new wall thickness thus calculated is used
for the final cylinder wall weight calculation.
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4.7 Rings - Bulkhead attachment and cylinder/cone contour break rings are
sized by elastic stability (Reference C), due to resultant compressive load induced
by dome pressure and/or longitudinal cylinder stress. The resulting ring cross
sectional area is compared with the required minimum ring area shown in Figure
4.7-1 and is set equivalent to or greater than this minimum.
ME(:
MINIMUMRINGAREA = 2 • 2t • (2 IN. + 0.5 • 3 IN.)
=14t
• FILLET IS INCLUDED IN
STRUCTURAL NON.OPTIMUM
3IN. I 2IN. I PART OF CYLINDER




FIGURE 4.7-1 TYPICAL BULKHEADATTACH RING
4.8 Interstage - Frame sizing is based on point load analysis for ring caps
plus resulting shear stress for ring webs. Additional material is added for beam
cap loads and beam shear. The booster attach loads are assumed acting at the
existing aft bulkhead attach ring and at the forward cone/cylinder contour break
ring. The resulting booster attach frame sizing is compared with the previously
calculated existing ring. The interstage frame weight is set equal to zero if the
attach frame is less than the existing ring; otherwise, it is set equal to the
difference in frame to ring weight, thus accounting for the point load penalties
associated with the interstage tie. The orbiter attach loads are assumed acting
at locations unique to existing rings and, therefore, require the complete addition
of two separate frames. Special increments are added to the basic frame sizing
for sway braces, doublers, drag links, and fittings, thus completing the total
interstage analysis. 4-17
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4.9 Structural Weisht - Using the basic tank dimensions and the material
thickness requirements previosuly discussed, the basic tank structural weight is
calculated. Included in this calculation is a detail assessment of all weld require-
ments and a fixed value of 0.005 in. is added to all thicknesses to account for
material tolerances.
Table 4.9-1 presents the baseline MDAC External Tank Structural Weight Summary
and the corresponding computer program output.
TABLE 4.9-1
ORBITER HO TANK















Nose Fairing ( 464)
Umbilical Panel ( 300)
Tunnel ( 200)
COMPUTER OUTPUT
BODY GROUP [ a9202. ]




A FT BULKHEAD O.
INTER TANK SECT. ( O. )




_RBABSTR/TANK ATT.( lOlO0. )
NOSE FAIRING ( 562. )
UMBILICAL PANEL ( 300. )
TUNNEL ( 200. )
B A FFLES-L_X ( 33a;. )
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4.10 Miscellaneous Structural Items - Empirical equations and methods are
used to calculate the remaining structural items such as forward nose fairing,
intertank structure, LOX tank baffles, external lines tunnel, and umbilical panel.
4.11 Induced Environmental Protection - The external tank thermal protection
system (TPS) is based on the detail MDAC point design given in Figures 4.11-1 and
4.11-2. Figure 4.11-1 shows the selected thermal protection scheme for the hydrogen
and oxygen tank. The 0.375 in. of polyurethane foam insulation was established to
meet ground hold and main engine NPSP requirements. The polyurethane foam is
applied externally to the liquid hydrogen tank including the fore and aft tank domes
in the intertank region. The thermal constraints applied to defining the thermal
protection system for the LH 2 tank are based on the thermal stability of the
polyurethane foam. The maximum temperature of the surface of the polyurethane foam
is limited to 200°F. In the LOX and intertank region, the maximum allowable temp-
erature is 300°F based on the structural properties of aluminum. As shown on the
sketch, 0.338 and 0.213 in. of korotherm is required on the noncryogenic nose cap
and in the intertank region where the heat sink capacity associated with the -290°F
LOX is not available.


















FIGURE 4.11-1 EXTERNAL HO TANK INSULATION
(Parallel Burn-Solid (2-156 In.) )
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/SILICONE COLOR & SEAL COAT
[_-.-SI LICON E PRIMER
_:_:_:_IJ{_$_;_;_t;t_;;;;_;_t,_;;;,*;4_-------ABLATOR - FIREX 250
!l
_"ALUMINUM TANK WALL
MATERIAL DENSITY (LB/FT31 THICKNESS (IN.) UNIT WT (LB/FT 2)
1. SILICONE COLOR & SEAL COAT
2. SILICONE PRIMER
3. ABLATOR - FIREX 250















FIGURE 4.11-2 INSULATION MATERIALS BASELINE
(Parallel Burn - Solid (2-156 IN.)
Figure 4.11-2 defines the cross-sectional geometry of the insulation/TPS con-
cept. The thicknesses and unit weight required for the concept are shown for the
LH 2 tank at a 200°F ablator/foam interface temperature.
The basic TPS weight is calculated with input of unit weights for six general
regions on the tank surface. The thermal protection system (TPS) is calculated
using these unit weights and the basic tank dimensions calculated previously.
A fixed i0 percent contingency is added to the total TPS. Table 4.11-1 defines the
TPS input data requirements. Figure 4,.11-3 shows representative input data for the
200°F ablator/foam interface temperature baseline TPS design.
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TABLE 4.11-1









NOSE CAP TPS UNIT WEIGHT
UPPER CONE TPS UNIT WEIGHT
LOWER CONE TPS UNIT WEIGHT
CYLINDER (LH2 TANK) TPS UNIT WEIGHT
AFT DOME (LH2 TANK) TPS UNIT WEIGHT













NCTPS = 1.101LB/FT 2
"¢_['_---- - UCTPS= 0.8444LB/FT 2
_- • LCTPS = 0.7365LB/FT2
------- INTPS= 0.8969LB/FT 2
4-- CYTPS = 0.6526LB/FT 2 (AVG)
DMTPS= 0.5149 LB/FT 2
FIGURE 4.11-3 REPRESENTATIVE INPUT DATA
FOR BASELINE TPS UNIT WEIGHTS
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4.12 Propellant Systems - The basic estimation method for the propellant
systems is based on an MI)AC detail point design with scaling laws for changes in
orbiter engine flow rate, mixture ratio, and tank dimensions. An itemized list of
the propulsion system components that make up this baseline system is given in
Table 4.12-1 along with the corresponding computer program output. The following
is a generalized description of this system.
TABLE 4.12-1




°LOX TANK PROPELLANT FEEDLINE - _ (17" NOM DIA X BOO" LONG)
°LOX FEEDLINE FLEX PROVISIONS (3 UNITS CA) (17" NOM OIA X 50" LONG}
°LOX FEEDLINE DISCONNECT HALF - ] (16" NOM DIA X IN" LONG)
SUPPORT ALLOWANCE
LH2FEEO SYSTEM
°LH Z TANK PROPELLANT PEEDLINE " I (16" NOM DIA X 121" LONG)
°LH 2 FEEDLINE FLEX PROVISIONS (3 UNITS CA) (16" NOM DIA X 48" LONG)
°LH? FEEDLINE DISCONNECT HALF - I (16" NOM OIAX ID" LONG)
SUPPORT ALLOWANCE
LOX VENT SYSTEM






_LOX PRESSURIZATION FLEX PROVISIONS












FEED SYSTEM TOTAL 3,438 LB
- 2 (11" NOM OIAX 22" LONG) 224
-_ III" NOM OIA Ill" LONG) I05IT '_ NOM OlAx 70" LONG) lBB
SUPPORT ALLOWANCE ll3
564 LB
- 1 (3" NON DIA X 2,530" LONG) lOB
- A (3" OlA X 9 _ LONG) 24
- 1 13" DIA X 5'_ LONG) 12




°VENT & RELIEF VALVES
°DISCONNECT HALF
°MANIFOLD {TEE)
{II" NOM OIAX 22" LONG) 224
(11" NOM DIA W B" LONG) 32





=LH Z PRESSURIZATION LINE
PRESSURIZATION FLEX PROVISIONS
!!!i PRESSURIZATION DISCONNECT HALFPRESSURIZATION DIFFUSER
(3" NOM OIAX 1,860" LONG) 66
()" NOM OIAx 3 TM LONG) 12
(3" NON DIA X 5" LONG) 12
112" NOM DIA X 24" LONG) BS
SUPPORT ALLOWANCE
IRA









(1t4" NOM DIA X 3,250" LONG)
(1/4" NOB OlAX 3" LONG)
112" NOM DIAI _i _ LONG)/2 NOM DIA LONG}
(10 '_NOM OIA)
SUPPORT ALLOWANCE






SUMPS & V_RTEX CTL
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The HO tank propulsion systems consist of LOX and LH 2 feed systems, LOX and
LH 2 vent systems, LOX and LH 2 pressurization systems, pneumatic system, sump and
vortex control systems, and PU system.
LOX is supplied to the Hi Pc orbiter engines from the tank through one 17-
inch diameter feedline which is routed down through the LH 2 tank and enters the
orbiter in the engine area. A jacket is installed around this line to isolate
it from the surrounding LH_, For the separate bulkhead designs the LOX line is
routed external to the L_L2 tank and this Jacket is not required. The LH 2 feed
system consists of a single 16-inch diameter line from the tank sump to the
orbiter. Both LOX and LH 2 feedlines have flexibility provisions and disconnects.
The LOX vent system consists of an ll-inch diameter vent line running from
the forward dome of the LOX tank to two vent valves in the nose cone region.
Flexibility provisions are also included.
The LOX pressurization system consists of 2530 inches of 3-inch diameter line
which supplies gaseous oxygen (from the engines) from the orbiter interface to the
oxygen tank. The line includes flexibility provisions and a disconnect half.
Tlle LH 2 vent system consists of an ll-inch diameter vent line and two ll-inch
valves which are located in a recessed compartment in the wall of the LH 2 tank.
Also included are flexibility provisions and a disconnect half for ground venting.
The LH 2 pressurization system consists of 1560 inches of 3-inch diameter line
for supplying gaseous hydrogen (from the engines) from the orbiter interface to the
LH 2 tank ullage. Included in the system are flexibility provisions, a diffuser,
and a disconnect half.
Tile pneumatic system consists of: i) 3250 inches of i/4-inch diameter line;
2) eight actuation control valves for controlling the vent valves; 3) plenum,
4) check valve; and 5) disconnect half.
Both tanks have sumps for minimizing undrainable residuals and controlling
vortexing. A PU system with capacitance probes in each tank is used for loading
and controlling engine mixture ratio during burn to minimize residuals.
4.13 Deorbit System - The retro rocket propellant is calculated, based on an
input required retro delta velocity and ISP. The basic system weight is calculated,
using a fixed retro rocket mass fraction of 0.7326, which also includes system
mounting and support provisions..
4.14 lliscellaneous Systems - Avionics weight is an input constant. An
additional input (MISC) is available for any other desired constant weight.
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4.15 Growth/Uncertainty - Two options are available for calculating growth/
uncertainty either as a fixed percent of dry weight or with an input of fixed dry
weight which sets growth/uncertainty equal to the difference between the calculated
dry weight and the input fixed dry weight.
4.16 Residual Propellants - The previously calculated propellant inventory
which is used to establish the total tank volume requirements is also used to
determine the specific amount of propellant which is still on board at burnout
Usable Propellant
and is thus used to determine the overall t._nk mas_ fraction (External Tank Gross Weight
for performance calculations.
4.17 Simplified Equations Option - Within ESPER the external tank module
contains the option of util zing simplified equations to define the external tank
weight rather than tlle deta±i analysis.
The purpose of this option is to reduce the computer run time required, as
well as, eliminate most of the input variables required to run the detail program.
The equations consider external tank usable propellant load, second stage propel-
lant load and tank diameter.
Detail runs of the external tank module were made to parametrically size
the NR baseline tan" design. The resulting computer output of external tank dry
weight was plotted against total propellant load and second stage propellant load
for three variations in tank diameter, i.e., 250 in., 300 in., and 350 in. This
data was analyzed using a least squares curvefit to determine the three dimensional
equation coefficients. The resulting equations are given in Table 4.17-1.
The curvefit results vs the actual computer output are given in Figure 4.17-1.
TABLE 4.17-1
EXTERNAL TANK CURVEFIT ROUTINE FOR PARAMETRICALLY SIZING
THE NR BASELINE TANK DESIGN
bC8
T; (_ATP_._,LT. ,50) RATP_I,5_
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REFERENCE: MASSPROPERTIES STATUS REPORT
NO. SD72-SH-0120-3
DATED: 2 DECEMBER 1972
TANK MODULE COMPUTEROUTPUT VS CURVEFIT RESULTS
100 FIXED TANK DIAMETER = 250"

























FIXED TANK DIAMETER= 300" ! m
_,,,_ PROF = 2.0x106LB
....... I 3.0, I
_A.. _ PROP0= 1.5 xl06 LB
i _ _., _ _ _'__
1 L 4.3_o I
.,,,,I_ PROPO : 1.0x 106 LB I
"" _ ANR POII_ DESIGN,
t 8.6_; PROPq
PROPO= 5 x 106 LB PROPq
D = 304"
= 1.65 x 106 LB
1245551LB
t FIXED TANK DIAMETER= 350" 12.7% ]
__ ___ x 106LB
J.--.._ROPO:1.5x1o6LB
....."---"?" I,.
m_,_ -__PROPO= 1.0x 106LB_ oL--2.8°_,;I
PROPO= 0.5x 106LB
I I
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
PROP02 - LB x10-6
FIGURE 4.17-1 NR BASELINE EXTERNAL TANK DESIGNPARAMETRICALLY SIZED
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4.18 Input Data - The External Tank Module complete input data nomenclature
is given in Table 4.18-1. Three sample data files for the three baseline tank
designs previously discussed are given in Table 4.18-2. Figure 4.18-1 presents
recommended limits for tank sizing input data.
TABLE 4.18-1
EXTERNAL TANKINPUT DATA NOMENCLATURE



















Useable Propellant Load LB
Useable Propellant Required for 2nd Stage LB
Burn
Mixture Ratio, Oxidizer/Fuel ND
Nose Cap Radius and/or Nose Diameter IN.
Ratio of Blkhd Height to Blkhd Hemispherical ND
Radius _ HR/R
0 - Forward Cone Angle DEG
Load Allowance (i + Dec. %) ND
Percent Oxidizer Ullage (i + Dec. %) ND
Percent Fuel Ullage (i + Dec. %) ND ?
Oxidizer Pressure Operating, Ullage LB/IN_
Fuel Pressure Operating, Ullage LB/IN _
Orbiter Eng. Thrust, ISP for Flow Required LB SEC
Ind. i - Common; 2 - Separate; 3 = Alternate
Dummy Ind. to Test Series Burn Pt. Des.
Clearance Between Bulkheads IN.
Structural Space Allowance IN.






Required L/D - Output is Resultant Length ND
and Diameter
Required Fixed Length - Output is Resultant IN.
Diameter
Required Fixed Diameter - Output is Resultant IN.
Length




Initial Guess at Tank Diameter
Initial Guess at Tank Length
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Material Ult. Tensile Strength
















Total Booster S.L. Thrust
Number of Booster Engines
Booster Thrust Cant Angle
Booster Gross Liftoff Weight
Orbiter Interstage Reaction Loads from
Orbiter Module
Liftoff Vertical Load Factor















Nose Cap TPS Unit Weight
Upper Cone TPS Unlt Weight
Lower Cone TPS Unit Weight
Cylinder (Fuel Tank) TPS Unit Weight
Aft Dome (Fuel Tank) TPS Unlt Weight

















Constant Inputted for the Avionics System
Weight
Additional Input Available for any Desired
Constant Weight Increment
Growth/Uncertalnty (Dec. %)
Optional Fixed Dry Weight if Greater than
Zero Growth/Uncertainty is Calculated as
Difference Between Calculated Dry Weight
and Fixed Dry Weight
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TN}KDAT BASELINE MDAC COMMONBULKHEAD DESIGN
PPOPO:I530_OO•,MRI-6•,THETAm20•,NR-?5•,IIPERO-'I•0_,LA:I •01
T_{_'O: ! 410000 •, I RPOT--455., FOPREg-AO., OPRE_=30 •, FTIPF)E_--40.
O[IPREHmlR•,HHI:IOO•,LCON:O•,BLKHD:I •,BY:I•,_':O.
[IPERF:I •02,HRIAS:0.,HRI :.5
LD'4.9RP35, D! :0., L I:I 000., L F:O., D F:O •
GilD: •02, FIYDWT:O.,CA _]T:15 •, A FT:O.,RHO: •107, FTII:6,_000 •
E:10500000 •, NN-2 •,THR_L:4RO2000•,BGL01'/:225_._;00.
NCTP_:I •lOI,IICTPS:•R444,LCTPS:•73_;5,CVTPS:•65'7_;,DMTP-C,.51_
I_TP':::•R_E(_,_ _,1:l_4500• p2:434=OO•,RL:165,_O00.... ,_vL:I.4
NYF :3 •13,PROPO_: I155220., ND: 0., FH--I .A, TMI N:. 095, A_IION:_ 74 •
MIHC:O•,R ETDV:?00.,RETISP:260.*





































MDAC SEPARATE BULKHEAD DESIGN
PROPO:942100•,MRI:6•,T)JETA:IS•,NR:33•,IJPERO-I.02,LA:l •01
THRO:I 410000 •, ISPOT:455., FOPRE.g:70., OPREH_-,I;O•, FUPRES: aO.
OUPREH:I _.,HHI :I O0.,LCON:20.,BLKHD:2.,BX:O•,K:O •




NCTP_:I .101, IlCTP,_:._444,LCTPS:.7365,CyTPH: .65_6,DM'rPS: .5 la,_
..... NYL: l 4
_'2:434_00.,RL:1S54000 ,llCrm_:._(_69,Rl:194500 , • •
NXH:3.0, PROPO2mg4_.I O0 ., ND:O., Fg: I .4 ,TMI N: .025, AVI ON:3 45
MIHC-O .,R ETDV-200 .,R ETIg'"2GO.*
LF:1470.,LI=0.,LD--0 .*
DF:31 a.,LI :1000, ,tF:O .*
T AFTER 12.
NR BASELINE DESIGN (2 DEC 1972)
PROPO: l650000., MRI :6., THETA:_O., ND:41 ,, UPEPO-- l.07_7, LA- I .01
THR O: l 410000., I ,_POT:455 2-, FOPRE._:37., OPRE._=gP., FIlthiER:35.
OtlPREfi:ZO.,HHI:IOO.,LCON:30.,BLKHD:3.,Bx:I.,F:.15
UPERF:! .03, _BIA_:I300.,HRI :.(;496
LD:O., DI :O.,LI:! O00.,LF:O.,DF:304.
GUP: .073, FIXD_aT:O., CA _T:_.5, AFT:O.,RHO:. lOP, FTII:6aO00.
E: 10500000., NN:R., THB_L:7_34000.,BGLOW:37-761 I 4.
NCTP,_: l . I01 , UCTP._:._444,LCTPS:. 7365, CyTPH:.6526, DMTPg:.5 l4_
I NTPS: .q969,R I- l41000. ,R2:46gO00. ,RL: l65 4000., NYL: I.4
• . . AVION:_O0.NXS:3 3,PROPO2:1245551 ,NR:O ,F_:I.4,TMIN:.025,
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
USEABLEPROPELLANTLOAD-LBx10 _
FIGURE 4.18-1 EXTERNAL TANK OVERALL LENGTH vs USEABLE PROPELLANT LOAD
MR = 6. LOX/LH 2 - LOX Fwd Separate Bulkhead Design
2.5
4.19 Output - Computer output from the three input data files of Table 4-14
are given in Tables 4.19-1, 4.19-2 and 4.19-5 through 4.19-8. The NR baseline
tank output of Tables 4.19-1 and 4.19-2 corresponds to the point design weight
summary given in Table 4.19-3. The computer output dry weight for this tank
is within 1.5 percent of the reported weight given in Table 4.19-3. Table 4.19-4
shows the MDAC point design weight analysis and the corresponding computer output.
This data indicates program accuracy of considerably better than 1 percent.
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TABLE 4.19-1
NR BASELINE SEPARATE BULKHEAD
(Fixed Diameter Case)
EXTERNAL TANK PROPELLANT INVENTORY
ITEM LOX LH2
PROPELLANT WEIGHT-LB.
ASCENT (INCLUDE3 FPR) 1414285• 255714•
START PROPELLANT 7411• 1440•
SHU lrDOW N ADJUSTMENT 150• 87.
FEEDLI NE RESIDUAL 918. 254•
CHI LLDOI_N RESIDUAL 154. 6.
ENGINE RESIDUAL 1072. 75.
?U BIAS O. 1500.
T_NK U NDRAI N_BLE 300. 100.
PRESSURA NT 2084. V50.
NOMINAL LOAD 1426349• 239926.
LOADING ALLOWANCE 14264. 2399.
%XIMUM LOAD 1440612. 242325•
PROPELLANT BELOW TANK - 20351• - 335.
MAXIMUM LOAD IN TANK 14202GI. 241990.
PROPELLANT VOLUME-FT3
PROPELLANT VOLUME IN TANK 20004• 54998.
TA% VOLUME FOR FLUIDS 20598. 56648.
VOL. DISPLACED BY LOX FEEDLINE O. O.
TOTAL TANK VOLUME _0598•
EXTERNAL TANK DIMENSIONAL DATA
56648.
X X X XX X XXXXXXX XXXX X .....
THETA X X X X •
•X X X X
ND •••X X• ••LOON R.••X
•X X X X •
• X X X X. •
• X X X X X X X X X × X X X X X X × × .----
• . .HR..





ND-41.0 IN. THETA-30. DEG. HC: 2?7.5 IN.
NO-- 326.£ IN. HH- 1310.6 IN. K: .15 IN.
LCON- 30.0 IN.
LOAD ALLOWANCE-I .01 LOX ULLAGE: I.03 LH2 ULLAGE:I.03
LOX TANK VOLUME: 20598. FT3 LH2 TANK VOLUME= 5£648. FT3
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L: 2122.5 IN. D: 504.0 IN. L/D: 7.0 R: 175.3 IN. HR: 113.9 IN.






NR BASELINE SEPARATE BULKHEAD
(Fixed DiameterCase)
EXTERNAL TANK WEIGHT SUMMARy






BODY GROUP [ 51B40. ] IND. ENVIRN. PROT. [ ?878. ]
FWD TANK ( 12391. ) NOSE FAIRING O.
FWD BULKHEAD 14. FWD CONE & CYL. O.
CONICAL SECTION 2784. INTER TANK IG87.
CYLINDRICAL SECT. 5346. AFT CYL & DOME 6191.
AFT BULKHEAD 4247.
INTER TANK SECT. ( 5254. ) PROPELLANT SYSTEMS [ 5118. ]
AFT TA_K ( 24581. ) FEED SYSTEM 2914.
FWD BULKHEAD 2579. PRES. AND VENT 1746.
CYLINDRICAL SECT, 19027. SUMPS & VORTEx CTL 220.
AFT BULKHEAD 2975. PNEUMATIC & PU SyS 237.
ORBIBSTR/TANK ATT.( 81G8. )
NOSE FAIRING ( O. ) AVIONICS [ BOO. ]
UMBILICAL PANEL ( 300. ) DEORBIT SYSTEM [ 2535. ]
TUNNEL ( 644. ) MISCELLANEOUS [ O. ]
BAFFLES-LOX ( 491. )
SUBTOTAL DRy WEIGHT 68]70.






TANK U NDRA INABLE 400.
FEEDL INE TRAPPED 307.
PRESSURA NT 3254 .
PU BIAS 1500.
INERT WEIGHT 78744.
USABLE PROPELLANT [ 1650000. ]
TOTAL GROSS WEIGHT 1728743.
LAMBDA:WPROP/WGROSS: .9545
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OXIDIZER TANK ( 8,157)
EULK}tEAJ) 337




NOSE FAIRING ( 464)
In_mILIcAJ.e_-L ( 300)
rnmzL ( 200)
n_UCED_vx_os_ P_OTECr. [ 6.,_]
ABLAT OR 5,
FOAM 612
PRIMER, PAINT AND SF.,ALER 590
P_DPELLANT SYSTEMS [ 5,265]
FEED SYSTEM 3,439
PRESS, AND VENT 1,366







PU IL-rCT]_ON I C S l0
IUdCE SALTY 30
I I_J T'I_.'_I[NTAI*IOM 17
COAX A_q) W"[RI'_G 148
DEOP31T SYSTEIJ [ 2,170]
DLY WEIGET 64,550
• la[SID_tI, rlmFKLtaerrs [ 3,854]
TAIIK L_[]_UIIA/ILILq i00














BODY GROUP [ 49203. |





INTER TANK SECT. ( O. )




ORB/BSTR/TANK AIT.( 103_g. )
NOSE FAIRING ( 362. )
U_ILICAL PANEL ( 300. )




IND. ENVIRN, PFtOT. ( 6416. ]
N3SE FAIRIWG 650,
FWD CO_E & CYL. 0.
INTER TANK 0.
AFT CYL & DOME 5766.
PROPELLANT SYSIEMS [ 5269. )
FEED SYSTEM 5442.
PRES. AND VENT 1366.
SUMPS & VORTEX CTL 220.
PNEUMATIC & PU SYS 241.
AVIONICS [ 274. ]
DEORBIT SYSTE_ [ 220_. !
MISCELLANEOUS [ 0. ]
( 359. ) ...............................
SUBTOTAL DRy WEIGHT 63370.
SUBTOTAL DRY WEIGHT 63370.
GROWTH/UqCERTAINTy [ 1267. ]
DRY WEIGHT 64657.





....... ............. . ...........
INERT _EIGHT 68490,
USABIF PROPELLANT [ 1530800. ]
........... .....................
TOTAL GR3SS WEIBHT 1599289.
LARBDA:WPROP/WGROSS: .9572
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TABLE 4.19-5
MDAC BASELINE COMMON BULKHEAD
(Fixed L/D Case)
































- 13082. - 365.
MAXI M[JM LOAD IN TANK
PROPELLANT VOLUME-FT3
PROPELLANT VOLUME IN TANK
T_NK VOLUME FOR FLUIDS





TOTAL TANK VOLUME 19016.
EXTERNAL TANK DIMENSIONAL DATA
52125.
--X X X X X X X X X X X × X X X X X ×
THETA X X X •
•X X X X
NR•.X ND X•.OR ;D X R..•X ;
•..× X • X X •
.. . X X X. •
.. .HOR. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X .----
.-- .HCO. .HR.
HN--. ---HC--.-HO H N .HR
• L='HN+HC+HO+HH+HR .
L: 1592.0 IN. D: 359.5 IN. L/D: 5.0 R: 196.1 IN. HR: 98.0 IN.
NR: 25.0 IN. OR: 128.7 IN. OD: 222.9 IN. HOR: 64.4 IN. XCO: 160.3 IN.
ND: 47.0 IN. THETA: 20. DEG. HC-- 402.0 IN. LCON: .0 IN.
HO: IBI.5 IN. HH: 994.2 IN. K: .00 IN.
LOAD ALLOWANCE:I.OI LOX ULLAGE: I.02 LH2 ULLAGE: I.02
LOX TANK VOLUME: 19016. FT3 LH2 TANK VOLUME: 52125. FT5
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BODY GROUP [ 49219.





INTER TANK SECT. ( O.




ORB/B STR/TANK ATT.( 10100.
NOSE FAIRING ( 3G2.
UMBILICAL PANEL ( 300.
TUNNEL ( 200,
BAFFLES-L OX ( 336.
] IND. ENVIRN. PROT. [ 6414.
) NOSE FAIRING 651.
FWD CONE & CYL. O.
INTER TANK O.
AFT CYL & DOME 5763.
) PROPELLANT SYSTEMS [ 5256.
) FEED SYSTEM 3439.
PRES. AND VENT 1366.
SUMPS & VORTEX CTL 220.
PNEUMATIC & PU SYS 241.
)
) AVIONICS [ 274.
) DEORBI T SYSTEM [ 2208.
) MISCELLANEOUS [ O.
SUBTOTAL DRy WEIGHT 63382.
SUBTOTAL DRY WEIGHT 63382.
GROWTH/UNCERTAINTY [ 126B. ]
DRY WEIGHT 64650.
RESIDUAL PROPELLANT[ 3853.






USABLE PROPELLANT [ 1530800. ]
TOTAL GROSS WEIGHT 1599302,
LAMBDA WPROP/WGROSS .9572
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ASCENT (INCLUDES FPR) 807514. 134585.
START PROPELLANT 1015. 372.
SHUTDOWN ADJIJSEMENT 150. 87.
FEEDLINE RESIDUAL 918. 25G.
CHI LLDO:_ N RESIDUAL 272. I_.
ENGINE RESIDUAL 1072• 75.
PU _!AS O. 336.
TANK UNDRAI NAOLE 300. lO0.
PRESSURA NT I0 71. 499.
PR
NOMINAL LOAD BI231P_. 136321.
LOADIrIG ALLOWANC r 8123. 1363.
MAXIMUM LOAD 820435. 137Gg4.
PROPELLANT BELO'_ TANK - 12538. - 351.
MAXI_IU_YJ LOAD IN TANK 80789g. 157355.
OPELLA NT VOLUME-FT3
PROPELLANT VOLUME IN T_;IK 11379. 31212.
TANK VOLUME FOR FLUIDS I IS06. 31_3S.
VOL. DISPLACED BY LOX FEEOLINE O. O.
TOTAL TANK VOLUME l160G. 31_3G.
EXTERNAL TANK DIMENSIONAL DATA
-X X XXXX XX XX XX XX XXXX .....
THETA X X X X •
.X X X X X!_R..X ND X..OR OD ...X X...LCON R...X
•..X X • X X X •
.. X X X X. •
.. :HOR. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X •....
HN--..-- .HCO. .HR..
. ---HC--.-HO--. HH .HR.
. L--HN+ H_,+H O+ HR+L CO N+HH+HR .
L: 1470.9 IN. D: 506.4 IN. L/D: 4.8 R: 176.9 IN. HR: 8_.4 IN.
NR: 55.0 IN. OR: I05.I IN. OD: 178.5 IN. HOR: 51.5 I_. HCO: 23__.S IN.
riD: 65.B IN. THETA: 15. DEG. HC: 452.7 IN. LCON: 20.0 IN.
HO: 60.5 IN. HH: 735.5 IN. K: .00 IN.
LOAD ALLOWANCE:I.OI LOX ULLAGE: I .02 LH2 ULLAGE:1.02
LOX TANK VOLUME: I IGOS. FT3 LH2 TANK VOLUME: 51856. FT5
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BODY GROUP [ 50505




AFT B ULKHZAD 4037
INTER TANK SECT• ( 4764




ORB/BSTR/TANK ATT.( 7l 79
NOSE FAIRIN3 ( 292












IND. ENVIRN. PROT. [ 5330. )
NOSE FAIRING 536.
FWD CONE _ CYL, O.
INTER TANK 1298.
AFT CYL & DOME 3496.
PROPELLANT SYSTEMS [ 4518. ]
FEED SYSTEM 2475.
PRES. AND VENT 1594.
SUMPS & VORTEX CTL 220.
PNEUMATIC & PU SYS 229.
AVIONICS [ 345. ]
DEORBIT SYSTEM [ 2246. ]
M ISCELLANEOUS ( O. ]
SUBTOTAL DRY WEIGHT 62943.
SUBTOTAL DRY WEIGHT 62943.
GRO_TH/UNCERTAINTY [ 3902. ]
DRY _EIGHT 65846.
RESIDUAL PROPELLANT[ 2903.
TANK U NDRAI NABLE 400•
FEEDLINE TRAPPED 307,
PRESSURA NT 1859 .
PU BIAS 336.
INERT WEIGHT 69749.
USABLE PROPELLANT [ 942100. ]
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4.20 Program Llstlng - The followlng pages contaln the complete External
Tank Module FORTRAN program llstlng (Table 4.20-1).
TABLE 4.20-1
PROGRAMLISTING
t#:O_ FEm ?q, t73 |Ds_t5P
___J}P _5511*_4TS[Z
































3._OD C A_D _EI_HT <M_WI_3 HIXTURE q_TIS,USE_BLE PRO=EL_NT




11.300 _,FUo_ES, DJ_RES_TH_,_5=DT_LF,DF_LC_NoBLKHD_B_,<,JP£ RRo
1_._03 &_ETDV,_FTTSP,_VIS_,HI_CeAFT_THBSLeNN_CANT*BGLB_HR!
16,90_ 30 l_.Jr(1}
17.q_O Ir(_rT._E._,) 3_ T5 11






PI.530 3q T_ I_
_1.630 C _!LI_E LgX Fg_WA_D
_3.630 C 14'ITI_LIZI DI,'E_SI_NS DR-FIXED DIA_ETE4J
B_.700 C LFmcI_E_ LE_DT4IL_mRIXED L/DJLI_HNI A_E





96.330 5 IFIDC.GT,_,) m,)¢
_7.n33 L'L! ..........
_.DO0 IV(Lr.3T,9,) L._ r
_.$OO 10 IF(LD.GT,O,) _SL/L_
3D,DDD D,D-P,-<
qD.5DO C CALTJL_TE DF_r4DEMT DI4E_SI_SJTHETA IS RwD
_3._33 C C_NE AM_L E IMPJTTED I_ DEGREES
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_ _= - 3_,2D0
6_ " 43.330
_I " _I.793
62 - =1.533 C
6q - =?,3_3
_ - _. _3___
_ - 45.n00 17
_7 - =_._33 18
7n - _,_3
7_ - 3_.500 C




_ " _1_?_0 .....
_P _7._gO
q_ - 57.130






o_ - S9.533 C
aq . 73.300
131 " 71._0 C
1_ ° " 7_.730
I?_ - 73.?_0
1_ - 7_._0 C
13_ " 7_._3 C
137 - 75._30
In_- 75.500 C
10 _ " 7_.903
113 " 7_,530 C
t11 77.300
I_ _ = 77.500 C






































_D rJEL JLL^3E V_LUME
T_VCL-FIJV'_L.J=ERr
_DD V_L DISPLACED BY _X
T_VTT=TrV_L+3IS_V_
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1? 7 - q7.933






I?P " _3.333 37
15q " 91.030
13J= - _1.533 C
-i_'_ - _._33
1_ _ - _,533 C
1_ _ - 75._30
l_7 - _*330
151 " _=._30 C












17_ " 115.530 C
17_ - I73o330
17w " 171.333
17_ - 1_1,_30 C















_'_I_AL _XY3[ K_ LgAD
_XL,_XI3+_TA_T+gS_UT+FEE_+SCHILL+_ENG÷O=RESS+_D_AIN
9^L.9.=_'_gXL*(L_-I.)
_&YIH,}_ MxYGE4 IN TANK
HAx_|Te_&Y_XL-_EL_W
5xYGE_I V_LJHE
_;)_ _Y_Ex! ULLA3E VOLt'L_
TgV_L,gXV_L*JPF_
¢OEL T_N_ _EIq_T AS rJNCTIgN D_ TgTAL CJEL T_N< V_L
OE3JImE3 LESS =REVIBQSLY CALC DEPENDENT VBLU_ES
_YY T =_ _YL WEI3_T _ FJNCTISN 8F TST 9XY T_N( VBL
_E3JI_E3 LESS =REV CA,C DE = VBLS_I¢ CONE IS BIB
E_J_.J3 -_ CYL HEIGHT (_) IS SET E:UA_ TO ZERO,
_n.(T'_V_L_17_.-V}LD-V_Lr-VSL3)/(.785_D_)
ITEraTE T3 _EqgI_ED 3IMENSI_NAL CflNSTRAINTS
I¢((BS(LI-_),LT,t*) 39 T_ 20
IF(Lr,GT,3,) 9=)=LI/L _
I_(3r,GT,3,) L'L!




:ALSJL&TE _mg_ INVENTgRY. SJ_TOT.AL_
rEE3T_,CEE_F*.q333+FEE3_*,2_18
_qJ_T-CP_ESS+rRE_+O_ESS÷9_ES
CALS _ESULTI43 V_LS ¢9R CHEE< &_AI_ST _E_D V_L9
_XV.r, ( VgL3?v_L;+V _L3*Hg, ,___7 _5 _.2 )/_ 728.
¢(jv,.r,(VqL_+V_LC+(HH-4R)*,7_5_*D**_)/%728 •
C_LCJL_TE _1¢T-9¢ r OXY3E_ _E&D HEI3HT_IS HEA3 _BgVE
_n _EL_'_ CffNE/CYL C_NTgUR _REA<
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I_3.930 Ic(45l._T.40) _5 T5 21
l_.530 C I_ YES |TT_ATE ¢_ HE&_ HE|GHT IN
" lP_;_.I -- _,_1-_1-_9
- 17_.q30 _xv_L1=_XV_L*_72_°-V_LA-HO,=7854*D**2
- 17_.030 IF(_(_XvSL1-VBlI°LT.100.) 35 TB _3
1 .v - 1_1._30 .... 3_ T_ _?
103 - l_._33 2_ _-_1
1_1 l_._33 C C_LSJL_TE LIrT-_¢ = F3EL _E_D HEIGHT
19 = - !_._33 _5 Ir_.E_._) _9 T_ 51
19_ " 1_5.130
I_6 - 1_5.530 C
19" - 13_.533 C
_ - I_._S.)
o1_ - 1_.539 C
_I a - 1_5.630
_1 _ - 1_-_30 57
_1 _ - 1_7._0_ 5_
_Pn - 1_7.53_ C





_v JLT ULLASE =4ESSU_E .........
_tJLL_IES*9=RE_
fUEL JLT ULLi_E m_ESSJRE
_ULLr,F_+;gPOEq
_yy arT _q_E LILT LIFT-SF_ _EAD PWESSURE
fUEL =_T 3_HE ULT LIrT-SrF HEAD PqESSU_E
2_m _T_E rJEL LS&3
¢UELP=_=q2/(lo+MR)




_4_g ST*_r fUrL V_LUHE
VXR_I_¢JL_/F_FN
Vx_p=>gY_p/5_EN




_LSJL_TE PN_ _TA3E 5xYGEN HE_D HEIGHT;IS HEAD ....
a_gvE 5_ _ELSW CSNE/CYL CONTOUR BREAK
IN C041CAL BE3TI_
?P'+ " 153.930 _q T9 >_
_?6 15_._33 C IF vE_ ITERATE ¢_ HE_D HEI_T
. +
:_7 15_'0_0 9YvgL?mVXn2ilT_B''VSLA'H_I'TmSiIDI*_
>2_ " 15_._33 _7 _l_-T.._9_X*TA_ITHET_/57.295_)
_ " _t._g3 Va_''?_l_o_X*(3**2 +_*D_+32."2)
"_ " 135.n03 I_(_Bs(qxvgLBlV_).LT,IO0,) 35 TB 28
73t 15_._30 _x-(gXVg_2*_X)/V_2
_3 _ - 157.930 3_ T_ 27
>3_ - 154.330 2_ _9_,_x+_O
_3_ 5q_.IOO 3_ T5 59
>3_ - 15_,m90 C 9xY ArT 9q_E ULT 24_ 3TA3E HElD PRESSUqE
_3_ - 159.530 E fUEL ArT ggHE ULT 2ND STAGE NEA_ P_ESSIjRE
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PAn ° 153o530 C
p_ - 159.333
>51 - I_,._33 ....
_55 " 179._00
P54 - _79._00 C





JLT 9_Y 4_T 3_HE JLLA3E+_E_D P_ES EITHER LIFT-
IF(_49_P,CT,9_gMI) Pg_H,PJL_9+SH_
JLT _GEL ArT _gME ULLAGE+HEA3 _qES EITHE_ LI_T-
5_ c ]; 2N3 STa3E _IC4EVE_ IS 3WEATE_.




MULTI-STATte_ ANALYSIS (:UEL TANK _EFERS T5 _FT TANK
A_9 4XV TANK _ECERS T9 R4D TAN(I T4E REVEnSE IS _ITERALLY
TPJE _9_ T_E LgX A_T 9mTIB_ _ECAUSE 5F LINE 18,5
17=._30 C__ ,T aESI_I_G "[ =R_q_.__?E EW___D ArT TAN<S__:
173._37 C T_E_ECgRE ANALIZE9 IDEWTICALLY IN THE EVENT THiT T_E FWD
179._10 C TF IS LAwGE *_ T_E ArT TK IS SMALL AND VICE VERSA)
171.000 99 R_ I=1,9
179._90 4F,44-4_
17?._90 C SET sTATIn%I L"EATIgNs rS_ =UEL TANK CYL WALL ANALYSIs
_7_.,"00 .__@Fx(1)--I25,(I-I)._F
17_.5_0 C CALSJL_TE ¢UEL T< CYL _'ALL HEAD PRES _ _rX(1)
>67 - 173._30 C
-P6 _ - 17q,730 C







_7_ - 1_9._93 C
A{_VE CYL _ASE BY C_=ARIN3 WITH LIFI-gFF AN9
2x_9 STA3E mEA_ _EIG_TS AS CALCULATED PREVIgUSLY
r_CI.(_rN-_FX(1))iFDE_,NXL,FS/1728.




A99 _JEL JLLASE _RESS TB =ESJLTING HE_D mRES_UWE
P77 - __q_.OOO ...... _CT(IJ-V._CX*_L}LL r .................
?7x - 1_1.500 C SET _IATI '_k= LnCATICNS fOR _XY TANK CYL WALL _N_YSIS
?_h - IR_.090 C CALCJLATE 9XY T< CYL _aLL 4EAD mRES I NgX(1)
?F1 - 1_,190 C AF,gVE CYL qASF _Y COHO_RIN3 _ITH LIFT-SFF AN3
_ - IR_._OO C 2N_ STA_E aE_h NEIGHTS AS CALCULATED PqEvIgU_LY
P_ " 1_w.300 9_C_-(_9qP-HgY(1))'_gEN_XS'rS/%72_ •
=,_ - 1t?.903
791 11_.300





_9_ " _6.530 C
293 " 1_7.303




- _9 9_V _LLACE _RESS ?9--RFSULTI_B-_EAD RRESSJRE
9WCT(I).%_:X_PJLL9
CALCJ_ATE fUEL TANK _E_IN3 _BMENTS
Mr(T).9.
CAL_JLATE 9XY_E_ TANK BENDIN3 _@MENTS
_'_(I}-3.
CALSJLATE FOEL T_ THIS_NESS _EgUIRED DUE T@ JLT =RES
Tr(IJ.r_CT(1),9,.5/FTJ
CALCJLATE _XY TK THICKNESS REQUIRE9 DUE TO ULT m_ES
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BR GREATEP TWA_ THIN
_07 - P31,_OO
_?= - .?_._ .....
_1 _ - =_._OO
_11 " 733.m33
_1 R " ?37._33
1|7 - _3_.D30
_I _ - _11._g
_P_ =15.390
I_7.500 C C_E_< CUEL T< T_I_KNE5_ _ _ET •
1_._OO I;(Tr(II.LT.T_I_) TF(1),TMIN
13@.___ .... CH_SK _XY__K _HICCNE_; & _T • _R 3REATFR THiN T_I_
Ir(Tg(1),LT.T_I_) TB[I)mTMIN
C C_L3JL*TE JLT LIrT-BF_ _ 24D STA6E AXIAL LBA3 QSE
C W"IS_EVFR IS q_EATER,
C"EC< _Q5IN _r SAFETY rBR C_LUHN BUCKLING F_R B,_,_S









q_7 - _1_.933 70 IF(LY_.3T.1.3) 39 Tg 73
_p_ - _i_,n33 Am7,3_lPT+._6_6_tLXR
3?_ - P_1.330 r.7.B_+7.B_75_ILXR
_P " °P3*930_____71_IF(LX_*ST,._ _) 39 T_ 72
_]w P?5._33 SD T9 7 n
9R5 " P?&._30 72 r,_,B=lRl-,59176*LXR
_ - _7._30 S _ T9 79
3_7 - _Pi._90 73 I_(LX;,ST,I,3) 3_ TO 7_
_ " _9;_33 IrtLX_,LT,2,D) 39 T_ 7P
_¢:l" =_1.933 75 Flm._R;5-.21713t=LXR
_1 _?._39 3 _ T_ 79
3_ = _q_,530 _._.472_?-.1W_ROB*LXR
_7 - P_7.733 IFtLX_.LT.=.3) 3_ T9 75
qS] - ?'+]._90__Z7 A,5,1_O&_-,C6£365,.LXR
=RESSJRE ST_B|LIZATI84
_1 Pw1.333 _n T9 7R
_5_ - _3.333 3.LY_/(-._P6378*LXq=,308016)
_s_ - P_.503 C C_ITI_AL qTRERS CALCdE_TIS_
q5_ - _W,330 RO rCREmA,=XT,,_
_ "..._W5"300 rC_,rCRE*E
357 - ?_5.300 F_EmF*_XT**_
_5_ - ?47.000 FP_-r_RE*E
_5_ - _7,_90 C Cq_ECT FO_ I_TEq_L
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q_ - _5=.q33 DAl(rC_+_LCC_+¢=T)*2,98_51oD*T x
3_5 - 233.333 9EL_-.376501*°XE**,213_92
Ik_ - >5_,333 9L_'ELn'_*E*TXI('5*))
367 - 755,39D _A=(¢_R+DLCB+C=T)*,7_612*TX*Dt*2
_6 _ - _5_,530 C C=LCJLATE _AeqlY _r SAFETY AND INCREASE T IF INAEOU&TE
q73 - P57-_33 IF(_C_.LT.t°3) 3_ TO K!
37! - 25a,330 TX,TX÷,D91
q7_ - _5=,_30 _YT=oS=3/TY
_7_ - _1.930 _I IrtcLg_oE;oLX_} 39 T9 m_
_7_ " >_._90 _IE{DL_.ED.LX_)_.39 T9 R3
177 - _53.590 C S_J_ rJEL TAN< T'S FR AVERAGE CALCJLATIBN
qTP - P&W,930 TAC,T_+T_(I)
qu_ . P&&.930 qLm_'(H"_X(f))/('5"9)
__3.._1_2--5Z,_33 3D f_ _g
3_ _ - 25e,590 C SU _ 9XY TA,JK T'5 W_R AVERA3E CALCULATIN
3_5 " 25_,590 C CALC fUEL TK CYL _ALL WT ADD ,305 T@ T FOR M_TL TOLERANCE
3_ - P79.330 _F(T)=(T;(1)÷'nOS)'3"I_I59"D''t_ 5*_R'R_
3_ _ - ?Zl_DD_____FX-_FX+_qF(I}
_aq - >71-533 C CALS ;'JEL TK CIRCJM_ERENTI_L *ELDS @ 3.5 WIDE
3F _ - _7_.333 _L=(1).(Tr(1)_'335}*3"1W159*3"3"5"RH8
q_ - _7R._33 WLD_X._LC_+_L_(1)
371 - _7_.530 E CALS 3XY T( SYL WALL aT ADD ,035 T9 T rBR HATL T_LERANCE
__2ZStDDO .... aDX.aOX+_D(I}
_w - _75._93 C C_L3 9XY T< 3IRCUHrERE_TIAL WELDS _ 3.5 WIDE
395 " _7_'933 _LD)(I},(T(1)+,335)*3,I_t59*D'3'5*RHO
3_A - _77.333 wL_X,_L_X+WL99(I)
q_7 - _7_,030 _ 3nNTI_JE
_q= _7_,533 C DELETE _13 CIOC WELDS IF T< IS SHRT I.E. LB_ LcT/rWD
_ - >_3._90 _L_T,._LOn(1)+w.D(9)
_3_ _%1.733 _LCT,WL _r_
_Oq " 9_._OO R5 WL99T,_L_gX
wq_ - PRq._93 45 U_I_mI_.*T_IM
43_ - >a5.593 C _vE_;E fUEL T_N< T
_ " >_.533 C _vE_A3E 9XYGE _' TANK T
W1_ " >_7,_9D AVgTnTmgI3,






_lq - _9_.533 C




IF(DX.GT.CIR) 39 T9 8_
_7 39_TI_J[
_LSE3,BX/156 ............
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-_?q - P_R,330 C CALSJLATE FUEL TK LBN31TJDIN&L 4EL_ WEI3HT
_p_ -______2__O0__.____L_,L3F,.Hr*SES*3.5*L_r_V-r_Le-_J3Q..S3-*_ _
_ - _31o730 IF(_L<4D.E3.1,0) LWL3CmHH*SE 3*3,5*(AVFT+'OOS)eRH5
_2_ _7!.533 C CALCJLAT E 9xv T< LSN3ITU_INAL _ELD WEI3HT . _
4_7 _,_00 L_JL_SAg_EG w_.S°(AV_T+'OOS)_qH9
47_ _37.530 C _rT rJE_ _LK4_ THICKNESS
_31 q_.K30 C AFT rJEL _LKH_ FIN3 A_EA SIZED FBR ELASTIC STABILITY
eSq " qq_'_30 AAr_uf_lAr=*{°_t3}ltS/(3etE)}tl°5
__ - q37,330 lr(a_r_.LT.A_ZU) AAFR-_MIN
&qq - q_7°5_0 C &PT 9xY eLKH] THICKNESq
_3_ - _3#.500 C kFT g_V 8L<H3 _IN3 AqE_ SIZED FOR ELASTIC STABILITY
_ - _13,300 NAS_'f_'t_*_/?')*SI N(_0°/57'2958)
_1 - _IP.330 IFfAAq_.LT.AHIW) _kORmAHIN
_ - _1P.530 C _,3 :JEL _L_4 n THICKN_-SS
_ " _1_,900 TFc_'=:JLLF'P/(?°*rTU)
_& - q1_._30 IC(T=rS.LT,T_TN) T_mTHIN
_ - q1_.53_ C C_,'D :JEL _L<H_ RI_3 AREA SIZED _ ELASTIC STAbilITY
_, - ql_.?3O _Fr_m(_ILLEi_/?.)iSIN(3C)./57"2958)
_3 - qP3.330 4_g4"_4_*3'5*(TA_B +.035)*3.1_159*(°333*e*SEG+D) -
ubq - qPq._30 C #CI34T QF AFT FJEL BL<WD,RTN3 _ND _ELD
_, - _.700 W^c_._4_.3.5*(TAC_+.O35)I3.1_159*(.333*R*SEG÷D} ........
&b7 " qP3.503 C _EI34T _ r,D FJEL BL<aO_RIN3 AND AELD
ULLAGE
_1 _7.mOO IF(_L443.F_.l.O) 39 T9 90
_ - q_a.533 C C9_9\, BLK4D T-3A_ _ASED 8N _EVF_SE FUEL
4_ - _m.600 C PcE_SJOE AND Tg3-3qI_ 4ATL°
_', - q_.030 93 TCrq,(.303614+(.0300 _D_*:B_ES))_R
_, - _._00 C _EISHT _F SS_MN FUEL FL<HD AND WELD
_7 - q_O._O0 --,if _'_C=9_;'_.ti159*R*w_*_w_
-_ - _1.530 C C_ES< _IT_ ArT _XY _L<WD TENSIflN LgAD qEQMTS
_7_ " q3_.300 IFf4Srm. LT._&BB) _CFBmWABE
..... _71 " _t_.030 IFtaC_.LT.WA_W) 4CFa-WA@W
_7_ = _5.000 _F_a',C cw
_7q " q_7.000 _A9_-0.
_77 " 339.000 W_'D .
.... _B_ - 3W3.500 C QP_ Cg_E _LL THICKNESS
_81 " 341.300 TLIC_'PJLLO*B_/rTU
___ - 3W_.030 IF(TJ[N.LT.T_IN) TUCN,TMIN
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r_'9 3XY 8L<H9 T4IC<NESS















ALTE_ATE ;*D SECTIN _'IT#_UT _AIRIN_
¢_,'_ 9xY mLKa9 T_IZ<NE5_
92 TFn_'_ULL_''5*_)/(2"*_TU)
I;(TCg_.LT.THI_) TF_.THIN
JPQ S_NE .'ALL THICKNESq
TU_M.PULL_,.5-Ng/_TU
Ic(TJC_.LT.T_IN) TUCN-THIN .
rwg 9_Y BL<HD QIN3 AqE_ SIZE) _SR ELASTIC STABILITY
&T_ETA/57,_Q581))
Ir(ar_e,LT.AMI_} AFB_.AHIN













_EIS_T 9_ rw3 C_E/CY_ RIN3 _49 WELDS
_ - q51.399
s_n - _55._90 C
q_R q51.OO9
_O _ - _SP.900
513 - _&_.500-_--
511 t&q. O30
_1_ - _65.g99 C
- _]_ " 179.900
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5.0 The Booster Vehicle Module contains the analytical and empirical weight
estimation relationship necessary to completely define the Solid Rocket Motor (SRM)
Booster system. Figure 5-1 depicts a typical recoverable Shuttle SRM and serves
to illustrate the detail accounted for in thls module. The approach adopted for in
this module was to use current applicable data from other contractors. A typical
example of this was the analytical work deriving the weight of the basic SRM
documented by Kimble of the Aerospace Corporation (Reference M) in 1966. These
data were reviewed and additional scaling laws developed to meet current as well
as projected requirements, thus reflecting the current state of the art throughout
the solid propulsion industry. All scaling equations were developed analytically
where possible, and correlated with empirical and point design data to determine
the coefficients, exponents and constants required to produce reasonable results.
This process consists of (i) comparison of subsystem weights predicted by the
theoretical equations with actual and point design data, (2) modification of elements
of the theoretical equations to improve the correlation, (3) determination of best
curve fits, and (4) evaluation of the correlation to determine the acceptability of
the errors resulting from using the best curve fits. Every attempt was made to
simplify and reduce the number of equations, expand the range of parametric values
and, at the same time, retain the accuracy required for preliminary design studies.
While the results have been quite satisfactory, it will be necessary to update
the model as the design progresses and, perhaps, modify or redevelop certain equa-
tions. For example, design considerations that have come to light since the Shuttle
proposal are water impact beef-up, dynamic pressure at reentry, stress corrosion,
and biaxial stress allowables. These changes can be accomplished and incorporated
in the model by simply adjusting either the coefficients or constants of each sub-
syste_ or by adding an additional fixed constant. An alternate method would be to
shift mass fraction versus propellant curves generated from the present model so
that the appropriate curve goes through a known design point. The tendency to use
weight estimating techniques beyond their limits is ever present; therefore, atten-
tion should be given to the limitations of these equations, so that modifications
may be made if the range of the parameters encompassed by the empirical data used
in the correlation analysis Is exceeded. Table 5-1 presents a complete list of the
equations employed in the SRM model.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A WEIGHT/SIZING DESIGN SYNTHESIS
COMPUTER PROGRAM - FINAL REPORT
TABLE 5-1
SUMMARYOF SRM WEIGHT EQUATIONS
COMPONENT EQUATION
BASICcAsESRM Wc = 11.16 Ip m( Wp x 0.95 (MEOp)0.7 (FS)0.7
L \Pp .r/p / (Ftu)0.9
JOINTS Wj: 7.7 D2 (MEOP)(FS)Nj
Ftu
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(_) 0.1 (Tales)0.2 J
Wji : 2WiiNjORWji = (Wui+Wii) NjorWji: 2WuiNj
WHERE
Wui : 0.00054 (D - Dp) D T b
Wii : 0.0001,8 (D - Dp)[(2D + Dp) Tb + 80 D]
Dp = _._
Wei = 0.005 (Wp); INCLUDED IN Wins + Wji
Wii|n : 0.33658 D1,45
b 0.114)L (0,]63 a-
(_) 0.315
Wbo
Wpar = 175.498 __
(Vri)2
Wpi : 0.6916 Wpar
(Vri - Vsd/
Wrr = 0.0819Wbo \ isp /
Wrp = 0.675 Wrr
Wwr = 380
Wfs = 13.65 D
WasI s = 0.00464
Fsl
Was : 952 --
Wbo
Wn# = 0.0607 O2
Wt : 0.114 L
OLOW + 2Wlo
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0,65 Fos I cos_(LDf *_-)]4-
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COMPUTERPROGRAM- FINAL REPORT 28 FEBRUARY 1973
5. i Subsystem Weight Equations
5.1. i Basic SRM- The following group of equations represents about 75 percent
of the total dry weight.
5.1.2 Case - The equation for an unsegmented metal propellant case is from
Reference(M). Its derivation was based on a pressure vessel design assuming a
cylindrical case with hemispherical domes.
The thicknesses of the cylinder and dome are:
MEOP (D) FS _ MEOP (D) FS
Tcy I = 2Ftu ; Tdome 4Ftu
Weights of the cylinder and dome are:
Wcy I = Acy I (Tcy I) 0m; Wdome = Adome (Tdome) 0m for hemisperical domes
where Acy I and Adome are surface areas of the cylinder and dome respectively.
Wdome was modified to account for eliptical domes. Figure 5.1-i shows the ratio
13 i I I
ASSUMPTIONS:
• ELLIPSOIDAL HEADSHAVE VARIABLE THICKNESS
1.2 IN MERIDIONAL DIRECTION __
ELLIPSOIDAL AND HEMISPHERICALHEADSHAVE
_ EQUAL BASE_ADII, (a) , I
09 J
0"80.5-- 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
MINOR TO MAJORAXIS RATIO - b/a
FIGURE 5.1-1 WEIGHTRATIO OF ELLIPSOIDAL TO HEMISPHERICALDOMES
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of the weights of elliposidal to hemispherical domes having equal base radii
as a function of the ellipse axis ratio (b/a). The following function was
derived to fit this curve:
Ib- 0.7711.3+ 0.856
and case geometry becomes
/i°\
L






Wdome = [11 
8F
tu














W = W + = P K
c cyl 2Wdome Ftu (0p) np g
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which is approximated within 5% by




The theoretical case weight was then correlated with 20 metal case data points
including actual hardware, design studies, and proposals which resulted in the
final equation
1.013
I_ )0.95 (MEOp)0.7 _FS)0.7 (_) (0"163 b- 0"I14)]a
W = 11.16 Wp
c Ppnp (Ftu) O. 9 (b) 0. 315 Pm
Limitations of this equation are listed in Case Segmentation.
Load Fraction (np)- The weight of star pattern propellant inPropellant
both domes with a density of 0.063 ib/ in 3 was determined to be 70,000 ib for
a 156-in. diameter SRM. The volume of the domes and the propellant in them are
_b 70000 _bD3 • V - = 0.559; = 0.292674 D 3




_(Acs - A )P
where the volume of propellant in the cylinder is
W
V = p - 0.292674 D 3 b
pc 0 a
P
and case internal cross sectional area is
2
A =- (D - T)
cs 4
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Where T is the cylinder wall thickness + insulation
T - MEOP(D)FS + 0.25
2F
tu
The total case volume for a Ap/A t ratio of 1.3 is
V _ D 3 b + _ D2_^ Vpc
case = 6 7 7 - i. 3 AF /cs t
Since the propellant loading fraction is defined as propellant volume





5.1.3 Case Segmentation - The equation in 5.1.2 is for an unsegmented case,
but large SRM's are divided into segments resulting in a joint penalty. Reference
(M) provided the source of the equation and derivation used for this penalty. It
was assumed that flight and ground handling loads do not design the Joint and the
joint cross sectional area will vary linearly with case wall thickness. Weight
of the joints is
W. = _ D A . 0. N.
J xj j j





(_ P_qc_,._O_,___D,2F from Paragraph 5.1.2.where Tcy I =
tu
W. = _ D 2 (MEOP). (FS)(Dj)Nj
J 2F
tu
Assuming that the joints are manufactured from steel, pj is relatively constant.
Removing constants
(MEOP) (FS)N.
W. = D 2 .]
j F
tu
Applying this expression to manufactured joint data, the following weight equation
for case joint penalties resulted
MEOP (FS)N.
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This equation is applicable to pin and clevis type Joints only. A set of para-
metric limits was established for the joint equation as well as the case
equation previously presented. They are:
3000 < W < 2,000,000 ib
P
500 < MEOP < 1500 ib/in 2
0.25 < L/D < 8
0.6 < b/a < 1.0
The values of the material property parameter F to be used in the equations is
tu
room temperature value. It has been assumed that case insulation will prohibit
steel cases from exceeding 350°F.
5.1.4 Case Weight Comparison - A comparison of proposed 156 in. diameter SRM
case weights and predicted case weights resulting from equations in Paragraphs
5.1.2 and 5.1.3 is presented in Table 5.1-1. Proposed weights and design parameters
were obtained from SRM study reports submitted to NASA by Lockheed, AeroJet, UTC,
and Thiokol on 15 March 1972. Biaxial gain was accounted for by either a lower
FS or a higher Ftu in the SRM proposals which took advantage of it. The reported
case weights were 5 to 13 percent lower than those predicted by the parametric
equations.
5.1.5 Nozzle - The nozzle weight equation from Reference (M) was for a fixed
ablative nozzle divided into seven sections as shown in Figure 5.1-2. Based on the
analysis of the section theoretical weight equations, a single parametric weight




Tb0. @ 0 5Pc0"6 5 (tan _) "
This expression provided the basis for the correlation analyses which resulted
in the final equation
W = 0.0000772 K
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NUMBER PREDICTED CASE WEIGHT(EQUATIONS)
UNSEGMENTED JOINTS TOTAL








NOTES: _ BIAXIAL ULTIMATE STRENGTH = 254 KSI FOR 13°. GAIN

















//_ F.S. SHOWNIS FOR UNIAXIAL TENSILE STRENGTH. ACTUAL BREAKING STRENGTH OF A CASE WITHOUT IMPERFECTIONS ISUP TO ]5%
GREATER THAN THE DESIGN BURST PRESSURE DUE TO THE APPARENT INCREASE IN MATERIAL STRENGTH IN A BIAXIAL STRESS FIELD.
THIS DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.013
I.\Pp qp/ (Ftu) 0.9 _ O] PmJ
,/_ Wj = 7.7 (D) 2 MEOP*FS*Nj
Ftu
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which is equivalent to
0.916
Wnoz = 0.003505 Kgnlcfl. 2 0.8 0.0.4Pc (tan _)
2.1
where Kg n 0.116 for gimballed nozzles and 1.0 for fixed nozzles. The
E
following limits apply to the ablative nozzle weight scaling equation
500 < W < 2,000,000 ib
P
30 < Tb < 140 sec
300 < P < i000 ib/in 2
C
5 < E <75
15 < 0/2 < 30 deg
Thrust Te_ination - Thrust te_ination provides a negative or zero thrust
so the port area must be related to the nozzle throat area. From Reference (M)
W C*
W _P Fs_
tt P T b Cf PC C
W
and correlation of --_ with thrust te_ination weights resulted in
P T bC
Wtt = 170VC Tb/
However, the constant was changed to reflect a point design so the final equation
is
1.45
)tt _ Cf Pc







0pnp L 0 1 0.2
(_) • (Tde s)
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Additional insulation required for Joints is
Wul. = 0.00054 (D-Dp) DT b
or
W..zl= 0.000178 (D-Dp) [(2D + Dp) Tb + 80D]
where
D
P=I   4wpci]If2At )\_ Pc Tb g 14Fs]= _iA t _ Cf Pc 1/2
For both propellant segment ends inhibited from burning (inhibiting function is
accomplished with insulation)
W.. = 2W.. N.
]z zl 3
If one end is inhibited
W. = (Wui + W. ) N3i Ii j
If neither end is inhibited
W.. = 2W . N.
31 ul ]
The following set of limits represent the range of parameters in the empirical
data:
2000 < W < 3,000,000 ib
P
40 < Tb < 140 sec
300 < P < 1200 ib/in 2
c
5000 < T < 6500°F
C
0.25 < L/D < 8
Expended insulation from Win s and Wji during burn time was estimated to be
W = 0.005 W
exins p
5.1.7 Igniter - Igniter weight of some SRM's was plotted versus motor diameter
with the resulting equation of the curve being
Wig n = 0.376 D 1"45
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5.2 Landln 8 and Recovery - These equations predict weight for parachute
and braking rocket systems. Figure 5.1-3 presents the recovery mode for the DOlnh
design which was used as the basis in determining equation parameters and
coefficients.
5.2.1 Parachute - A retro rocket ignition velocity of 240 ft/sec and SRM
burnout weight of 188,000 ib were used in the analysis of the parachute system.
The following weight summary indicates what components were included:
PARACHUTE HARDWARE LIST AND WEIGHT SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION
STABILIZATION PARACHUTE SUBSYSTEM
Stabilization Chute, 23.0 ft (Do ) 23 ° Conical Ribbon
Riser, 25.6 ft long, suspension lines continued
Deployment Bag
Mortar, 20 in. dia. x 32 in. deep
Cartridge, uses 2 SBASI for initiation
Nose Cap, held by shear pins until mortar force
Bridle, tie between nose cone and pilot bag
MAIN PARACHUTE SUBSYSTEM
Pilot Chute, 13.7 ft (Do ) 25° Conical Ribbon
Riser, 56.3 ft long
Deployment Bag, Pilot
Main Chute, 78.5 ft (D) 20 ° Conical Ribbon
O
Deployment Bag, Main
Reefing Line Cutter, i0 sec delay (4 required)
Reefing Line, 9000 ib MIL-W-4088, 129 ft long
Explosive Bolt, release for attachment ring




















It was assumed that the stabilization parachute subsystem weight remains con-
stant. The main parachute weight equation was derived from the fact that
Wbo = Cd Ap q
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, the parachute area, and q the aerodynamic
where Cd is the drag coefficient Ap
pressure which can be expressed as
q = 1/2 p V2
a
where p is atmospheric density at altitude and V is velocity. Assuming that
a





The total parachute system weight equation is
Wbo
W = 175 + 498
2
par (Vri)
Parachute Installation - A summary of installation hardware compatible with
the parachute system follows:





Linear Shaped, Charge Assembly
Foam Filler (for flotation), 32 ft 3
Support Bulkhead
Flotation Bag, Pressurization Vessel and Valve
Cannister
Attachment Ring, 80 suspension lines, 4 each at 20 points
Miscellaneous
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5.2.2 Retro Rockets - The characteristics of the point design braking














The total ideal velocity available from the rocket is




Wb o - Wrp





Wbo - Wrp Wbo
Since the retro rocket propellant is only a small portion of the total weight,





Assuming a constant mass fraction and that (Vri - Vsd) is proportional to burn
time




An ignition velocity of 240 ft/sec, water impact velocity of 20 ft/sec, SRM
burnout weight of 188,500 ib, and average I of 235 sec were used in the
sp
determination of the final equation for rocket weight including attach structure
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5.2.3 Water Recovery Hardware - The components and weights of this subsystem









Since the weight of these items is assumed to remain constant
W = 380
wr
5.2.4 Body - This group includes structural components required for making
the basic SRM adaptable to Shuttle use. Weight equations were derived, using a
point design as the basis for parameters and coefficients. The equations are
adequate for sizing purposes in spite of their simplicity. Considerable
analysis beyond the scope of preliminary design presently available would be
necessary to increase the degree of confidence in them. As it is,the body
group represents only 15 percent of the total SRM dry weight.
Forward Skirt - The design of this item reflects minimum weight structure
at a constant length. Weight can be expressed in terms of diamete$ so using
point design data
Wfs = 13.65 D
Aft Skirt/Launch Structure - Assuming the critical load to be at liftoff
with orbiter engines firing and negligible wind effects
Wasls = axial load + reaction of orbiter thrust
Distributing the load to two fittings on the open trusswork skirt
LOW + 2W_o (1.3) _ cos _ (Lf +
Wasls =_ - 4 + D
Where 1.3 is the dynamic amplification factor. From point design data the
final equation is
OLOW + 2WEo 0.65 Fos _ cos _ (LfWasls = 0.00464 4 + D
+
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Attach/Separation Structure - An equation was derived from a simplified
relationship of loads. Structural weight decreases with reduced SRM engine




Nose Fairing - A constant unit weight resulting from the point design is
applied to any nose cone area. For a 20 deg cone
Wnf =0.0607 D2
Tunnel - Weight of the systems lines tunnel depends on cylindrical case
length
W = 0.114 L
t
5.3 Other - Weight equations for remaining systems are included in this
section.
Avionics - Avionics weight remains constant.
W = 182
av


























TPS - Nose insulation reflects a constant unit weight material.
20 deg cone
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5.4 SRM Module - The SRM model that has been incorporated into the overall
sizing program is in modular form and includes the preceding weight scaling equations.
This module provides a desirable weight estimation tool for analyzing the prelimi-
nary design studies of point design or, in the ESPER program it provides the capabi-
lity of optimization of the system by inputting a desired diameter and iterating
on propellant load and engine characteristics. The module has built in error
messages that tell the user when the limits of the parameter encompassed by the
empirical data used in the correlation analysis have been exceeded. It also con-
tains input constant which allows the user to input weight changes without modifying
the program. As with the Orbiter and External Tank Modules the flexibility is
inherent for replacing relationships or modifying the internal constants with a
minimum of effort.
The SRM Module also contains the option of utilizing a simplified equation to
derive the SRM weight rather than the detailed analysis. The primary purpose of
this option is to save time and money. This is accomplished by greatly reducing
the computer run time as well as eliminating the 39 input variables required to
run the detailed program. In the formulation of this equation, the primary para-
meters considered were usable ascent propellant and sea-level thrust. A battery
of parametric runs was completed in which sea-level thrust was varied from 3.0M
to 5.0M ib and ascent propellant loadings from 1.0M to 2.0M Ib SRM burn out weight
was then plotted against sea-level thrust resulting in a family of propellant curves
as shown in Figure 5.4-1. Each of these curves were analyzed by a least squares
curve fit to determine the coefficients of the equations describing them. These
resulting coefficients were, in turn, curve-fit to give interpolation capabilities.
The resulting equations are as follows:
C_EFSE = 29653.3 + (PR_PB * 0.0773338)
BB_WT = C_EFSE + (THBSL * 0.01887863)
where: PROPB = Usable ascent propellant weight.
THBSL = Sea level thrust
Table 5.4-1 is a detail listing of the input parameter both in the symbolic nota-
tion as used in the equation formulation and in the Fortran language as is used in the
computer program. Included with each parameter is a physical description and the
corresponding dimensional units. Figure 5.4-2 depicts a typical SRM with various
sections and dimensions noted. The following table (Table 5.4-2 is a data input file
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(THRUST LB X 106)_RM


















Major axis of ellipsoidal dome
Propellant grain port area
Nozzle throat area
Minor axis of elliposidal dome
Thrust coefficient
Case diameter
Propellant grain port diameter
Total orbiter sea level thrust
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Average specific impulse of retro rocket propellant
Length of cylindrical portion of case
Distance from edge of aft skirt end to orbiter
thrust line
Maximum expected operating pressure
Number of segment joints
Orbiter liftoff weight including external tank




Velocity @ retro rocket ignition
Velocity @ water impact
Attach/separation structure weight







Inhibited segment end insulation weight
Internal insulation weight
Case segment Joint weight
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Retro rocket propellant weight
Retro rocket (including installation) weight
Tunnel weight
Nose cone thermal protection weight
Thrust termination weight
Uninhibited segment end insulation weight
Water recovery hardware weight
Nozzle expansion ratio
Propellant loading fraction
Nozzle divergence half angle
Case material density
Propellant density
Average angle of orbiter engines with X axis in
X-Z plane
Insulation thickness
Percent uncertainty applied to the Government
furnished Eq.'s of the SRM
Counter-nozzle type - 0.0 - fixed
1.0 - gimballed
Counter-joint type - 0.0 - neither end inhibited
1.0 - one end inhibited
Basic SRM weight
Total uncertainty weight
SRM recovery system weight
SRM body adapter weight
SRM gross launch weight
SRMLAMBDA
Basic SRM weight constant
SRM adapter weight constant
SRM recovery weight constant
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FIGURE5.4-2 TYPICAL SRM
corresponding to the NR 162-in Booster, followed by the resulting detail printout,
Table 5.4-3. Following this is a simplified flow diagram of the module (Figure





























=1 .4,F]U=254000.,_HI3"1=.2_53, I_I=. 1
5.,'.i'xlJZ=l .,k£<=l 1 .2,b3_]l=12b.,AP=36_O.O
3.3,NDH_=IS.,IC=bbOO.,TDES=2bO.,P']=2V3U"
141 .,_SLO.'#=2OOOOOO.,IH_JbL=3_bOOU.,AA_E =lo.
= • 035, B_JIX,C2= .035, _ 15P=235., .VEI =O .O
















FIGURE 5.4-3 SRMMODULESIMPLIFIED FLOWDIAGRAM
OUTPUT
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WEIGHT SUMMARY (PER 5KM) - L_.




THRUST TEN _EIGHT 3827.
INSULATION _KIGHT 8721.
IGNITER WEIGHT 535.
BASIC 5RM _T. CONS1, O.





WAIER NEE. HWD. 3_0.
5R_ RKC. _[. C_NSI. 3500.
5RM IN[ERStAGK 51. ( 30331.)
_'3R,VARD SKIRT 2211 •
AFT 5KI_i S1. Eil2b.





_:_ INTEr<5° CONST O.
UNCERTAINTY 4T. ( 7399.)
EXPENDABLE5 ( -1031,)
SK/, 9_JNN_U] WEIGHT ( 211765.)
5RM P,-_CP. LVEIGHT ( 1406167.)
LAMBDA .865
5RM Gt<a55 _VEIGH] (( 1624962.))
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12 • 12,000 1
13 • 13,C00
15 • 15,CC0
16 • 16,C00 C
17 • 17,C00 C
1_ • 1_,C00 C



















39 • 39,000 C
- _0 - _O,CO0
W1 • _l,OOO C
_2 • W2,0C0
_3 • &3,O00
_R t___ _5,COO ___
_6 - a6,C00
&7 • _7,C00 _










C00 ...... _[.HEN$1BN RlO[_[










































IF(WNeZ,GT,.?,O) 58 TO 10
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57,000 C THRIIST ?ERMINATIBN WEIGMT
59,000 C INSULATIRN WriGht
60,000 .... _r(P_P_,LT_PCOO',RRePRRPR'_?,3000000'}
61,C00 Ir(f_T,LT,_O,._,BBT,GT,I_O,) CRUN?1310









72 • 7E,CCO .....
73 • 73,C00




78 • 7_,CCO 33
79 • 79,CC0 35



















100 - ..... ICC,O00
lOl • IC%,OCO
102 " 102,0C0 C
103 - 1C3,000 C
I0_ - %C_,CO0 C
105 • 1C5,0C0 C
106 ?._ 1C6,CC0




111 • I!I,0C0 C
112 - 112,CC0
113 • il3,CO0 C
%1_ • 11_,CCO




























C _ RETie R@CKE? WEIUHI
WR_l,O819"B@_wT'(VRI.VSD)/RRISP
C P_P[LLa_T WFIGHT
C WkTEP _ECSvE_Y _D__WEXSHT
WaR.3HO,
SRH B_DY ADAPTER WFIGH7
FBRWA_D SKIRT
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16_ _ 168,000 -9_99 CACC-LL_SF5 ........
1_q • _69o0C0 STOP



















100 FORUAT(III_X,_i_'wAR_IN_ LOOK AT CASE AND JOINT PARAMETERS**#I)
800 FO_MAT(/II7X,***_WARNIN_ L.PgR AT NSZZL£ PARAMETERS***_)
gO0 Fg_I_T(t/I_X,_•.IWa_NIN_ L_gK AT INSULATION PARAMETERS _II )
lOGO FCIRqAT{/IEPX, iWEIG_T SLjMHARY IPER SRM} • LOot}
1010 FRRW_TI/12px,_B_SIC S_M _EIGNT'_WX_(_FtO,Q_I)!) .__
" I_20 F_Af(IP2X,_CA£E _EIGHTI_SX_;IO,O_I_2X,
1_JeI_T '.'EIG_T',qX,rtO,O_/PPX, I_OZZLE WEIGHT_BX_
2FIO,C,Ip?x,'T_I_}ST TER WEISHTI_WX_FIO,O_I22X_
SIIK'SULA71Ok! '...'EIGNT,,WX,_IO,O,122X,_IGNITER WEIGHTI#TX
N_F_C,O,/22x_ASIC SRM _T, CBNST,_mIx_FIO,O)
1030 F_RuAF(It22X, IS; M RECOVLGY v,FlS_t,_lX,,l_FlO,Oet)!)
" 10_0 FO_/T(/22X_PAA_AC_UTE _EIGHTIaSX_FIO,O_/22X$
ilPARA%HL;TE 14STI'_&X,F$O,O_/22X_I_ETR8 ROCKETI_OX# .......
2FIO,O_IP2X_IPROPELLA_T _FIGHTI_WX_FIO,O_/2_X_
3t'..'_F_ #EC, N_D,_,&X_FIO,o,122X, tSHM REC, WT, CBNSTII . _
,2X,r_O,_)
_eSO F_:;_AT(/f22X_'SD_ fNTERSTk(iE ST,_$2X, I{ImF$OeO_!|t[
1060 F_'_AT(12EX_P_WARD SKINt_X_r10,O_/22Xa
I'_F" 5KI_/ S?,t,_X,FIO,G_/?2X_IATTACH/SEP STRU_T! ............
2_X_FIO,C,12_X_+NO_E FAIRINo_gx_FlO,O_/22X_
3_TuNNEL WE.16Nt_BX,FIO,Q,/£2W_AV|ONICS _EIGHfI_6X_
_FIO,O_/?2X,'TPS WEfGHT_IIX_FIOeO_I22X_tSRM INTERS, C_NSTI
-- 1070 FDP'*A_ (12_X, iUNCERTAINTY WT, 1,5X_ I( I,F$O,O, !)l_122Xm
I_E XP[ _OAOLES _ 9_ _ { I_F I0, O_ ! )i)
1880 F'flRMATIIP2X_tSRM BURNOUT WEIGMTt#2X_III#FIO,O_tIII
I//22X_SR_ P_OP, wFIGHT_X, tItmFIOeO_I)Im/22X_ILAMBDA !
2#2X,FS,S_I/22XmlSRH GROSS WEIGHTla3X, l((l÷F$OeOal))l)
G9 T_ I
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SINGLE FACE CORRUGATION SHELL WEIGHT MODEL
In advanced design studies, it is not practical to analyze each structural
item in sufficient depth to determine its associated weight. Therefore, weight
estimation models, correlated where possible to hardware, are required. These
models are not intended to yield optimized structural designs. They must,
however, provide data adequate to define reasonable weights and their sensitivities
to the design and performance criteria applicable to each advanced design study.
Spacecraft have body structural shells which vary from cylindrical or conical
cross sections to flat-sided, noncircular cross sections. It is necessary to
consider a structural concept that can accommodate all of these shapes and still
provide adequate strength and stiffness during all mission phases. Two basic
requirements of the inner body shell structure are to provide load paths for
carrying aerodynamic and inertia-induced loads (i.e., body bending moments, axial
loads, and shear loads), and to provide a pressure shell for carrying internal
pressures. When this latter condition occurs simultaneously with aerodynamic and
inertia loads, the structural shell is analyzed using beam-column analysis.
The analytical equations are developed for a single skin, stiffened longi-
tudinally with open-face trapezoidal corrugations as illustrated in Figure A-I.
Single-skin, open-face corrugations are analyzed as though each pitch of
skin corrugation acts as an individual beam-column. Beam-column length is equal
to the interval between frames. Boundary conditions consider the primary shell
skin to exhibit negligible hoop tension or compression capability; therefore,
each pitch of skin corrugation beams the entire lateral pressure loads to
structural frames. Extent of conservatism exhibited by assuming negligible hoop
capabilities is highly dependent upon shell deviation from a cylindrical cross
section. Cylindrical shells provide excellent load paths for carrying hoop loads.
A-I
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ultimate tensile strength, ib/in 2
compressive yield strength, ib/in 2
Young's modulus of elasticity, Ib/in 2
crippling stress, lb/in 2
allowable column stress, ib/in 2
reference bending stress employed in plastic bending analysis, Ib/in 2
applied, ultimate axial load, ib
allowable column load per Johnson's equation, Ib
critical column load per Euler's equation, ib
axial load at failure, ib
applied, ultimate uniform radial loading, ib/in
applied, ultimate pressure, ib/in 2
applied, ultimate bending moment, in-lb
bending moment due to lateral load and corresponding to Yo' in-lb
allowable bending moment in plastic bending, in-lb
maximum final or total deflection, in
maximum deflection due to lateral and/or moment plus initial
eccentricity - in
ratio of P/Pcr or Pall/PCr, scalar
deflection magnification factor, scalar
cross-sectional area of beam or column, in 2
beam-column length, spacing between frames, in
effective beam-column length, L' = L/C/_f, in
thickness, in
element width used in crippling equations, in
corrugation pitch, in
4
area moment of inertia, in
material density, lb/in 3
static moment of area about neutral axis for plastic bending, in 3
3
section modulus, in
unit weight, lb/ft 2
radius of gyration, in
Cf fixity coefficient, scalar
V
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s = 20 ts
tc ,_ O.5 ts
b( = 6.0 t s




SINGLE-SKIN, TRAPEZODIAL CORRUGATION GEOMETRY
(Sizing Model)
The following work develops the shell sizing model which is taken directly
from Reference b.
Beam Columns - A beam-column is a compression member which is also subjected
to bending loads. Bending may be caused by eccentric application of the member,
lateral loadings, or a combination of these.
The final deflection at the center is:
Y = Yo (i--_)
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The moment on the column can then be expressed by the following equation:
M=Py+M
o













Substituting the ratios _ and Rc
following equation :
_
cc / \ cr / \FccA
into the interaction formula yields the
This is a quadratic equation with Pall/Pcr as the unknown.
by the usual quadratic formula:
o + I o +i=0
Mall Mall cr ! Mall
It can be solved
wh ere














The negative sign before the radical gives the proper answer when substituted
into the following expression:
Pall = Per \ cr /
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Before proceeding, it is necessary to solve for the quadratic equation
coefficients, a, b, _d c, in terms of the single-skin, open-face corrugation
geometry. This is accomplished in five basic steps:
(i) dete_nation of allow_le crippling stress (Fcc) - To determine allow_le
crippling stress, the following geometric relationships are used:
s _£ ts t =0"05Ss A = 0"i025s2
j t = 0.025s I = 0.0074s 4
<j b = 0.75s
W
C •
From Reference b, the crippling stress for a no-edge, free element may be
found from the equation:
F .595
F = 1.41 cy E
_0 Sl
cc E (_) .
For a given element, the maximum value allowed for F is F . In any
cc tu
equation used for determining the composite crippling stress of a skin corrugation,








Element 2, where _--- = 0.025------s = 30
C
Element 3, where s__ = l.s = 20.
t 0.05s
S
The following combinations of conditions are possible stress levels for the
skin-corrugation elements:
(a) no elements working at F
tu
(b) one element working at F
tu
(c) two elements working at F
tu
(d) all three elements working at F
tu
For each possible combination, a composite F of skin corrugation is
CC
obtained from the following equations shown in Table A-I.
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-- = 0.094 Z + 0.146
--= 0.0328 Z + 0.634
--=1.
(2) determination of allowable buckling load (Pc) - The allowable buckling
load is calculated from Johnson's Parabola for short columns:
F 2(L'/k)2
P = F A - cc A
C. CC
4_ 2 E
For the skin-corrugation structure with a full fixity as the assumed boundary
condition, the Johnson's equation becomes :
P = 0.1025 L 2 [. Fc-------_--cc (L/s)2





It must be verified that F is equal to or greater than one-half of F . If
C CC
this is not the case, then basic Euler column equation replaces Johnson's equation,
or:
2 El P
' P = _ and F = -9-c
c (L,)2 c A
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(3) determination of initial deflection (yo) and initial moment (Mo) -
These values are obtained from "Formulas for Stress and Strains," by R. J. Roark,
4th ed., dated 1965, for a beam carrying a uniform lateral load. The equations,
after substituting appropriate geometries, are:
kl
Yo = 2.84 Es 3
and
M = i
o kq Cf qSL 2
The values of k I and k 2 are given in Table A-2.
fixity condition Cf
both ends fixed 4.00
both ends pinned 1.00
one fixed, one pinned 2.04








(4) determination of allowable bending moment (Mal l) - In determining the
allowable bending moment, the basic plastic bending equation found in Reference b
is employed:
Mall = (QI + Q2 ) Frb
Substituting the geometric relationship for the skin corrugation into this
expression, the following expression for Mal I is obtained.
Mal I = 0.0193s 3 Ftu
(5)
expressed as follows:
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b = - [(a+c) +
kI k 2 Cf L
284 E
i Mo




C = 1 -
0.0193 k 2 Cf tu
P = .I025L 2 cc ,
> 1/2 Fcc, c L(i,/s)2 2.8546 Cf (Johnson s equation)
< I/2 F then P = _2 EI (Euler's equation)
If Fc cc' c (L,)2
The subroutine utilizes an iterative process where values of the skin thick-
ness (ts) are varied until Pall approaches P, or the margin of safety approaches




--= t > t
2 c -- minimum
The value tminimu m represents a minimum sheet thickness, based upon manufacturing
and/or handling limitations used in the aerospace industry.
Using the relation between skin thickness (ts) and equivalent thickness (_)
shown on Figure A-I, the shell unit weight is determined by:
J
= 144 p
Circular Shells - As previously discussed, cylindrical and conical shells are
capable of carrying hoop loads. However, the present equations do not account for
this capability. Therefore, conical shells, which are employed on ballistic
vehicles, cargo propulsion modules, and launch vehicle adapters, are conservatively
sized by the techniques for noncircular shells.
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A.I - General Instructions - This is a program for finding the unit weight of
a single-face corrugation shell for a given running load, operating temperature,
and material. A linear expression giving unit weight in terms of running load is
produced as well. Three outputs are given which can be used as inputs to the
Aerosurface Calculation Program.
REQUIRED INPUT
The input form used is the "namelist" type which eliminates any fixed
format problems. The namelist variables used are given below.
Name Variable Units
E Young's Modulus of elasticity at operating temp. ib/in 2
FTU Ultimate tensile strength at operating temp. ib/in 2
PCY Compressive yield strength at operating temp. ib/in 2
MATL(1),I=I,3 Material Name --
RHO Material Density Ib/in 3
RS Rib Spacing in
TEMP Operating temperature °F
Q Running Load ib/in
FIX Indicator of fixity condition --
1 - both ends fixed
2 - both ends pinned
3 - one end fixed, one end pinned
4 - one end fixed, one end free
Variable limiting number of points per run (for
LIM = 50, Q RUNMA X = 32000 ib/in.)
LIM
Table A-3 is a typical input file for various materials, temperatures, and
pressures. Tables A-4 through A-10 are the resulting outputs for these data, and
Table A-II is a Fortran listing of the Shell Program.
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E=10.5E+0 _, FTU=71000., FCY=gBO00., RHO=. 1, R':;=20., TEtlP=70.
q=_. 4, FIX=3,LIH=43::
ALUH 201ii-T651
E: 10.7E+06, FTU=66000., FCY=59000., R'_O=. !Ol::
ALUM 2219-T87
E=IO. 5E+06, FTU=611000., FCY=53000., RHn=. i02::
AUUr_ 7075-T65!




E=16.0E+06, FTU=160000., FCY=Z54000. ,RilO:. 160":
TITANIUH 6AL- 4V
E:I3. lE+Og, FTU=II3000., FCY=98000., RT_O=. 160
TEHr_:600.::
A-IO
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ALUM 2024-T861 TEI'4P= 70. F O= 1.40 PSI
E= .105E 03 PSI FTU= 71000. PSI FCY= 63000. PSI
R;tO= .100 L3/IN3 RIB SPACII_G= 20.0 IH
FIXITY COEFFICIEI]T= 2.04 (ONE END FIXED,. O[JE PINNED)
QRUN ;IBAR K QRUr4 tIBAR
I00. .51 I0 7500. 2.34
200. .61 7 8OO0. 2.44
30o. .68 5 8500. 2.55
400. .74 3 9000. 2.66
500. .80 5 9500. 2.77
600. .84 5 ioooo. 2.89
7oo. .88 5 ii0oo. 3.I1
800. .92 6 12900. 3.34
900. • 95 6 13000. 3.57
I000. .98 6 14000. 3.80
1500. 1.12 6 15000. 4.04
2000. 1.23 5 16000. 4.28
2500. 1.32 5 17000. 4.51
3000. 1.42 5 18000. 4.75
3500. 1.5l 5 190qO. 4.99
4000. 1. g2 4 20000. 5.23
4500. 1.71 4 21000. 5.48
5000. 1.81 5 22000. 5.72
5500. 1.91 5 23000. 5.96
6000. 2°02 5 24000. 6.20
6500. 2.12 5 25000. 6.45
7000. 2.23 5
SLOPE: .000227 PSF/L[B/IN CB: .68
FA: 63444. PSI TAU: 22010. PSI
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ALU;4 2014-Tg51 TEMP= 70. F (_: 1.40 PSI
E: .107E 03 PSI FTU: 66000. PSI FCY: 59q00. PSI
RilO: .lO1 L[B/IN3 RIB SPACIt1G: 20.0 Itd
FIXITY COEFFICIEt_T= 2.04 (Or_E END FIXED, ONE PINNED)
ORU_ _,/BAR K QR U:,I '../BAR
lO0. .52 lO 7500. 2.41
200. .62 7 8000. 2.53
300. .69 5 8500. 2.64
400. .75 3 9000. 2.76
500. .80 5 9500. 2.88
600. .85 5 ioooo. 3. on
700. .89 5 ilOOO. 3.23
800. .93 5 12000. 3.48
900. .96 6 13000. 3.72
I000. .99 6 14000. 3.97 ,
1500. 1.13 5 15000. 4.21
2000. 1.24 4 16009. 4.46
2500. I. 34 5 17000. 4.71
3000. 1.4;I 5 18000. 4.97
3500. 1.55 tl 190or,. 5.22
4000. 1.65 4 20000. 5.47
4500. i. 75 5 21000. 5.73
5000. 1.86 5 22000. 5.93
5500. 1.97 5 23009. 6.24
6000. 2.08 5 24000. 6.50
6500. 2.19 5 25oofl. 6.75
7000. 2.30 5
SLOPE: .000240 PSF/LI_/IN CB: .66
FA: 60672. PSI TAU: 20460. PSI
WBAR: .000240 :: _RUN + .66
PSF
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ALUH 2219-TS7 TEtlP= 70. F n: 1.40 PSI
E: .105E 08 PSI FTU: _Qno. nsI FCY= 53_0_. pSI
RitO= .102 LB/IN3 RIB SPACIt_G= 20.0 IN
FIXITY COEFFICIENT= 2,04 (ONE EtqD FIXED,, OtIE PI:_>JED)
QRUtl /IBAR K ORUI4 WB#R
i00. .52 lO 7500. 2.54
200. .63 7 8nOO. 2.67
300. .71 4 8500. 2.79
400. .77 4 9000. 2.92
5O0. .82 5 95o0. 3.05
600. .86 5 10000. 3.18
700. .91 5 llO00. 3. Ji4
800. .95 5 12000. 3.70
900. .98 6 130o0. 3.96
lO00. 1.Ol 6 lifO00. 4.23
150o. 1.15 5 150o0. 4.50
2000. 1.2G 5 IGOOO. 4.77
2500. i. 37 5 17000. 5.04
3000. 1.48 5 18000. 5.32
3500. 1.60 4 19000. 5.59
4009. 1.71 3 20000. 5.8¢)
4500. 1.82 5 21000. 6.14
5000. 1.94 5 22000. 6.42
5500. 2.06 5 23000. 6.69
6000. 2.18 5 24000. 6.97
6500. 2.30 5 25000. 7. 211
7000. 2.42 5
SLOPE: .000260 PSFILBIIN CB: .64
FA: 56462. PSl TAU= 19840. r,Sl
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ALUM 7075-T651 TEMP: 70. F n: 1.40 PSI
E= .I03E 08 PS! FTU= 79000. PSI FCY= 6900N, PSI
RliO= .201 LB/IN_ RIB SPACING= 20.0 It_
FIXITY COEFFICIEI_T= 2.04 (OtIE EHD FIXED, OI_E PIH,_IED)
QRUN ',,/BAR K QRUN _,/BAR
I00. .51 IO 7500. 2.29
200. .61 7 800o. 2.39
300. .69 5 8500. 2.49
400. .75 3 9000. 2.60
500. .80 5 9500. 2.70
600. .85 5 I0000. 2.81
700. .89 5 II000. 3.02
800. .93 6 12000. 3.24
90o. .96 6 13000. 3.46
IOOO. i.oo 6 14000. 3.68
15oo. 1.13 6 15000. 3.90
2000. I. 24 5 16000. 4.12
2500. 1.34 6 17000. 4.35
3000. 1.43 5 18000. 4.58
3500. 1.52 5 19009. 4.80
4000. 1.61 5 20000. 5.03
4500. 1.71 4 21000. 5.26
5000. I. £0 4 22000. 5.49
5500. 1.89 5 23000. 5.72
6000. 1.99 5 24000. 5.96
6500. 2.09 5 25000. 6.19
7000. 2.19 5
SLOPE= .000215 PSFIL:3/IN CB= .72
FA= 67641. PS I TAU= 24180. PSI
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E: .I03E 08 PSI FTU= 76000.
R_IO: .099 LBIIN3 RIB SPACIHG:
FIXITY COEFFICIENT: 2.04
70. F C_: 1.40 PSI
PSI FCY: 68000. PSI
20.0 II',l














































SLOPE: .000214 PS_/LB/IN CB: .70
FA: 66721. PSI TAU= 23560. PSI
WBAR: .000214 :: nRt,lll + .70
PSF
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TITA:IIUH 6AL-4V TEHP: 70. F n= 1.40 PSI
E= .160E 08 PS' FTU= 160000. PSI FCY: 154000. PSI
RICO= .160 LBIINB RIB SPACIr_G= 20.0 Ill
FIXITY COEFFICIEIJT= 2.o4 (OrJE EIJD FIXED, Or_E oI;_:IED)
ORU:I WBAR K ORU:I _,,lf_,AR
I00. .67 13 7500. 2.61
200. .81 8 8000. 2.68
300. .92 7 8500. 2.75
400. 1.00 6 9000. 2.82
500. 1.07 5 9500. 2.90
600. I. 14 4 i0000. 2.97
700. 1.19 3 II000. 3.13
800. i. 25 5 12000. 3.23
900. I. 29 5 13000. 3.43
lO00. 1.34 5 14000. 3.59
1500. . 1.52 ? 15000. 3.75
2ooo. I. 67 7 16000. 3.92
2500. i. 80 7 17000. 4.08
30oo. 1.91 7 1800o. 4.25
3500. 2.01 7 19o0o. 4.42
4009. 2.10 6 20000. 4.59
4500. 2.19 5 21000. 4.76
5000. 2.26 5 22000. 4.93
5500. 2.33 6 23000. 5. I0
6009. 2.40 6 24000. 5.68
6500. 2.47 5 25000. 5.45
7000. 2.54 5
SLOPE= .ooo161 PSFILBIIN CB= 1.38 PSF
FA= 143173. PSI TAU= 496oo. psl
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TITAr,IIUM 6AL-4V TEHP= 600. F n: 1.40 PSI
E= .131F 08 PSI FTU= ll8000, mSl FCY= 98OO0. PSI
R_IO= .160 L[3111,13 RIi_,SPACIr4G-" 20.0 lq
FIXITY COEFFICIEIIT= 2.04 (ONE END FI;CED, OrJE PI;414ED)
O.RU;_I WBAR K NP.Ur4 tlB AP,
100. .72 12 ?500. 2.99
200. .88 7 8000. 3.09
300. .99 6 8500. 3.20
400. 1.o3 5 9ono. 3.31
50o. I. 16 4 9500. 3._3
600. i. 23 4 lOOOO. 3.54
700. 1.29 5 llOOO. 3.77
800. 1.34 5 12o00. 4. oo
9oo. i. 39 5 13000. 4.24
i00o. I. 44 5 I_400o. 4.48
1500. I. 6_I 7 15000. 4.72
2000. i. 8O 7 16000. 4.97
2500. 1.93 6 170on. 5.22
3000. 2.05 5 18oq0. 5.47
3500. 2.16 6 19000. 5.72
4000. 2.26 6 20000. 5.97
4500. 2.36 5 21000. 6.23
5000. 2.46 5 22000. 6.48
5500. 2.56 5 23000. _.74
6000. 2.66 5 24000. 7.00
6500 2.73 4 25000. 7.26
70o0. 2.88 4
SLOPE= .000236 PSFILBIIN CI3= 1.25 PSF
FA= 97750. PSI TAU= 36580. pet
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